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New BP7002
$1099 ea.

New BP7006
$599 ea.

New BP7004
$799 ea.
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Breathtaking ... these new 
creations are simply extraordinary!”

“

Our “mind-boggling” top-of-the-line BP7000SC and BP7001SC Bipolar SuperTowers™ earned the experts’
highest raves. Now the new BP7002, BP7004 and BP7006 expand our flagship 7000 SuperTower Series 

with three new surprisingly compact and even more affordable superb-sounding “overachievers”!

– Darryl Wilkinson, Home Theater

These all new 7000 Series SuperTowers feature:
• New SuperCube Technology High-Power Subwoofers
• New High-Def Crossovers with Zobel Networks
• New Dual Pressure-Driven Infrasonic Radiators
• New 300-watt Digital High-Current Amps
• New Powerful High-Pressure Subwoofer Drivers 

with Finite-Element-Optimized Magnet Structures
• New DTARF-Optimized Driver Voicing
• New High-Def Drivers with Magnetic Shielding 
• New Bipolar Wide-Dispersion Driver Topology
• New Accelerometer-Optimized Cabinets
• New Beautifully Sculptured Designer Styling

Experience Definitive’s bipolar magic
Our bipolar technology will make your

favorite music and movies literally come 
alive in your home. Reviewers agree that 
bipolar loudspeakers are sonically superior 
to all others for both music and home the-
ater. In fact, top expert Brent Butterworth
raved that “bipolar systems are as close as
we’ve come to finding the Holy Grail.”

Only Definitive’s revolutionary bipolars 
have two complete sets of high-definition 
drivers. They radiate sound, both front and 
rear, in an omnidirectional pattern exactly
the same way sound is produced naturally. 

The amazing sonic benefits dramatically recreate a 
remarkably rich, lifelike, room-filling three-dimensional 
soundfield which will envelop every listener in your room 
and put them right in the concert hall or into the movie itself!

Two built-in SuperCube Technology subs will rock your world
There’s no need for extra subwoofer boxes because two Definitive

SuperCube Technology ultimate-powered subwoofers are already built 
right into the beautiful slender towers. Our SuperCube Technology’s

unique blend of lightning-fast transient response, tuneful 
musicality, earth-shaking seismic subsonic capability and

awesome power won Audio-Revolution’s Subwoofer-of-
the-Year honors and had The Perfect Vision’s 

Neil Gader raving, “it doesn’t get much better 
than this.” The exceptional bass performance 

that a pair of Definitive SuperTowers will 
achieve in your home is truly awe-inspiring!

Whatever your budget, if you love great 
sound, you must experience the magic 

of Definitive bipolars for yourself. From 
our $299 BP6B to the top-of-the-line 

BP7000SC, all eight Definitive bipolar 
towers deliver absolutely unsurpassed 

sonic performance and unequalled value. 
Then when you combine them with our 

perfectly timbre-matched center channels and 
bipolar surrounds, you will have a completely 

extraordinary home theater system which, to quote
Home Theater magazine, “is sure to send audiophiles 

and reviewers alike searching for superlatives.” 
You must experience these amazing SuperTowers today!

Don’t buy speakers without hearing 
Definitive’s Grand Prix winning bipolars

11433 CRONRIDGE DR. • OWINGS MILLS, MD 21117 • 410. 363.7148
www.definitivetech.com •

“An overachiever of major proportions”
– Chris Martens, The Absolute Sound

“Definitive has hit the jackpot again!”
– Gary Merson, HDTV Insider

“Magnificent soundfield and imaging”
– Rich Warren, Sound & Vision

See our dealer list on page 128
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Why Hollywood
Loves HD DVD
Explosions more explosion-y

Fireballs richer, more detailed

Squiggly hot-air effect even squigglier

Sound of burning robots cracklier

Eric Allard, Special Ef fects Technician
Mission: Impossible III, The Matrix Reloaded

Mail to notemart@gmail.com for any further request.



Get 3 FREE* HD DVDs
When You Buy Any Toshiba HD DVD Player
Experience six times the resolution of regular DVDs,** with pure 7.1 surround 
sound. Go to www.TheLookAndSoundOfPerfect.com for more details.

*Offer valid only for purchases made between 11/01/06 and 02/28/07. Offer good in USA and Canada only. While supplies last. **Resolution comparison based on 480i vs. 1080i pixel counts. HD DVD with high-defi nition content
required for HD output. Viewing high-defi nition content and up-converting DVD content may require an HDCP-capable input on your display device. Because HD DVD is a new format that makes use of new technologies, certain
 disc, digital connection and other compatibility issues are possible. If you experience compatibility problems, please contact Toshiba customer service. © 2006 North American HD DVD Promotional Group, Inc.
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Supreme defi nition. 

PANASONIC ANNOUNCES THE ULTIMATE WIN-WIN SITUATION. 

PT-AX100U
• 1280 x 720 resolution
• 6,000:1 contrast ratio
• 2,000 lumens

PT-AE1000U
• Full HD 1080p
• 11,000:1 contrast ratio
• 1,100 lumens

Extreme versatility.

Whichever way you look at it, the perfect home theater projector is a Panasonic. Choose the industry’s highest 
rated home theater projector, the AX100 - with Panasonic’s Light Harmonizer Technology for amazing picture 
quality, even in well-lit rooms. Or choose Panasonic’s full HD AE1000 projector for brilliant in-home cinematic 
viewing. Both were developed with leading Hollywood colorists to deliver cinema-picture quality the way the 
director intended. Either way, you’ll be immersed in an awe-inspiring viewing experience. 

Visit panasonic.com/projectors or call 
888.411.1996 to get the perfect holiday gift.

*Based on popularity ratings for 720p projectors appearing on ProjectorCentral.com as of October 22, 2006. ©2006 Panasonic Projector Systems Company, Unit of Panasonic Corporation of North America.  All rights reserved.
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Welcome to 2007...now make it 
go away.

Your source for the highest-quality
digital programming to check out
this month.

From the news desk… THX’s new
video certification, and check out the
updated iPods.

Back to the future: The HANNspree
HANNSnara’s retro design is new
again.

Prologue by Maureen C. Jenson

Want to snazz up your system? Here’s
a look at the hottest new A/V gadgets
and gear.

Cars, The Da Vinci Code, and A
Prairie Home Companion, plus
Corpse Bride and Batman Begins
on HD DVD.

Before you run out to buy a product
we’ve reviewed, find a quality deal-
er near you.

Dealer Locator

Premium Programming

AV Newswire by Mark Fleischmann

ENTRY LEVEL

HIGH PERFORMANCE

78 NAD Masters Series M15 Pre/Pro, 
M25 Amplifier, and M55 Universal 
Disc Player>
They want to take you higher.

SPOTLIGHT SYSTEM

70 Definitive Technology ProCinema 1000
Speaker System and Pioneer Elite 
VSX-84TXSi A/V Receiver>
Little speakers are looking up.

110 Sharp SD-SP10 HTIB>
Welcome to the age of Audistry.

116 HP Pavilion Media Center TV 
m7580n HTPC>
Ready-made living-room multimedia.

Samsung HL-S5679W DLP HDTV>
Reference unleashed…almost.99

This super system includes
great gear from Elan, NAD,
Pioneer, Samsung, and
Toshiba. Boltz’s TV Table
supports it all with strength
and style. Check it out for
yourself at www.boltz.com.
Screen images courtesy of
Warner Brothers and Everett
Collection. Photography by
Cordero Studios.
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As we enter 2007, there are so many unanswered questions. Will we see combination
HD DVD and Blu-ray players by the end of this year? How about a debut in the U.S.
market of the new Pioneer 60-inch
plasma with a claimed better-than-
20,000:1 contrast ratio? And, if so,
will Pioneer get it to U.S. shores
before Toshiba/Canon get their
joint SED display—with a claimed
50,000:1 contrast ratio—into the
stores stateside?

How about HD broadcasting via
the local affiliates: Will we actually
see all U.S. stations broadcasting
some HD yet? Reportedly, some are
not, flying under the FCC’s radar.
But wait—there are literally only
two years until the complete trans-
fer from NTSC to HDTV. Will the
timeline need to get pushed back
again? Which digital media center
will in fact take over our living rooms and our lives? Or do we just not care yet? Is it too
early, and is the consumer overwhelmed by too many digital choices now in the market?

This is just a sampling of the questions yet to be determined in the months ahead.  
In this day and age of immediacy, we’ve been concentrating a large amount of

resources on our Website, www.hometheatermag.com. It is the perfect complement to
our print publication and is updated daily with breaking info and news. When we did 
a survey a couple of months back, one of my questions was how you were enjoying
the Audio Video Interiors section of the magazine. Almost all respondents loved it and
enjoyed reading the DIY theaters and how-to-build-your-own-theater profiles that
are in every issue. And I’m proud to say, it’s back again this year due to popular
demand. But let’s face it: Home Theater magazine is all about the gear—always was,

always will be. Because that’s really what you
want to know about: What’s the best system
for me, on my budget? Because, when we all
get home at the end of the day, that’s really
all that matters: How best can I relax with
my family or my significant other and just
make the outside world go away?

BY 
MAUREEN C. JENSON

prologue

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND SUBSCRIPTIONS:
hometheater@palmcoastd.com > Or write to: P.O. Box 420235, Palm Coast, FL 32142-0235.
Please include your full name, address, and phone number on any inquiries.

Welcome 
to 2007

Log on to: www.hometheatermag.
com to sign up for our four free
monthly eNewsletters. You’ll get
exclusive tips, trends, news, and
reviews from your favorite HT writers.

…now make it go away.

This month’s issue includes the fourth install-

ment of our Audio Video Interiors Pull Out and

Keep Guide to Building Your Own Theater.

Check us out again next month when we will

cover acoustic treatments. In this issue, we

feature a Broadway producer’s beautifully

integrated theater and a DIY theater from

reader James Reedy, an audio enthusiast

who saved serious coin designing and build-

ing his own theater room. Thanks to all of you

who share how you’re turning your theater

dreams into reality. Keep sending us your

theaters at HTletters@primedia.com.

AVI PULL OUT AND KEEP!

12 Home Theater / January 2007 > www.hometheatermag.com

Award winning fine furniture
designed exclusively for

Plasma, DLP, and LCD TVs.

Experts in Home Theater Furniture
3910-F Prospect Ave., Yorba Linda, CA  92886

800-616-5354

www.diamondcase.comwww.diamondcase.com

Televisions Have
Evolved.

Has Your Furniture?

Constructed with Integrity

Designed with Intelligence

Home Theater Furniture
DIAMOND CASE

Mail to notemart@gmail.com for any further request.
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NOTHING IS LOST
In golf, what isn’t seen is as crucial as what’s noticed. But even the best players in the world 

don’t pick up on everything. Seeing the game through millions of pixels makes that obvious. 

On an AQUOS, lost balls are found. Gusts of wind are picked up. The line of a putt is 

right in front of you. See every detail of every hole with the full HD, 1080p AQUOS, from 

the leading innovator of Liquid Crystal Television, Sharp. Learn more at moretosee.com.

Mail to notemart@gmail.com for any further request.



Will you get FiOS 
if and when it becomes 

available in your area?

from the staff

CHRIS CHIARELLA, CONVERGENCE EDITOR: “Almost defi-
nitely. Connected friends tell me that the speed, reliability,
and future-proofness (look it up) versus all other Internet
providers can’t be beat, and it’s all at a great value. And,
with FiOS TV due shortly, promising lots of full-bandwidth
high-def content, it might just be the über service we
techies have been dreaming of.”

MARK FLEISCHMANN, AUDIO EDITOR: “Depends on the price.
I’m paying a total of $74 for cable modem, VOIP, and basic
cable. It will go up to $86 when the six-month introduc-
tory discount expires on the cable modem. Will Verizon
make me a better offer?”

NIKHIL BURMAN, COPY EDITOR: “Price would be the main
factor in my decision. If I could get a package I like that is
around the price I’m already paying for cable, then I would
definitely go for it. My Time Warner service (recently trans-
ferred over from Adelphia) frequently screws up, and it
sounds like FiOS probably won’t. But I don’t watch enough
TV to pay more than I do now.”

GEOFFREY MORRISON, VIDEO EDITOR: “Maybe, maybe
not. When it comes to TV service, I fear change. Right
now, I’m very happy with the channel choices, service, and 
picture quality of my cable (Time Warner). FiOS may be
better, but it may not be. I also have no interest in being 
a beta tester at home. At our test lab, on the other hand,
absolutely. Sign us up.”

MAUREEN JENSON, EDITOR: “I know there are great FiOS
deals being offered, such as $10 off per month for the first
year. I’m also really happy with my service at the moment, 
so, for at least the beginning of 2007, I’ll stay put.”

14 Home Theater / January 2007 > www.hometheatermag.com
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Tiny Speakers   

704-391-9337 ● www.signalpathint.com
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Phenomenal Sound....

Exotic wood veneers. Proprietary custom drivers.
7.5" H X 4.9" W X 6.5" D
Design 3 Sats $400 pr 
Design 3—5.1 System w/ Era Sub 8 $1900
Matching AV furniture available

The World’s First ‘Time Aligned’ Mini Home Theater Loudspeaker System   

The Design 3 reaches deep
into the midbass region to around 75Hz.
This level of performance is rare in a
mini-satellite speaker. Other speakers in
this size and price range typically lack
any bass below 100Hz making them more
difficult to integrate with subwoofers.
If you need small beautiful wood veneer
speakers that sound huge...
era is the answer.

Mail to notemart@gmail.com for any further request.
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CD & DVD STORAGE 
WITH DESIGN IN MIND
CD & DVD RACKS  |  PLASMA & HDTV STANDS

LP & BOOK SHELVING  |  COMPONENT STANDS 

OFFICE SUITES  |  BEDROOM FURNITURE

WWW.BOLTZ.COM | 877.804.7650

Our CD & DVD racks are high capacity,  inf in i tely expandable, 

and manufactured in the USA. Every Boltz product combines 

the best in qual i ty,  design, and sty le.   Vis i t  us at boltz.com to 

see our complete l ine of A/V & L i festy le furniture. 

MM-252x2 or CD-600x2

BIGGER

MM-252x3 or CD-600x3
BIGGEST

BIG
MM-252 or CD-600
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© Copyright 2007 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. Prices may vary. 
Simulated images. High-definition content (e.g. WMV HD files) is required to view high-definition images. Most current DVDs do not provide high-definition 
images. Wireless access point and Internet service sold separately. Model featured is slc3760n LCD TV.

You. Unplugged. The HP high-def MediaSmart 37" LCD 
television lets you screen photos, movies or play your own
music—through a wireless connection to your personal
computer. All with stunning sound and picture.

 • Call 1-800-525-MY HP 
 • Visit hp.com/personal or your retailer
 • Starting at $1,99999

Mail to notemart@gmail.com for any further request.



Technically, yes. Most display types
can have different refresh rates. Most
Pioneer plasmas have been able to
refresh at 72 hertz (24 times 3) for
several years now. There are several
new LCD flat panels that will refresh
at 120 Hz (24 times 5). Sony’s new
SXRD front projector, the VPL-VW50,
will refresh at 96 Hz (24 times 4).
There have been a few DLP front pro-
jectors that refresh at 48 Hz, but,
at higher brightness levels, 48 Hz
may be too low for some people (and
they’ll see flicker). 

Depending on the technology, a
different refresh rate may or may not
be difficult to implement. Getting the
processing to work with the different
refresh rate is an entirely different
matter. Keep in mind that, while
eliminating the 3:2 sequence is great,
it doesn’t mean the image will be
smooth. Film (24 fps) will never look
as smooth as video (30 fps), as the
difference in frame rate is noticeable.

This is a good thing. You don’t
want your movies to look like
your evening news (unless that
was the intention). A 2:2 con-
version (or 3:3, or 5:5) will be

smoother—as in less jerky—but not
perfectly smooth.—GM

GET YOUR STORY STRAIGHT
In the Letters column of your
October issue, Geoffrey Morrison,
in his answer to Steve’s letter says,
“I’m not sure where you’re getting
1080p/60, but it’s not from any
consumer source.” Then, in the
GearWorks column, he says, “The
BD-P1000 takes the 1080p/24
off the disc, decodes it, adds the
3:2 sequence to make it 1080i/30,
then deinterlaces that to output
1080p/60.” Help, I’m so con-
fused! Could you please explain
this apparent contradiction?

Barry Slavin
(Via E-mail)

Your confusion is understandable. The
1080p/60 from a Blu-ray player is
actually a 1080p/24 signal with an
added 3:2 cadence. In other words, of
the 60 frames each second, only 24 are
actually different. The rest are dup-
licates. “Real” 1080p/60 would be
60 completely different frames per
second. So, while your TV displays
them the same, the amount of discrete
information is different.—GM

SIZE OR POWER?
I love your magazine! I have a
pretty decent knowledge of home
theater, but I have a question
regarding sub size and power.
While I get the concept of the
bigger the better, I don’t under-
stand why, after a certain point,
wattage matters. For instance, if I
have an 8-inch sub that’s 500 watts,
why would 1,000 be better?
Wouldn’t the 8 inches only push
so much anyway? I’ve got a couple
of 12-inch subs that are 200 watts
each, and they bump pretty hard.
(I only use them for movies.)
Would an upgrade to 500 watts
really be that much better? Is it
possible to overpower a speaker?

Garrett
(Via E-mail)

Yes, you certainly can overpower a
driver, but the issue is more complex.
Most manufacturers won’t waste their
parts budget on an amplifier that is
too big for the matching driver, so
this is rarely a problem. Also, many
manufacturers include a limiter cir-
cuit that will prevent the driver from
being overdriven in extreme circum-
stances. Factor in the fact that power
ratings for internal subwoofer ampli-
fiers are often exaggerated compared
with the power ratings of receivers,
and you’ll come to realize that too
much power isn’t generally a problem.

While more power isn’t always better,
when the cabinets and drivers shrink
in size, the power required to reproduce
genuinely low frequencies at substan-
tial volumes increases at a staggering
rate. Remember that doubling ampli-
fier power only results in a 3-decibel
increase in output. Now think about 
a hypothetical modern subwoofer in a
compact cabinet. Since the cabinet is
much smaller than would be required
for the subwoofer to naturally have
flat response to 25 Hz, it could easily
require 8 dB (often more) of inter-
nal equalization beyond the level at
100 Hz to have flat response to 25 Hz.
If it takes 100 watts to produce the

LETTERS
We welcome questions and com-
ments. You can e-mail them to htlet-
ters@primedia.com, or mail them to:
Home Theater Letters, 6420 Wilshire
Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90048. Please
note: Be sure to check the FAQ page
on our Website (www.hometheater-
mag.com) to see if we’ve already
answered any questions you might
have. Questions about the features
and functions of a particular product
are best directed to the manufacturer.
Questions about what product you
should buy are best directed to a
dealer who knows all the details of
your system, your preferences, and
your personal habits. All submis-
sions are considered the exclusive
property of Home Theater magazine
and Primedia. Due to the volume of
mail that we receive, we regret that
we cannot respond to every letter.

REFRESHMENT STAND
I’m curious to know if it’s possible for
TV/video manufacturers to produce TVs
that change their scan rate to 24 frames per
second, 30 fps, or another rate to match the
refresh rate of the input? It seems like this
would solve the problems with 3:2 pull-
down. Is there some other reason that
they don’t do that?

Tad W.
(Via E-mail)
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We regret that we failed to credit

BDI and Bass Industries for the

furniture that appeared on our

October 2006 cover. For more info

on BDI’s elegantly streamlined

Cielo rack or Bass Industries’ hip

Apollo chair, log on to www.bdi-

usa.com and www.bassind.com.

Correction: In the “Roboticize” feature in our
November 2006 issue, we incorrectly listed
television-lift manufacturer Lift-Tech’s Website
as www.lift-tech.com. Their correct Web address 
is www.televisionlifts.com. We apologize for
any confusion this may have caused.
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HDTV

Sony Full HD 1080 available on select BRAVIA models.

©2006 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in part or whole is prohibited without prior written consent by Sony. Sony, BRAVIA, XBR and “like.no.other” are trademarks of Sony.

Head down to your local HDTV retailer and ask them to tune all the screens to football.
You may notice something odd when you watch a game on a Sony® BRAVIA™ LCD TV, and then on the plasma 

TVs. Fluorescent lights. Shelving. Maybe even yourself. This is because plasma televisions use glass components 

that cause reflections. The Sony BRAVIA XBR® line of LCD televisions with Sony Full HD 1080 controls 

reflections to give you the world’s most powerful HD experience. Learn more at sony.com/HDTV      

Mail to notemart@gmail.com for any further request.



desired sound-pressure level at
100 Hz, with equalization, it
would require about 631 watts
to reproduce that same level at
25 Hz.—MJP

A BIG THANKS
Where to begin? In a nut-
shell, thank you! What a
great feeling it was to see
our handiwork in your
incredible magazine [DIY:
Reader Home Theater,
October AVI ]. It is one of
those things that you sort
of knew was going to hap-
pen, but nothing compares
to the moment you first
get to see it.

I have been traveling all
week, which added to the
delay in getting this note
sent off to you, but, dur-
ing my travels to various
locations this week (New
Orleans, Baton Rouge,
Sacramento, and Fresno),
there was one constant,
and that was your beauti-
ful October issue lined up
on the bookstore and news-
stand shelves. Of course, I
had to buy a couple dozen,
and that made for tough
travel—but it was well
worth the effort.

Emily and I cannot thank
you enough for helping 
us get our creation of love
in print. And how could I
forget to simply thank you
for putting out the very best
magazine that anyone who
is passionate about home
theater as a hobby or pro-
fession could ever ask for!

Hoping to get a chance
to cross paths again in the
future. Thanks again, and
take care!

James and Emily
Robinson

(Via E-mail)

SIMULATED GRAIN,
GENIUNE ANNOYANCE
Who’s the genius who
decided that film grain is
something people want
to see in their high-def
DVDs? That person should
be severely flogged! Then
fired and never allowed to
work in the industry again. 

Why in the name of all
that is holy in the A/V
world would I want to
pay big bucks to see little
specs in my movie? That
just sounds retarded. Sim-
ulated film grain? What’s
next? Will they put little
hairs and tears in there,
too? How about a bottle
of goo you can pour on the
living-room floor to sim-
ulate the sticky floor of
the movie theater? Or a
rent-a-jerk who sits behind
you crinkling cellophane-
wrapped candy and talking
on his cell phone? Makes
about as much sense. 

Rob Vernon
Placerville, CA

DUFFY
Great magazine! Keep up
the excellent work. To
Maureen Jenson, I too
remember the movie Duffy
[Maureen’s favorite out-
of-print title; see From
the Staff in our December
issue], and I too check a
couple of times a year to
see if it has been released
on DVD. It’s a very enjoy-
able movie, and I hope
they will release it on
DVD soon. 

Christopher
Rasmussen
(Via E-mail)

LETTERS
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See your many choices, including luxurious seating options, 

and plan your furniture system on-line at SeriousFurniture.com.

Phone: 800-350-6859

Every Theater Needs A Stage.

No one understands the role of home entertainment furniture 

better than Salamander Designs, where we devote ourselves to 

the art. Choose from base modules in various widths and heights.

Customize your unit for enclosed storage and/or open shelf space.

Add accessories, from a panel TV mount to interior lighting. Then 

get a comfortable view of it all from one of our lush theater chairs.

Our World’s a Stage
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OVER THE AIR

What to Watch: HDTV

PREMIUM PROGRAMMING

THE MAJOR NETWORKS
NBC

> NFL Postseason:

January 6: AFC and NFC Wild Card games

> January 6, 12:00 pm ET: 

U.S. Army All-American Bowl

> January 13: NHL game

> January 21: Jeep World of Adventure Sports—

Mt. Snow, Vermont

> January 27, 4:30 pm ET: Sunshine Millions 

horse race—California vs. Florida

> January 28: NHL game

Fox

> Bowl Championship Series:

January 1: Rose Bowl

January 1: Fiesta Bowl

January 2: Orange Bowl

January 3: Sugar Bowl

January 8: BCS National Championship Game

> January 1: Cotton Bowl

> NFL Postseason:

January 7: NFC Wild Card game

January 13: NFC Divisional Playoff game

January 14: NFC Divisional Playoff game

January 21: NFC Conference Championship

CBS

> NFL Postseason:

January 7: AFC Wild Card game

January 13: AFC Divisional Playoff game

January 14: AFC Divisional Playoff game

January 21: AFC Conference Championship

CABLE/SATELLITE
HDNet

> Saturdays and Thursdays: NHL 

> HDNet movie premieres:

Apocalypse Now Redux

Awakenings

Beetlejuice

Bram Stoker’s Dracula

Caddyshack

Close Encounters of the Thrid Kind: 

Collector’s Edition

The Natural

Pale Rider

Patriot Games

Philadelphia

Postcards from the Edge

The Quick and the Dead

Stand by Me

Steel Magnolias

The World’s Fastest Indian

Discovery HD Theater

> 2010: The Great Paris Flood

Starz

> Ultraviolet

> The Shaggy Dog

> The Libertine

> The Prize Winner of Defiance, Ohio

Showtime

> Showtime movie premieres:

Saw II

Beauty Shop

High Tension

Streets of Legend

Mad Hot Ballroom 

The L Word (Season 4)

INHD/INHD2

> Sports:

NBA

Boxing: Holyfield vs. Oquendo

Hardwood Heavens

January 1: Fields of Glory marathon

> Series:

Gotham Boxing

Three Sheets

London Live

> Movies:

Wrestling Ernest Hemingway

After Hours

A Clockwork Orange

Get Carter (1971)

Scarecrow

> Decades Rock Live: Lynyrd Skynyrd & Friends

>

>

>

** In addition to the special events listed above, all
of the major broadcast networks and some of the
cable networks show at least a portion of their weekly
programming in HD. Check your local listings for
additional HD programming on the major networks
and these HDTV channels: Cinemax HDTV, Discovery
HD Theater, ESPN HD, HBO HDTV, HDNet, HDNet
Movies, INHD, INHD2, PBS HD, Showtime HD, Starz
HDTV, TNT in HD, The Movie Channel HD, and
Universal HD (formerly Bravo HD+).
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RECENT RELEASES:
Bach: Cello Suites 1, 2 & 3—Andrew Cook, Cello (DVD-Audio, 

AIX Records)

Brahms: Clarinet Chamber Music—Arthur Campbell, Clarinet 

(SACD, Audite)

Al Di Meola: Consequence of 

Chaos (SACD, Telarc)

The Doors: Perception 40th

Anniversary (DVD-Audio, 

Elektra)

Danny Elfman: Serenada

Schizophrana (SACD, Sony)

Henry Kaiser & Wadada Leo 

Smith: Upriver (SACD,

Cuneiform Records)

Esa-Pekka Salonen: Le Sacre do Printemps/Night on a Bare 

Mountain (SACD, Deutsche Grammophon)

McCoy Tyner: Sahara (SACD, Mobile Fidelity)

NEW AND UPCOMING RELEASES:
Harold Farberman: Grooving Classics: A String & Percussion

(SACD, First Impression Music)

John Hicks, Buster Williams, Louis Hayes: Tribecca Blues

(SACD, Chesky)

Neil Young & Crazy Horse: 

Love at the Fillmore East

(DVD-Audio, Reprise)

The Never-Ending Waltz—

Erich Kunzel conducts the 

Cincinnati Pops Orchestra 

(SACD, Telarc)

Nicholas Payton, Bob Belden, 

Sam Yahel, John Hart, Billy 

Drummond: Mysterious

Shorter (SACD, Chesky)

Telemann: Pastorelle en Musique—Kirill Karabits 

(SACD, Capriccio)

Hubert Velten: Missa Gregoriana (SACD, Capriccio)

BLU-RAY/HD DVD: 
Toshiba—together with Universal, Paramount, and Warner

Brothers—is making an offer that caught our attention. Buy

any one of Toshiba’s seven HD DVD players, and they’ll provide

the software. Send in the package UPC and your cash-register

receipt, and you can choose three titles from a decently sized 

list that includes Seabiscuit, Casablanca, The Perfect Storm,

We Were Soldiers, and more.

ON THE SHELF

What to Buy: High-Resolution Audio   

>

>
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AV > by MARK FLEISCHMANN,
Audio Editor

If you’re reading this at the finale of the holiday
shopping craze, here’s some potentially comfort-
ing news: Apple updated the iPod line in
September. The video iPod, as it’s informally
known, now has up to 80 gigabytes of capacity
for $349. If the shelves are stripped bare, you
might stil l  f ind the 30-GB model for $249.
Resolution is now 640 by 480 pixels, an exact
match for nonwidescreen standard-def television.

The second-generation iPod nano is slimmer,
encased in less scratchable anodized aluminum,
and runs 24 hours per charge. Originally sold
only in white
and black,
the 4-GB
nano ($199)
is now blue!
Pink! Green! Red! And black
and silver, although the
newly capacious 8-GB player
($249) is available only in
black, and the 2-GB player
($149) is available in silver
only. The new iPod shuffle
is barely larger than a
postage stamp (1 GB, silver,
$79). If you’re still stumped for ideas, there are
more than 3,000 iPod accessories on the market.

The new iTunes 7 lets you view albums by cover
art, and gapless playback keeps The Dark Side of
the Moon flowing as Pink Floyd intended. But the
biggest news is the addition of movies from Disney,
Pixar, Touchstone, and Miramax—not exactly sur-
prising, as Apple’s Steve Jobs sits on Disney’s
board. You can download movies starting at $10
each in the same week as their DVD releases.
Interestingly, Disney titles are absent from the
competing Amazon Unbox download service.

As a bridge between Mac and HDTV, Apple
demonstrated—but did not formally introduce—
iTV, a $299 device with both wireless and wired
networking, HDMI, USB, component video, opti-
cal digital, and analog audio jacks. Doesn’t this
preemptive move seem rather Microsoft-like?
Look for iTV in the first quarter of 2007.

> > > news                 wire> > >

iPods uPdated

Once, chaos circled over the land of home theater like a hungry raptor.
Consumers bought speakers with amps that couldn’t run them, and there
was wailing and lamentation—and harsh clipping, and disappointed

guests. Then THX stepped in with
a certification program with stiff
requirements for things like
amplification and dispersion.
Now you can buy THX-certified
gear and be certain that it will
play loudly, cleanly, and correctly
in a room of a certain size.

But there’s more to home
theater than surround sound.
Big-screen TV is the other half of
the equation, and THX has now
dropped the other shoe. The first
products to receive THX video cer-
tification are the TiVo Series3 DVR
($800)—the first TiVo to be both
HD and CableCARD compatible—
and a quintet of three-chip DLP
projectors:  Runco’s  VX-2ix
($22,995), VX-2cx ($29,995), and
VX-2dcx ($44,995), along with
Vidikron’s Vision Models 90t
($19,995) and 100t ($29,995).

As they do with surround
gear, THX obtains prototypes
of  v ideo products  and puts
them through pre-certification
testing. That includes rigorous
testing of both front-of-screen
performance (or FOS—there’s
a  new acronym for  you to

memorize) and video signal processing. FOS testing covers lumi-
nance, brightness, contrast, color gamut, gamma, uniformity, and
resolution. Signal-processing tests cover scaling, deinterlacing,
video conversion, and a related issue, motion artifacts.

Whether THX certification becomes as widely respected in video
as it is in audio remains to be seen. But videophiles need—and
deserve—quality-assurance standards in video products. May THX
certify long and prosperously.

THX Does Video
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Runco VX-2cx DLP Projector

Runco VX-2dcx DLP Projector

TiVo Series3 DVR

Vidikron Vision 90t DLP Projector
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LCD IS GAINING ON PLASMA in the 40-to-44-inch range, thanks to lower prices. “When the prices of LCDs match or drop below
the prices for plasma HDTVs of the same size, LCDs win,” says Pacific Media Associates...TOSHIBA AND CANON are moving
SED into mass production. They hope to be selling the next-generation flat-tube-based displays in time for the 2008 Olympics
in Beijing...WARNER has patented a triple-threat disc that supports Blu-ray, HD DVD, and standard-def DVD. Could this end the
destructive format war?...WINDOWS VISTA—will it support HD DVD and Blu-ray or not? Incredibly, Microsoft says it’s up to the
software vendors who make the DVD player applications...COX COMMUNICATIONS has signed an agreement to provide TiVo
to cable subscribers—just in time for TiVo fans to ask for the Series3 DVR with HD/THX/CableCARD...SPEAKING OF TIVO, CBS
gave subscribers recording privileges for the new series The Class a full
week before the broadcast premiere. Thanks, CBS; bravo, TiVo...DISH
NETWORK has added Warner titles to their VOD offerings in both high
and standard definition. For HD titles, you’ll need an HD-capable DVR like
the new DISH ViP622 ($400)...CABLE AND TELCOS will no longer have to
seek municipal franchise agreements in California. The state legislation,
which strips local authorities of their power to regulate video delivery,
anticipates a similar deregulatory bill in Congress...MUSICGIANTS will
sell their audiophile-quality lossless downloads through audio servers from
Imerge, Niveus, and Crestron—plus the new Windows Media Player 11
music store. WMP11 will also allow sharing with multiple devices in a home
network...FREE AD-SUPPORTED DOWNLOADS are the gist of an agreement
between www.spiralfrog.com and two music-industry giants, Universal and
EMI. Grab all you want, but you have to visit the site once a month to keep
your playing privileges. There’s no burning to CD-R...AOL MUSIC NOW offers unlimited downloading and streaming from a 2.5-million-
song library for $10 a month (or $1 per track à la carte). Subtract $5 if you’re an AOL XM Radio subscriber, and add $5 if you want to
bump tracks to a Windows PlaysForSure–compatible music player...MYSPACE.COM, having long enabled musicians to deliver free
downloads to fans, now lets them get paid for those downloads. Three million bands are registered on MySpace...YOUTUBE will
provide legal access to thousands of music videos and interviews in a deal with Warner. This counterintuitive, audience-building
move follows similar smaller ones by Capitol and NBC—not to mention Universal’s threat to sue YouTube back into the stone age...THE
METROPOLITAN OPERA of New York will offer live streaming and on-demand access to 75 years of radio broadcasts. Partners include
the Rhapsody download service and PBS...THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA has inaugurated its DRM-unburdened music store with a
free download of Beethoven’s Fifth conducted by Christoph Eschenbach. For details: www.thephiladelphiaorchestra.com...SAMSUNG
is launching their own download service, following Microsoft and others into iTunes-wannabe land. It’ll work with Samsung’s way-cool
K5 player, which has fold-out mini speakers. It retails for $300 for 4 GB and $250 for 2 GB...DELL has pulled the plug on their DJ Ditty
music player. “What DJ Ditty music player?” you ask. Exactly...YOUR STOLEN IPOD is tracked by Apple when the thief plugs it into
iTunes. Should Apple do something about it? Weigh in at http://unstolen/ ipods.com...HONGFUJIN, a Taiwan-based company that man-
ufactures iPods for Apple, backed off of a demand for $30 million in libel penalties from Shanghai journalists who reported poor labor
conditions in its Shenzhen factory. The world is watching...GRACENOTE—which provides artist, song, and track metadata to music
players and servers—has plugged a security breach. It affects Sony Connect products but not iPods...

THIS JUST IN…

Zune Looms

MusicGiants Lossless Music-Download Service

Speaking of Microsoft, their Zune player hit the
shelves in November, in white, black, and—
brown?!—for $250. The 30-GB player, made by
Toshiba, has a 3-inch LCD. It’s one-tenth of an
inch thicker and one-tenth of an ounce heavier
than an 80-GB iPod. Downloads sell for $1 per
song, and a monthly subscription to the two-
million-song library is $15.

Zune has two key talking points. One is wire-
less file sharing. Users may share tracks for
three plays over a three-day period before the
intellectual property turns into a pumpkin. The

other is the Zune download service, which
will come with its own brand-new digital-
rights management—and it’s not compati-
ble with iTunes or even Microsoft’s own
Windows Media Audio format.

Let the bloodletting begin.

Microsoft Zune Portable Media Player
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If you’re looking for a video display with a really big screen, your

first instinct might be to go the front-projector route. But, if you prefer the

look and/or the plug-and-play setup of a flat-panel display, Panasonic’s

new 65-inch, 1080p flagship plasma, the TH-65PX600U, may be what

you’ve been waiting for. Priced at $10,000 and complete with 1080p HDMI

inputs, the set reportedly has 3,072 levels of gradation for each of the three

primary colors, resulting in 29 billion displayable colors, as well as a con-

trast ratio that Panasonic claims is stunning. The built-in speakers are thin

and unobtrusive, which contributes to the TV’s overall sleekness. Visitors to

your home will cower in the shadow of your impressive new toy.

Panasonic • (800) 211-7260 • www.panasonic.com

If you’re a serious music collector, you might someday need more

space than your iPod provides, and your iTunes library may start to eat up

considerable space on your computer’s hard drive. You need a place to

safely store all of your music for many years to come. ADA’s new iHome

Multi-Center is a two-zone, iTunes-based music server that can natively play

back Apple’s AAC DRM files and operate as a Media Center PC. The $7,000

iHome has dual 400-gigabyte hard drives, and the $8,500 version has dual

750-GB drives. Both iHomes sync up with MusicGiants, a music-download

service with bit rates well above those found on other online stores.

Audio Design Associates (ADA) • (914) 946-9595 • www.ada-usa.com

When our editor, Maureen Jenson, got an advance look at

Marantz’s new VP-11S1 single-chip 1080p DLP projector some months

back, she was blown away. The $20,000 product utilizes Texas

Instruments’ first true 1080p chip. This chip doubles the pixel count of

720p chips; however, because the mirrors are much smaller, the new chip

is only 1.4 times as large as a 720p chip. Dual TI drivers provide precise

control over the more numerous mirrors and enable 12-bit gamma pro-

cessing, creating images with gradations four times richer. The color

wheel spins at a claimed 10,800 rpm, which drastically reduces the rain-

bow artifact characteristic of single-chip projectors.

Marantz • (630) 741-0300 • www.marantz.com

COMING ATTRACTIONS

Panasonic

Audio Design Associates (ADA)

Marantz

>

>

>

Regular HT readers continue to be thoroughly educated about the

potential flaws and inherent problems with some in-wall speakers. Now hear

this: NHT has released a new in-wall monitor, the iW4, that they assert is on

par with their best passive bookshelf models. In fact, they describe it as “just

nuts.” Each $500 speaker is a four-driver, three-way system featuring a

0.75-inch aluminum dome tweeter, a 2-inch midrange, and two 5.25-inch

woofers. Thanks to the tight clustering of the drivers, the iW4 will fit between

standard 16-inch studs either vertically or horizontally. It is ideally paired

with NHT’s iWS in-wall subwoofer and also makes for an easy aesthetic and

sonic match with NHT’s freestanding Classic and Evolution speakers.

NHT • (800) NHT-9993 • www.nhthifi.com

NHT>
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Six colors are better than three. We’re the 
only HDTV maker using six colors—not the traditional 
three—to create our pictures. And the difference is obvious 
in our 1080p HDTV’s two million pixels. Learn more 
about our exclusive light engine at 6color1080p.com.
DLP® and the DLP logo are registered trademarks of Texas Instruments. 

©2006 Mitsubishi Digital Electronics America, Inc.

Mitsubishi HDTVsMost other HDTVs
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PREMIERE DESIGN

HANNspree’s claim to fame is innovative

and out-of-this-world display styling. TVs with

the likeness of a crab or a basketball are stan-

dard fare for these outside-of-the-box thinkers.

HANNspree is now delving into the more tradi-

tional television market with their take on the

modern television. Their newest installment, the

37-inch widescreen HANNSnara LCD integrated

HDTV, is styled with a smooth, sleek retro design,

offering consumers a visually pleasing alternative

to sets currently on the market. The HANNSnara’s

specs include a 178-degree viewing angle, a reso-

lution of 1,366 by 768, and a 1,200:1 contrast ratio.

The wall-to-wall speakers are each packed with

24 watts of simulated surround sound and BBE

VIVA sound enhancements. The HANNSnara has

an MSRP of $1,699, and it comes with a one-year

parts-and-labor warranty.

HANNspree

(888) 808-6789

www.hannspree.com/us

Back to the Future>

The 24-watt speak-
ers run the height
of the set, giving
the HANNSnara a
retro appeal.
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Despite its look,
there’s nothing old-
fashioned about the
HANNSnara’s tech-
nology. This LCD has
a 1,366-by-768 reso-
lution and an HDMI
input with HDCP.

> The HANNSnara’s aesthetics

offer an eye-catching alter-

native to the often conserva-

tive TVs on the market. 

premiere points
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In a grand-scale, universal sort of
way, January 1st means nothing.We
ugly bags of mostly water view the
start of each year as a new begin-
ning. To some, it’s in a Neil Finn
“I’m not the old girl, I’m someone
new” kind of way.To others, it’s the
first day of many where we promise
we’ll start that diet tomorrow. To
most people, it’s a day to nurse
hangovers and the start of a month-
long repetition of curses as we keep
writing 2006 on checks. Let’s con-
centrate on somewhere between
the extremes and look at new tech-
nology that’s coming...someday.

Quantum Dots 
A quantum dot is a tiny semicon-
ductor that glows when you give it
energy. Such dots glow at different
wavelengths, depending on their
size. And, when I say “size,” keep in
mind that about 3 million of these

things could fit across your thumb.
Thus, there is a potential for even
thinner, lighter, and more power-
efficient displays. The drawback?
Until recently, the dots cost upward
of $2,000 per gram. So, they’re a bit
pricey.That cost has come down of
late, and, with advancements in their
cousin technology, OLED, these
dots could get popular.The largest
display at the moment is monochro-
matic and has a resolution of 32 by
64.This is a little small for watching
DVDs, but they’ll get bigger.

Blu-ray and HD DVD Are
for Chumps
Several companies, including
Hitachi/Maxell and Optware, are
working on holographic media. In
the latter’s case, projected disc
space—on something the size of
a DVD—will be in the multiple-
terabyte range (100 times more than

HD DVD or Blu-ray). Optware’s
HVD format works by sending two
lasers, one red and one green or
blue, toward the disc. A layer
reflects the green or blue laser and
lets the red laser pass through.The
red laser reads a layer of pits and
lands (like with a regular DVD).The
green or blue laser reads the data-
containing layer in three dimensions
(back and forth, as with a DVD, and
also vertically).That’s thousands of
hours of 1080p/24 content on one
disc. Don’t expect it in a home
format any time soon.

Mega Contrast LCD
Shown at the past several trade
shows, Sharp’s Mega Contrast LCD
looks exactly as the name suggests.
Their claimed contrast ratio of
1,000,000:1 seems a bit far-
fetched, but it does offer a notice-
able improvement over other LCDs
and plasmas (until you read the
next item below, at least). Sharp
remains fairly tight-lipped on how
the technology works exactly, but
they will say that it has a “new panel
structure, newly developed mate-
rials different from conventional
LCDs, and minimized distinctive
factors that deteriorate contrast
ratio, such as minute birefringence,
scattering, and reflection of lights,
thus exceeding the contrast ratio of
CRT.” Uh huh. Hey, it looks cool,
and we want one. So far, it’s not a
consumer product (or even a U.S.
product at all). Maybe someday.

20,000:1 Contrast-Ratio
Plasma
At CEATEC this year, Pioneer
showed off a next-generation
panel that we should see here in
a year or so.They claim a rather out-
rageous 20,000:1 contrast ratio—
outrageous, that is, until you see it

gearworks

The future is coming, and it didn’t call first.  by Geoffrey Morrison
Future Tech
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in action. It has a legitimate black
level, made that much more impres-
sive as it comes from a company that
isn’t typically known for good black
levels. It looks as good as SED.

Yeah, Where Is SED?
Also at this past CEATEC,Toshiba/
Canon showed off three 55-inch
SED panels.This would be perfect
if only three people wanted them.
I’m guessing that more will be
getting in that line.They are going
to make the first round of panels in
a Canon facility, but they should be
breaking ground soon on a whole
new manufacturing plant.They’re
now saying the sets will be available
by the end of this year, but with
limited availability. They’ve said
“the end of next year” for each of
the past three years, so we shall
see. I’ve heard another rumor
(third-hand, so take it for what it

is) of an initial price of $10,000.
I’m sure they could sell all three
that they have at that price. I’m not
sure how many more, though. If
that is the price (and I have no idea
if it is), then, to be sure, it will
drop quickly as the new plant
ramps up production.

And OLED?
OLEDs are everywhere—that is,
everywhere but home theater.
Phones, MP3 players, car
stereos, and so on are all using
OLEDs instead of power-hungry
LCDs.The issues putting OLEDs
into the home are similar to what
they were a few years ago: getting
the blue to last longer and
making sure they’re watertight.
Companies like Sony, Mitsubishi
(not the TV division), and Samsung
have all talked about OLED to
varying degrees. It’s a fascinating

technology with great potential,
but it’s a long way off.

Anyone Have 1.21
Jigawatts?
So, for the moment, we’re stuck
with plasma, LCD, DLP, LCOS,
and, if you’re into the retro scene,
CRT. Who knows where or how
good (and cheap) these technologies
will be when those discussed in this
article finally hit the market.

HERE’S A TIP
We post new models, new pricing, 
and new rebates to our website daily. 
Visit www.ProjectorPeople.com for current
specials.*

More to See,
Less to Spend.

PT-AX100U
Bright Idea. Native high-definition 720p 
(1280 x 720 resolution), 2000 lumens,
6000:1 contrast, and Light Harmonizer
technology for true color in well-lit rooms.
Everyday
Low Price. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$199900
Rebate available

HD70
Digital Cinema at Home. 
Native high-definition 720p WXGA
(1280 x 768), 4000:1 contrast ratio,
1000 lumens, high-def digital input.
Everyday
Low Price. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$99900

HC5000
True 1080p HDTV. Native widescreen
1920 x 1080 resolution LCD, 1000
lumens, 10,000:1 contrast, up to 5,000-hr.
lamp in low mode, digital inputs.
Everyday
Low Price. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$449500

*Prices at time of printing - call for latest deals and discounts!

Call 877-845-0042
M-F 8-8 EST or order online at

www.projectorpeople.com

PLV-Z5
Widescreen Wonder.
Native widescreen 720p 
resolution, 10,000:1 contrast for
enhanced image detail, 1100 lumens,
lens shift, two HDMI inputs.
Everyday
Low Price. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$169500
Rebate available
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Ah, the golden age of television. The only
thing I loved more than Lucy was the
solitary input on the back of my TV. It
was a simpler time. Now we must choose
between 300 channels and only slightly
fewer inputs. Add HDTV to the mix, with
all of its inherent confusion, and it’s a
recipe for connection disaster.

Studies consistently show that many
HDTV owners aren’t watching HD con-
tent, either because they aren’t getting it
from their provider or they don’t have
their TVs connected correctly.A quick call
to your cable/satellite provider can take
care of the former, and a quick read of this
HD-connection primer can help with
the latter. Some TVs and projectors may
have HD-capable inputs not listed here;
however, for simplicity’s sake, we’ve
chosen to focus on the three you’re most
likely to find on a consumer HDTV.

All three of these connections can sup-
port HD resolutions up to 1080p, but it’s
up to your TV’s manu-
facturer to decide which
resolutions to support
through each connec-
tion. For bandwidth and
copy-protection reasons,
many choose not  to
accept 1080p via component video; some
don’t even accept it through HDMI. An
owner’s manual will usually list which res-
olutions each connection supports, so you
should do your homework before you buy.

Component Video
Digital connections may be the buzz, but
component video is still the standard for
sending HD signals from a source to a TV

or receiver—at least for the time being.
Component video isn’t just for HD, either.
It’s often the highest-quality output on SD
sources like DVD players, as it allows for
a much cleaner, more colorful picture
than lower-quality analog connections like
S-video and composite video.

Component video splits the video signal
into three parts, labeled Y, Pb (or Cb), and
Pr (or Cr). Both the connections and the
cable are color coded: green for Y, blue
for Pb, and red for Pr. The Y element car-
ries the signal’s luminance information—
which is primarily green, plus enough red
and blue to make the image look black and
white—and the horizontal and vertical
sync pulses that tell the TV when a new
frame begins.The Pb element carries the
remaining blue, and the Pr element carries
the remaining red. RCA is usually the con-
nector of choice for component video,
although some professional and high-end
equipment may use the twist-and-lock

BNC connector for a more secure connec-
tion. Prepackaged three-in-one component
video cables are easy to find, or, in a pinch,
you can simply use individual 75-ohm
video cables for each element, as long as
they’re each the same length and type.

I should stress that not every compo-
nent video input has the bandwidth to
pass a high-definition signal. If one of
your HDTV’s component video inputs is

hook me up

Now that you’ve bought an HDTV, make sure you hook it up correctly.

By Dana Whitaker

Connections for a
High-Def World
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Turn heads with ALCOVE.

BDI creates furniture that’s as sleek and sophisticated 

as your home theater system. Engineered to exacting 

standards, Alcove features an integrated mounting bracket

that enables your flat-panel TV to “float” in front of its 

gently curved hardwood panel. With a deceptively deep

cabinet, hidden media storage, flow-through ventilation,

concealed wheels and much more.

ALCOVE from BDI. 

Home theater furniture as advanced as the equipment 

that’s on it.

Curve Appeal

To locate a dealer near you, visit www.bdiusa.com

Setting the standard for high performance furniture.
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labeled “480i/480p,” that means you
should only use it for standard-def sources.
With most new HDTVs, it’s safe to assume
that, unless the component input is labeled
otherwise, it is HD capable. If you own
an off-the-shelf upconverting DVD player,
it is unlikely that you’ll be able to view
store-bought DVDs at a 1080i or 720p res-
olution through component video; you
must use a digital connection.

Component video is a stable connection
that can travel over long distances with min-
imal degradation, which is why it remains
a popular choice in the custom-installation

world. In spite
of its current
popularity and

ubiquitous nature, component video will
someday fade from the HD landscape, pri-
marily because it lacks the copy protection
to protect high-quality digital sources.

DVI
Like component video, the Digital Visual
Interface (DVI) connection splits the video
signal into three elements to improve

image quality. Unlike component video,
the digital signal remains in digital form,
sent in a format called Transition Minimized
Differential Signaling, which divides the
signal into its green, red, and blue/sync
elements.This connection has its origins
in the computer realm and has the bulk
and appearance to show for it.

DVI allows you to transmit a fully digi-
tal, uncompressed HD signal from source
to TV, bypassing the digital-to-analog con-
version processes that can potentially
degrade signal quality in an analog connec-
tion. Because the DVI signal is not com-
pressed, it’s much too large to be recorded,
which means DVI—and consequently
HDMI—is not an option for sending

HDTV from a set-top box to
some form of digital record-
ing device. (See sidebar.)

To further protect con-
tent, DVI employs a form of

copy protection called HDCP, or
High-bandwidth Digital Content
Protection, which prevents DVI
devices from communicating prop-
erly unless both have HDCP in
place. In the home theater realm,

many first-generation DVI-equipped dis-
plays did not use HDCP and therefore
will not display an image coming from
a new DVI-equipped DVD player or set-
top box. If you’re having no luck getting
a picture when connecting two devices
via DVI, chances are that one of them
lacks HDCP—and I’m afraid you’re
completely out of luck.

hook me up
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Want to Archive Your HDTV
Recordings? Ask for FireWire
The good news is that there are plenty of HD

DVRs and Media Center PCs that allow you

to record your favorite TV

shows in HD. The bad news

is that, until Blu-ray and

HD DVD recorders hit the

market (hopefully this

year), saving those record-

ings to a disc presents a

challenge. FireWire, or IEEE 1394, remains our

best hope for transferring and archiving HD

video signals. If your TV or cable/satellite set-

top box has active FireWire ports, you can trans-

fer HD recordings—at least of unencrypted

channels like ABC, CBS, and NBC—to a record-

ing device, such as a D-VHS recorder or a com-

puter with a Blu-ray or HD DVD burner. In 2004,

the FCC mandated that cable companies must

give you a FireWire-equipped cable box if you

ask for one. So speak up.

DVI Cable DVI Input

DVI-to-HDMI Adapter (front) DVI-to-HDMI Adapter (back)

FireWire Inputs

FireWire Four-Pin Cable (left)
and Six-Pin Cable (right)

www.zvoxaudio.com
1-866-FOR-ZVOX • 1-866-367-9869

We have never heard a single-cabinet
audio system that sounds as good as 
the new ZVOX 325. Created by renowned
speaker designer Winslow Burhoe (founder
of EPI), it uses a sophisticated amplifier,
our PhaseCue™ virtual surround system 
and an incredible built-in powered 
subwoofer to create remarkable, room-
filling sound. All from a single cabinet 
as wide as a typical DVD player.

With only one connecting wire, and a 
one-page “owner’s manual,” the 325 is
a miracle of simplicity.
It’s the ideal way to 
add great sound to 
a flat-panel TV.

No other audio company has gotten more
rave reviews in the last two years. Find 
out why–try a ZVOX 325 in your own home
for 30 days, with virtually no risk. You will–
we guarantee–be amazed.

The new ZVOX 325
single-cabinet

surround system.
Unbelievably

great sound,without 
the complications.

Prepare
ToBe

Amazed!

FACTORY-DIRECT:
$34999
www.zvoxaudio.com 

www.zvoxaudio.com
1-866-FOR-ZVOX • 1-866-367-9869

® ZVOX is a registered trademark of ZVOX Audio LLC. 

‘‘Remarkably ingenious’’

What The Critics 
Say About ZVOX:

Sound & Vision

CNET
‘‘Far ahead of competitors’’

Home Entertainment
‘‘Shockingly good’’

Home Theater
‘‘Outstanding sound quality.’’
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Of the three connection types, DVI is
the least reliable over a longer video run.
The official DVI spec only requires that
the equipment maintain the signal up to
16 feet, although you can purchase DVI
extension and repeater devices to allow for
a longer run. As HDMI becomes increas-
ingly popular, DVI connections are disap-
pearing from new video products.

HDMI
The High-Definition Multimedia Interface
(HDMI) represents the evolution of DVI.
In terms of how it handles a video signal,
HDMI is identical to DVI, passing a fully dig-
ital, uncompressed signal between source
and display. HDMI ups the ante by allow-
ing for the passage of uncompressed multi-
channel audio and control information.
These uncompressed signals are too large

to be recorded.

HDMI has a smaller, more user-friendly
form factor than DVI, but the two are
usually compatible through the use of a
simple adapter, as long as both employ
HDCP copy protection. HDMI is more
reliable than DVI over a longer video run.

If your run is longer than about 20 feet,
it may be worth the extra money to invest
in a high-quality HDMI cable or an HDMI
amplifier or repeater from a company like
Gefen or Acoustic Research.

For all of its potential benefits, HDMI
can be frustrating to use in its current
form. Communication failures abound.
Sometimes, you must cue up devices in a
particular order to ensure that you get a
picture. Other times, a source and a display
will communicate well—until you add an
A/V receiver to the mix.We’ve already
encountered several instances in which
an HDTV and a high-definition DVD
player had difficulty communicating over
HDMI. Silicon Image, the company that
invented HDMI, has attempted to address
this through their Simplay HD certification
process, which tests a product’s HDCP
functionality and its interoperability with

other HDMI devices. Products
that sport the Simplay HD logo
have been verified to work
together. This is a step in the right
direction, but only a few manu-

facturers’ products are currently certified.
(For a list, go to www.simplayhd.com.)

If and when its bugs are worked out,
HDMI could usher in a new golden age
of TV, filled with beautiful HD program-
ming and TVs with just a single input.
Those would be the days.

hook me up
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Audio in HD
Optical and coaxial digital audio connections have

long been the standard method of transferring

multichannel digital audio signals from an HDTV

or HD set-top box to an A/V receiver, but HDMI is

coming on strong. Electronics manufacturers are

paying more attention to a receiver or pre/pro’s

ability to accept both video and audio via HDMI so

that you only have to run one connection from a

high-definition source, such as a cable box. Cur-

rent HDMI specs allow you to pass PCM, Dolby

Digital 5.1, DTS, DVD-Audio, and SACD; Dolby is

the most common format for HDTV broadcasts. 

With the arrival of high-definition DVD and the

new uncompressed Dolby True HD and DTS-HD

Master Audio formats, everything gets a bit more

complicated (naturally). With the first crop of high-

definition DVD players, you can send compressed

Dolby Digital and DTS audio the old-fashioned

way, through the optical or coaxial outputs. Or you

can let the player decode the Dolby TrueHD and

DTS-HD Master Audio internally as uncompressed,

multichannel PCM and send it over HDMI to your

receiver. The HDMI 1.3 spec, which is just begin-

ning to appear on products, lets you pass the Dolby

TrueHD or DTS-HD bit stream directly through

HDMI to the receiver—if manufacturers and con-

tent providers enable it. Confusing? You bet.

HDMI Input HDMI Cable
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BRING YOUR MOVIES (AND MUSIC)  
TO LIFE!

Since the early days of compact disc Arcam has been one of the leading 
specialty manufacturers of digital sources.  

In this tradition Arcam introduces, into their premiere FMJ range, the 
DV139. A universal disc player* the DV139 supports CD, DVD, DVDA, 
SACD and many more formats with a level of performance envied by all, 
and equaled by few, at any price.

To ensure its owner that the DV139 will provide performance that nearly 
HTXDOV�WKH�TXDOLW\�RI�DQ\�KLJK�GH¿QLWLRQ�IRUPDW��IURP�WKH�HQWLUH�H[LVWLQJ�
library of DVD’s, Arcam incorporates the latest scaling and de-interlacing 
video processors from Anchor Bay Technologies.

The DV139 also offers technologies and features that allow it to provide 
PXVLFDO� HQMR\PHQW� DW� WKH� OHYHO� RI� WKH� YHU\� ¿QHVW�� GHGLFDWHG� DXGLR�
SURGXFWV� RQ� WKH�PDUNHW��DV�ZHOO�DV�SURYLGLQJ� WKH�PRVW� H[FLWLQJ�DXGLR�
performance possible from your movies.

Audition one now at your nearest dealer.

Arcam  •  dCS  •  Nordost  •  Nottingham Analogue 

www.audiophilesystems.com

9LVLW�RXU�ZHEVLWH�IRU�PRUH�LQIRUPDWLRQ�DQG�WR�¿QG�\RXU�ORFDO�GHDOHU���

*The DV139 does not play Blue Ray or HD-DVD discs

BRINGING MUSIC AND MOVIES TO LIFE
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A fter years in television—The Twilight Zone, Gilligan’s
Island—director Richard Donner went on to launch
several major film franchises, starting with The Omen

in 1976. Two years later, his Superman made Hollywood his-
tory. But few knew that he’d completed much of what wound up
on screen for the sequel, Superman II, even though he would
be abruptly replaced by director Richard Lester. Donner has
finally returned by popular demand to complete his version,
Superman II: The Richard Donner Cut (on DVD from Warner
Brothers) and make every Superfan’s dream come true.
by Chris Chiarella

SO WHY DID YOU LEAVE THE SUPERMAN PROJECT IN 1978?

I didn’t leave it; it left me. We were doing Superman and
Superman II together, and we realized at some point that, if
we were going to deliver Superman, we’d better shelve II
until we were ready to come back to finish it. And I didn’t
get along with the producers, to tell you the truth. I think
they thought more about the money than the quality of the
film. Then we finished Superman, it came out, and it was a
hit. I think, if it had been a failure, they would have demanded
I come back. But, since it was a hit, they decided they didn’t
need me to finish II, and, one day, my agent got a telegram
that said, “Your services will no longer be needed.”

WOW.

I was floored. There was so much in II that I wanted to go
back and do. But that’s show biz.

WHAT’S ONE ADDITIONAL SCENE YOU WISHED YOU HAD FILMED
BACK DURING PRINCIPLE PHOTOGRAPHY?

Where Margot [Kidder, as Lois Lane] shoots Clark Kent. I
wish I’d had the opportunity to really shoot that as a scene
between two great actors—in role, in character, and in con-
tinuity. But, on the DVD, it’s two screen tests cut together.
To tell you the truth, I’d like to have shot the whole damned
film! And I’m sorry I had to use a lot of footage—we cut it
down—that wasn’t mine.

DID YOU SEE SUPERMAN II IN THE THEATER, BACK IN 1980?

No, no, no. I could have brought that to the Director’s
Guild and forced them to use my name. So, they ran it for
me and got up to a point where some stupid thing happened
where they went to the Eiffel Tower. And they didn’t have
the scene where Margot sees Christopher as Clark Kent,
starts drawing him, and starts to realize, “Oh my God, it
is the man, the same!” How could they not use that scene?
So, I just stopped the projector, called them, and said, “You
can leave my name off it.”

IS THERE ANY BAD BLOOD BETWEEN YOU AND RICHARD LESTER?

Well, I don’t know. He never called me to say, “They want
me to direct it, do you mind?” or “Do you have any thoughts?”
There’s no bad blood, but certainly no respect, either.

WHEN DID YOU DECIDE TO PRESENT THIS NEW CUT AS A COMPLETE
MOTION PICTURE, NOT SIMPLY AN ARCHIVAL ASSEMBLAGE OF YOUR
FOOTAGE?

I didn’t. Michael
Thau—he used to
work for me—
used to call me
and say, “Why
don’t we finish
your version of
II?” I said, “Oh,
for God’s sake,
that’s years ago
[laughs]. I don’t even know where the footage is. And the
studio certainly isn’t going to put up the money to do that.”
And then he said, “Do me a favor—go on such-and-such
a Website,” and there were all these people nicely saying
they’d love to see my version.

THIS VERSION MORE CLOSELY MATCHES THE SCRIPT YOU WERE
WORKING FROM?

Oh, gosh, yes. When Tom Mankiewicz and I were finishing
Superman, we were unhappy with our ending, so we stole

R I C H A R D  D O N N E RHT TA L K S TO . . .

ONE OF HOLLYWOOD’S MOST
SUCCESSFUL DIRECTORS,
RICHARD DONNER IS ALSO 
A DAMNED NICE GUY.
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Richard Donner on the Set of Superman
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the ending of II. It’s now back on II, but, if we had done
the second movie, we would have come up with a whole
new ending for it.

I THINK, ONCE THE HUMOR OF THE FIRST FILM DREW THE AUDI-
ENCE IN, THAT GAVE YOU LICENSE TO GO FOR THE MORE SERIOUS
TONE YOU WANTED FOR II.

You know, versus the stupid cops in [Lester’s] II. I said,
“That’s just silly slapstick.” Anyway, don’t start me!
[both laugh]

WAS IT DIFFICULT FOR YOU TO PORE OVER ALL THAT GREAT
CHRISTOPHER REEVE FOOTAGE AGAIN, NOW THAT HE’S GONE?

Terribly hard. Terribly hard. Yeah. He was a special kid. A
special guy.

SOME SAY, DESPITE THE MAGNITUDE OF THE MOVIES, THAT
THREE PEOPLE DESERVE THE MOST CREDIT FOR MAKING BOTH 
OF THE FIRST TWO FILMS THE SUCCESSES THAT THEY WERE: 
YOU, CHRISTOPHER REEVE, AND JOHN WILLIAMS.

Well, that’s lovely. John Williams certainly deserves it. I
mean, his score was mesmerizing. Christopher Reeve, as
far as I’m concerned—and this is not because he’s

gone—but, at the time, there was nobody who could have
played Superman but Chris. Chris lived him. Chris was him.

TO THIS DAY, HE’S SPELLBINDING, BOTH AS SUPERMAN AND AS
CLARK KENT.

There was this character named Superman who had to come
down to Earth, then take on this other role, and act that
character. So Chris was really acting as one person acting as
another person, and, God almighty, as an actor, what a won-
derful job he did.

IF YOU HAD BEEN ALLOWED TO FINISH SUPERMAN II YOUR WAY IN
1980, WOULD JOHN WILLIAMS HAVE WRITTEN A COMPLETE MUSI-
CAL SCORE FOR IT?

Oh, hell yeah!

WAS THE SUPERMAN EXPERIENCE THE HARDEST JOB YOU’VE EVER HAD?

I loved doing Superman, but it was tough. You’re right, because
we did it with Band-Aids and bailing wire, you know? It took
us almost a year to have a shot where everybody applauded
and cried when we saw Christopher fly for the first time.

Christopher Reeve as the Man in Blue Tights

HT TA L K S TO . . .

Can You Live Without Ayre?
At CSA, the new Ayre MX-R power amplifier has us breathing heavily: It’s a
remarkably small mono amplifier putting out 300 watts into 4 ohms and it’s running
Class A/B linear all the way! With a power supply 
that can handle the most challenging speaker loads, and 
zero-feedback, fully-balanced circuitry for clarity and

resolution, you'll love what these
amps do for your system.

Audition all the
innovative, reliable Ayre

components in our
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more than, hopefully, well-accepted films. You realize, “Wow,
this is going to go down in history.”

WHY IS IT THAT, IN AN INDUSTRY WHERE ENTERTAINMENT IS SO
OFTEN “FOR THE MOMENT,” YOUR MOVIES, AND EVEN THE TV
SHOWS YOU’VE DIRECTED, ARE SO ENDURING?

[pauses, chuckles] Wow, that’s very flattering. I don’t know.
I put my heart into things. I look to the audience when I
make anything and try to feel the emotion that I want them
to feel—the laughter, the tears. And I’m not a prestidigitator.
But I am an illusionist, and I love creating those illusions, you
know? When you say it like that, I’m very gratified! 

* Many thanks to Karen Penhale and everyone at Carl Samrock
Public Relations.

IN THE FORTRESS OF SOLITUDE?

Yes! And he goes past the camera and banks. And that was
Chris doing it. We had tried front-projection shots. We had
rear-projection shots—and, with those, the wires would
always jiggle and weave, the tracks would never be right,
and the body wouldn’t hold up, or the cape would look
wrong. Then, one day, it was 100-percent perfect, and
we went berserk.

HOW DIFFERENT WOULD THE PROCESS BE IF YOU HAD MADE THE
MOVIES TODAY, WITH MODERN TECHNOLOGY?

Today, you can do anything you want to do, which is kind
of beautiful, but I think it’s being overused. There’s a com-
petitiveness. They have this thing at their fingertips. It just
takes dollars and a little bit of time, and you can do any-
thing. Anything.

THE WAY THAT PEOPLE ABSOLUTELY CHERISH THE SUPERMAN
MOVIES, WHAT HAS THAT MEANT TO YOU?

Well, you know, when you make a movie, it becomes part
of your life, and, when it’s over, it’s over. But, when it goes
on, I mean, Superman, The Goonies, and Lethal Weapon shocked
the daylights out of me—that they went on to be anything

A Scene Donner Shot for Superman II That Was Not in Richard Lester’s Version

HT TA L K S TO . . .
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When the folks at Verizon look at a map of the United States, they see more than state boundaries, cities, topography,
or political factions.They see two super head ends, like twin hearts, pumping unfathomable numbers of bits into

a giant digital cardiovascular system. Just as your heart pumps oxygen to your brain,Verizon’s fiberoptic network will feed
video, audio, Internet access, and voice to your home theater system, home office, home network, and phones. And
what specifically will drive this engine of broadband expansion? As we zoom in from the entire United States to your state
and county and town and home, we see the prize Verizon has its eye on—your HDTV.

Verizon is not the only company
building a new grid that will acceler-
ate the process of change in home
electronics.AT&T is doing much the
same with a video-over-IP system
that uses copper for the last mile to
your home. Verizon is more ambi-
tious, however. Its FiOS TV would lay
fiber right up to the wall of your
house, to a big white box called an
optical network terminal. More fiber

means greater capacity, and that in
turn translates into higher quality (of
video) and quantity (of services).

This being America, there’s com-
petition, but not from AT&T, which
operates outside Verizon’s 28-state
service area. Instead, both compa-
nies are taking aim squarely at the
cable and satellite TV industries.
Even as the telcos quietly get their
guns into position, the cable operators

Telcos are building a new national 
cardiovascular system. BY MARK FLEISCHMANN

are already firing back with triple-
play packages that combine TV,
Internet, and phone service for very
attractive prices.

The struggle for Verizon is hap-
pening on several fronts. It has
already laid 268 million feet of fiber,
delivering FiOS TV in 60 communi-
ties within seven of the 16 states that
already receive FiOS broadband.
More fiber is unspooling daily, onIm
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an epic scale. Since this process is
excruciatingly expensive, the com-
pany is sweet-talking Wall Street,
promising analysts payoffs down the
road.The telcos in general are waging
a full-tilt lobbying campaign to ease
local regulations and expedite the
spread of their video services.
Finally, marketing is crucial—and
that means spelling out the benefits
to consumers. Apart from the tech-
nology, every front is a struggle for
hearts and minds.

In addition to cable, the telcos are
competing with other bit-delivery
vehicles, including Blu-ray, HD DVD,
and gaming consoles. But those ves-
sels are less than half full compared

with the massive digital pipeline the
telcos have in mind.The fiberizing of
nearly every blood vessel leading to
the consumer’s brain is the technol-
ogy story of the decade. So, where is
my suitcase full of cash?

That question remains unan-
swered. However, the company was
kind enough to fly me up to Verizon
Labs in Waltham, Massachusetts.
There, I got to meet the people who
are designing the network, grappling
with the hardware, marketing the
service, and, most crucially, explor-
ing its creative potential in the home.

Jump on the Fiber Express
FiOS stands for Fiberoptic
Service, if you hadn’t guessed
that already, and FiOS TV deliv-
ers television. “Don’t leave the
network up to the consumer,”
says Bill Garrett,Verizon’s direc-
tor of technology for broad-
band services, voicing FiOS
YV’s prime directive. Instead,
build “a single integrated back-
bone network for converged voice,
video, and data.”

Because bits can travel thousands of
miles through fiber without ever stop-
ping to go to the bathroom, the net-
work is entirely passive, with no active
electronics. In other words, signals

d o  n o t  h o p
over copper
wire from one
local amplifier
to the next.
They take the
fiber express.

L e t ’s  p u t
a s i d e  t h e
Internet and
phone compo-
n e n t s  f o r  a
moment and
look at how
video travels
through the
system. In sim-

plified form, the network has five
levels: national, regional, local, neigh-
borhood, and home.

The two national nerve centers,
called super head ends, are located in
Bloomington, Illinois, and Tampa,
Florida.They grab video from satel-
lites and send it over a long-haul
network to three (eventually six)
regional video hub offices. That’s
where local channels,VOD, and com-
mercials are added. Then medium-
haul and other transport lines take
signals to a local video-serving office.
There, an optical line terminal sends

the signals to your neighborhood,
where they are split up to 32 ways.
Then comes the home stretch, to the
optical network terminal on the wall
of your house or apartment building.

You don’t need to rewire your
home to accommodate FiOS TV.
Once the bits reach that box on the
wall of your building, the optical
network terminal adapts them to
whatever kind of wiring the signal
needs to reach its final destination,
whether it’s coaxial cable, Ethernet,
or twisted-pair phone wiring left
over from the Bell System.

Bits and Dollars
In theory, FiOS TV can feed a home
at up to 100 megabits per second,
although, for marketing reasons,
service currently operates at 50, 35, or
15 Mbps.There are three wavelengths.
One is an 870-megahertz broadcast
video channel, which, by itself, com-
prises nearly the whole bandwidth
of an average cable system. Another
wavelength is a data channel, which
delivers broadband Internet access
and phone service, while the third is
a return path that sends data back to
the Internet. The second and third
wavelengths, which can handle IP-
based video on demand, will eventu-
ally increase their speeds to the
gigabit range, thanks to a new tech-
nology called GPON (Gigabit Passive
Optical Network), which eliminates
the set-top box. Verizon hopes to
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Bill Garrett, Verizon’s director of technology
for broadband services, shows how a fiber-
optic feed spreads through a house via
existing wiring of various types.
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deliver as many as
three simultaneous
HD signals by 2007
or 2008.

Will Verizon deliver
1 0 8 0 p  f o r  s p e c -
hungry videophiles?
The system’s band-
width would support
it. No, you wouldn’t
get uncompressed
HDTV—that exists
only in studios. But
F i O S  T V  c a n , i n

theory, handle DTV at
much higher data rates

than cable and (especially) satellite sys-
tems. So, you’d get DTV in the stan-
dard video codecs—now MPEG-2,
and eventually MPEG-4 AVC—but
with more bits per second and fewer
compression artifacts.

The arrangement of channels is dif-
ferent. In lieu of cable’s arbitrary
channel maps, genre-based channel
groupings make it easy for surfers to
find general entertainment, sports,
news, info/education, women’s enter-
tainment, music, shopping, home/
lifestyle, family, children, ethnic,
and religious programming.

FiOS TV is also poised to deliver
interactivity. The list of proposed
video on demand enhancements
includes news on demand, shopping
on demand, a DVD store (oddly),

library expansion (of course), and
local content (potentially fascinat-
ing).A Web portal will let you adjust
your user profile, schedule DVR
recordings, do searches, access rat-
ings, and use yet-to-be-determined
community features.

The cost? The FiOS TV Premiere
package, at $40 per month, includes
nearly 180 digital channels, includ-
ing 24 HD channels, 47 digital
music channels, and 2,300 VOD
titles. A package of 44 movie chan-
nels goes for $12 per month, and
another with 15 sports channels goes
for $6 per month. For Spanish
speakers, La Conexión, at $33 per
month, offers up to 140 channels,
including the most popular Spanish
and English fare, plus local chan-
nels Telemundo, Telefutura, and
Univision. Order the FiOS TV local
package for $13 per month, and
you’ll get 30 broadcast channels.

The analog channels run right
into a cable-ready TV, while the
digital ones require a set-top box or
a CableCARD. The STB provides
Verizon’s interactive program guide
and VOD. Monthly cost of the box
is $4 for standard def, $10 for
high def, and $13 for an HD DVR.
Internet service costs $40, $50, or
$200, depending on the desired
bandwidth with discounts of $5 to
$20 for TV subscribers with annual
service agreements.

If you’re looking for a triple-play
package comparable to what many
cable companies are offering,Verizon
offers a combination of FiOS TV, FiOS
Internet, and phone service in some
locations for around $105 per month.

One more crucial thing about
FiOS: The network’s building blocks
are, for the most part, not iffy next-
generation technologies. FiOS TV is
built on commodity-priced servers,
routers, optical electronic convert-
ers, and fiberoptic cable, all of which

are tested and certified by a hard-
working guy we’ll meet later.

At Home With Verizon
Much of the storage, sorting, and
other stuff that happens in your rack
could move onto the network,
where you could accomplish these
things at a lower cost.Think of FiOS
TV as a new source component that
feeds material to your display, sur-
round system, and home network.
That’s exactly what Verizon is doing
in their demo home.

I and other reporters were
herded, sheeplike, through the cor-
porate corridors to an office door-
way that looks like any other, until
we went through the looking glass,
into the Verizon House Lab. It is a
separate structure covered in New
England–ish maroon clapboard,
built onto the side of the Waltham
office complex in 1992—an indica-
tion of how long Verizon has been
thinking about the broadband future.
It contains a living room, a couple of
bedrooms, and a home office. And
it is, as Mark E. Smith of The Fall
might say, totally wired.

My guides were Joanne LaCourse,
director of technology for user-
centered design, and Dave Philbin,
a team member of the House Lab.
In  the  l iv ing  room, LaCour se
demonstrated how to access high-
def video through the network. A
large Scientific-Atlanta STB had pride
of place. There was also an Integra

Inside the optical network
terminal. If you become a
Verizon FiOS TV subscriber,
one of these will go on the
wall of your house.
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Joanne LaCourse, director of technology for user-
centered design, and Bill Garrett outside the House Lab.

Alex Laparidis shows off the larger version of the optical net-
work terminal, suitable for use in large apartment buildings.
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surround receiver, but, apart from
the STB’s integrated DVR, source
components were conspicuous in
their absence. No detail escaped the
team’s scrutiny—LaCourse showed
a remote control that flunked and a
mock-up of its replacement.

While she did that, Philbin changed
the onscreen material to a photo of—
uh, that’s us, the sheep! He’d snapped
the visitors with his cell phone out-
side the house when we weren’t look-
ing and uploaded the picture to the
network. This may not be a FiOS-
specific trick, as one reporter point-
edly noted, but it showed the team
doing what they do, thinking like con-
sumers and using the network to mix
computer with television functions.

We climbed the stairs to the
gaming room. There was no
PlayStation, no Xbox—nothing but
another Scientific-Atlanta STB and a
flat-panel TV. The point is that you
won’t need a gaming console, just
the network and the box. Of course,
this begs another question: What is

Verizon—and the subscriber—
prepared to pay to get the coolest
games into the system? This may give
Sony and Microsoft reason to shiver.

In another bedroom, Philbin dis-
cussed how the still-evolving interac-
tive program guide will sort content
using user-generated annotation and
statistical analysis.This may give TiVo
reason to shiver.

In the home office, Philbin talked
about videoconferencing. Hearing-
impaired people often find existing
videoconferencing systems too
crude, too prone to motion arti-
facts to convey sign language. For
bandwidth-rich FiOS TV, this is an
easy challenge to surmount.

LaCourse used the small kitchen
TV to show off the first of the
“widget services,” which use the
system’s multiple streams to mix full-
motion video and graphics from dif-
ferent sources on one screen. If
you’re on your way to the airport,
she suggested, you might want to
check out traffic and weather at the

same time. She illustrated this by
combining traffic and weather
graphics from “trusted sources” (in
this case, non-Verizon Websites).
Other widgets are coming for
news, business, sports, games, and
even onscreen caller ID.

And so it goes.The flavor of the
House Lab’s creative process came
through as LaCourse discussed
“ideas that go down in a ball of
flame.” It’s hot inside the Verizon
crucible. By acting as surrogates for
the consumer, team members con-
tinue to look for ideas that will win
over real people.

Marketing and Politicking
Interactive potential notwithstand-
ing, television is the keystone of
Verizon’s broadband strategy.“TV is
the platform for growth,” says Shawn
Strickland, vice president for FiOS

TV product-line management.
The company will make money

from access, content, and ads (in that
order). Part of that income will come
from slotting fees from advertisers.
Attractions for advertisers include
hyper-local ad insertion, context trig-
gers, long-form VOD, and data
mining. (How easily Verizon’s market-
ing jargon flows through my finger-
tips.) FiOS is ideally positioned to
outperform satellite providers in
local niches and cable in national
niches—oh, enough already.

Verizon should make a superb tele-
vision provider, but, under pending
legislation, it will not have to play by

50 Home Theater / January 2007 > www.hometheatermag.com Right: an old STB remote deemed unac-
ceptable by the testers. Left: a paper
mock-up of its forthcoming replacement. 
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the same rules as cable operators.
Current regulations require cable
companies to serve all paying house-
holds in their defined service areas. If
they favor some neighborhoods over
others, municipal governments come
down on them, and they lose their
local franchises. But, in the new
national franchising rules being writ-
ten in Congress, local build-out
requirements are glaringly absent.
Instead, the FCC would be required
to gather information and issue an
annual report to Congress identify-
ing any patterns of discrimination.

Will Verizon (and AT&T) be equal-
opportunity service providers? Verizon
CEO Ivan Seidenberg answers that
question emphatically: “We have
never engaged in redlining or cherry-
picking, and we never will.”

Another issue that is coming up in
Congress is what media activists call
Net neutrality. Cable operators are

selective about what TV channels
they carry, but, as Internet providers,
they have been largely neutral. The
telcos, in contrast, seem determined
to split the Internet, for the first
time, into a multitiered system. How
would that work?

Google—to use the most oft cited
example—would pay tolls to the
telcos for faster data throughput. Have
I mentioned that Google hates this
idea? Content providers who are
unwilling or unable to pay would be
pushed onto the slower tier.This might
be viewed as an economically rational
form of congestion pricing, especially
for bandwidth-rich content like video.
But it also has implications for anyone
who depends heavily on Google’s
search engine, Yahoo’s portal, or
Vonage’s voice-over-Internet phone
service (I qualify on all three
counts)—not to mention iTunes,
YouTube, and Myspace.com.

Here is what we know for sure:
Verizon and AT&T are morphing from
passive phone networks into players
with a far more active role in classify-
ing, manipulating, marketing, and
delivering content. They are deter-
mined to play this new card for all it’s
worth because their rollout of video
broadband is literally a struggle for sur-
vival. But, if they overplay their hand,
the cable industry is ready to compete,
potentially offering consumers a trade-
off between bandwidth and choice.

Stanley Lee demonstrates the network’s redundancy by
yanking cables out of a patch bay. He had to yank four
cables to kill the picture on a nearby TV.
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unaffected. When he pulled a third
cable, there was a faint glitch. But it
was only momentary, and the TV
played on. Only when he pulled the
fourth cable did the picture finally
freeze. OK, the system is robust.

FiOS TV is a paradoxical creature.
It’s a powerful idea advanced by a
monolithic player. But it’s also a baby
in the cradle, growing but vulnerable, a
sweet question mark, the offspring of
our ability to dream and invent and
push out past old boundaries. If it sur-
vives, it will set a new standard in dig-
ital media delivery to the home in
terms of both quantity and quality—
but only if it becomes profitable
enough, soon enough, to survive in the
marketplace.

* Mark Fleischmann is the author of
Practical Home Theater, sold through
quietriverpress.com. In his spare time,he
also tends a New York restaurant guide,
www.happypig100.com.

moments with Alex Laparidis.As director
of technology for video-network testing,
he’s the guy who tests every piece of
hardware in the network, whether it
came directly from Verizon or from
another company acquired by Verizon.

He took me into a lab where tall
yellow plastic columns stuffed with
yellow fiber cables feed towering walls of
components. I got a look at a larger ver-
sion of the optical network terminal—
exactly the thing that I hope will
someday sit in the basement of my apart-
ment building and feed 10 floors (and a
penthouse) of FiOS TV subscribers.

But what he really wanted to demon-
strate is the way FiOS TV maintains
reliability of service with redundant
signal paths. A technician started
pulling fiber cables out of a patch bay
feeding a small TV. He pulled the first
cable.The picture on the TV remained
normal. He pulled a second cable.
Full-motion video on the TV was still

Will fiber’s superior bandwidth
always trump copper? Or may copper
be better if the company standing
behind it is Net neutral? And what will
happen if municipalities—newly shorn
of their cable franchising authority—go
for free or low-cost wireless broadband?

The Cradle of Technology
As other members of the press drifted
out to catch their flights, I spent a few last

Inside the House Lab sits the gaming rig. Games would
live on the network, not in gaming consoles.
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Value is an elusive and ever-shifting property. One of the most common questions people ask us is why there’s often such
a big price disparity between products that seemingly do the same thing, be they speakers, DVD players, or TVs. In the video
world, our minds can grasp the value difference between the $500 CRT that sits in your bedroom and the $20,000 three-
chip DLP projector creating a 10-foot-wide image in your theater. It’s a tad more difficult to reconcile a $2,500 difference
between two similarly sized TVs that employ the same technology, and the words “brand recognition” only go so far.

We decided it was time to put the value question to the test in one of the most popular—and chaotic—TV markets right
now: LCD. Given the wide range of possible screen sizes in this category, it would have been easy to do a straightforward
roundup of small, medium, and large screens at prices from $1,200 to $8,000, but where’s the fun in that? The value
proposition really gets tricky when you narrow your focus to a specific market.We chose the coveted 40-to-50-inch screen
size and selected three HDTVs priced in the budget, average, and higher-end categories.Together, they provide a nice
illustration of the differences, both in features and performance, you can expect as you step up in price.

Much like beauty, value is in the eye of the beholder, so I’ve asked video editor Geoffrey Morrison and contributor John
Higgins to chime in with their impressions of our panelists (if you’ll pardon the pun).Would we see and, more importantly,
appreciate each TV’s performance enough to merit the price differences? Read on and find out.

Vizio GV42L
Our budget entry hails from a com-
pany that’s devoted to producing
inexpensive flat-panel displays:Vizio,
formerly known as V, Inc. The 42-inch
GV42L is a 768p LCD HDTV that
costs just $1,500. You can buy the

GV42L direct from www.viziotv.com,
but it’s fitting that you can also find
this TV on the shelf at Costco; like
everybody’s favorite wholesaler, the
GV42L gives you a lot for your dollar.

Many of Vizio’s design and perfor-
mance choices show an understanding

Three LCDs, three price points: How far will each 
dollar take you? BY ADRIENNE MAXWELL

of the entry-level shopper.The GV42L
comes with a Quick Start Guide that
thoroughly explains the various con-
nection possibilities, and the com-
pany also provides multiple levels of
professional installation, should you
prefer to let someone else handle it
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for you.The owner’s manual is quite
thorough, with many illustrations to
aid setup and daily use.

The GV42L certainly doesn’t look
like a budget TV, in front or back. Its
piano-black frame and silver accents
make for a simple but attractive look,
and you can further reduce its wall-
print by removing the bottom-panel
speakers if you plan to send audio to
an external receiver via the optical dig-
ital output.The front-panel Vizio logo
is illuminated, and there’s no setting to
shut it off, which is a little distracting
and self-promotional for my taste.

Many budget displays shortchange
you in the high-end-connection
department, but not the GV42L,
which sports two HDMI, two com-
ponent video, and one RGB input.
These inputs run along the bottom
panel, which isn’t my favorite choice,
as it’s hard to see what you’re doing
when you plug in the cables. The TV
also includes ATSC, NTSC, and Clear
QAM tuners, but they all share a
single RF input, so you must choose

whether to connect an antenna or a
cable feed. In conjunction with my
Terk HDTVi antenna, the internal
ATSC tuner quickly picked up all of
the major HD broadcasts in my area
and provided a stable signal. If you
subscribe to digital cable service,
the Clear QAM tuner allows you to
tune in both analog and digital sig-
nals, including some locally broad-
cast HDTV stations, without going
through your set-top box. This is a
nice perk if you plan to use this TV in
a secondary room and don’t want to
order another cable box.

The GV42L is generous in its pic-
ture adjustments, offering three pre-
set picture modes and one Custom
mode that’s adjustable for each input.
Color-temperature options are Cool,
Normal, the warmest Warm I think
I’ve ever seen (measuring around
4,000 Kelvin), and Custom, which
allows for basic adjustments of red,
green, and blue, similar to what a pro-
fessional calibrator would do via a
service menu. For our measurements,
we used the Normal mode for our
“before” tests and adjusted the RGB
controls for our “after.” As you can see,
the before and after settings are some-
what similar and not too far off  from
the desired 6,500 K mark, except at
the darkest and brightest points.

Not a given at this price point are
the GV42L’s adjustable backlight, in
increments from 0 to 100, and sev-
eral advanced picture controls that
allow for automatic adjustment of
black level, white level, colors, flesh-
tones, adaptive luma, and dynamic
gamma from scene to scene. For
review purposes, we turned these
settings off. Other noteworthy fea-
tures include both traditional and
split-screen PIP functionality, a pro-
gram guide for tuned content, and
dedicated PC picture adjustments.
Interestingly, the GV42L’s remote is
the only one in this roundup to offer

both backlighting and direct access
to each type of input. In all, it’s an
impressively thorough features list
that you’re not likely to find in
other budget LCDs.

That’s all well and good, but how
does it perform? The GV42L earns
good marks in the all-important areas
of color, bit depth, and detail, but it has
some limitations common to LCDs in
general and budget TVs in particular.
While colors are vibrant without being
exaggerated, and skintones look nat-
ural, the TV doesn’t have the bit depth
to smoothly render every step between
black and white. So, I did see some
noise in dark grays and solid colors, but
not enough to be distracting.

At first glance, the GV42L looks
exceptionally detailed.Test patterns

confirm that it has the resolution
needed to render the detail in both
DVD and HDTV sources, but that’s
not why it looks so sharp. Edge
enhancement is creating the illusion
of increased detail, especially through
the component video inputs. It doesn’t
surprise me that Vizio went this route;
edge enhancement can really make
an image pop, and that’s how you
sell TVs at big-box retailers. Many
people don’t know or care what
edge enhancement is.The good news
for those of you who do is that it’s
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much less pronounced through
the HDMI inputs, so the picture
looks more natural, with fewer
false lines and less errant noise.
And here’s another HDMI perk

for you: These inputs accept a
1080p signal, something many
1080p panels don’t do.

The TV does only an average job
deinterlacing film- and video-based

signals; I saw a fair amount of jag-
gies with both test discs and real-
world DVDs, so you may want to
mate this with a good progressive-
scan or upconverting DVD player. It
did a respectable job upconverting
standard-def TV signals, but DVD
and HDTV are its strong suits.

Probably the most obvious per-
formance issue involves the GV42L’s
screen. Light leakage is evident
around the edges of the screen,
and brightness uniformity is very
poor thanks to noticeable waves
of uneven brightness that flow
across the entire screen. Com-
bine this with the TV’s higher
black level, general lack of black
detail, and modest viewing angle,
and you’ve got a TV that’s really
a better fit for a brighter room—
but, hey, that’s true of many LCDs
on the market.

Vizio clearly understands their
target  audience and has  put
together a package that will appeal
to the average consumer yet has
enough advanced features to satisfy
the blossoming but financially chal-
lenged video enthusiast.While by
no means perfect from a picture-
quality standpoint, the GV42L
serves up a clean, colorful, detailed
image that does a good job with a
variety of sources.

Toshiba 42LX196
If you’re willing to step up around
$1,100, your LCD options increase
dramatically, with plenty of choices

[H I G H L I G H T S
Vizio GV42L LCD HDTV:

� Five HD-capable inputs

� Detachable speakers

� Solid performance

> Full-On/Full-Off Contrast Ratio—774:1; 
ANSI Contrast Ratio—797:1 

> Measured Resolution with the Leader LT-446:
480: 480 (per picture height)
720p: 720 (pph) 
1080i: Out to the limits of the 1,366-by-768
panel

> DC Restoration (poor, average, good, excellent):
Excellent

> Color Decoder (poor, average, good, excellent):
Excellent

> Measured Color Points:
Red Color Point: x=0.633, y=0.339 
Green Color Point: x=0.288, y=0.612
Blue Color Point: x=0.146, y=0.071

The left chart shows the GV42L’s gray scale relative
to its color temperature at various levels of intensity,
or brightness (20 IRE is dark gray; 100 IRE is bright

white). The gray scale as set by the factory, in the
Normal color-temperature mode, measures warm
across most of the gray scale. After making adjust-
ments using the Photo Research PR-650, the gray
scale measures  closer to D6500, the accurate color
temperature, across most of the range, although the
darkest and brightest images are still rather cool. 

The right chart shows the gray scale (or color tem-
perature) relative to the color points of the display’s
red, green, and blue color filters. These are some-
what off those specified by SMPTE. Red is somewhat
undersaturated and slightly reddish-orange. Blue is
slightly greenish-blue. Green is somewhat oversatu-
rated and slightly bluish-green.

After calibration, and using a full-field 100-IRE
white (160.9 foot-lamberts) and a full-field 0-IRE
black (0.208 ft-L), the contrast ratio was 774:1. Using
a 16-box checkerboard pattern (ANSI contrast), the
contrast ratio was 797:1. The best contrast ratio was
achieved with the backlight set at 100. The best black
level was achieved with the backlight set at 0. In this
mode, the TV produced 37.94 ft-L with a 100-IRE field
and 0.052 ft-L with a 0-IRE field.—GM
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HT Labs Measures: Vizio GV42L LCD HDTV

> FEATURES
Type: LCD
Screen Size (diagonal): 42 inches
Native Resolution / Aspect Ratio: 1,366 by 768 / 

16:9
Lamp Life: 50,000 hours
Wall Mount or Stand Included?: Stand
Dimensions (H x W x D, inches): 29.84 x 42.25 x 

11.4 (with stand)
Weight (pounds): 73.5 (with stand)
Price: $1,500

VIZIO GV42L LCD HDTV

160.90.208

> CONNECTIONS
Inputs:
Video: HDMI (2), component video (2), 

RGB (1), S-video (1), composite 
video (2) 

Audio: Stereo analog (6)
Outputs:
Video: None
Audio: Optical digital (1), stereo analog (1)
Additional: RF (1) 

AT A GLANCE
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Sanus reinvents style in your own home with new Java Furniture. Exotic hardwood in a luscious espresso finish, with the added flair of

extruded aluminum and fluted glass, creates the newest tide in contemporary décor. As with all Sanus Furniture, the Java line is built

with unique AV features, like extra-deep shelving, large wire channels and removable back panels. It's what sets Sanus Furniture apart

from the crowd...like an escape to a secluded tropical isle.

Great theater deserves a great setting.
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from the big names in the TV busi-
ness. One such option is Toshiba’s
$2,600 42LX196.The most obvious
feature upgrade is the move from
768p to 1080p, but that’s not all this
TV brings to the table. It boasts a
well-rounded features list to suit a
wide variety of setup needs.

Like our budget entry, the
42LX196 has two HDMI, two com-
ponent video, and one RGB input,
but it adds a second RF input so you
can tune both antenna and cable sig-
nals.This TV includes a basic QAM
tuner instead of the Clear QAM
type, but it’s the only TV in the
roundup that offers a CableCARD
slot and the TV Guide On Screen
program guide, with a G-link port
to control your cable box, if
desired. During the channel scan,
the 42LX196 doesn’t indicate how
many channels it finds, and you

have to run a separate scan for
each RF input. But adding and
deleting channels is a simple process.
Each time you change channels, a
handy signal meter flashes onscreen,
along with the general channel/
program info, to tell you how strong
that channel is. The digital con-
nections run along the bottom
panel, but the analog ones are eas-
ily accessible in a recessed cham-
ber along the right side, behind a
removable plastic panel.

Toshiba recently redesigned their
TV remote controls, switching
the volume and channel buttons
to match the industry standard
and replacing the annoy-
ing buzzing blue back-
light with amber and
white lights.The remote
lacks dedicated input
buttons and advanced
POP controls, but it
does include buttons to
directly access two of
the 42LX196’s  more
interesting features:
Channel Browser and
THINC. The Channel
Browser is a nicely con-
ceived navigation bar
that  lets  you eas i ly
scroll through channels
and inputs to see what’s
playing, set favorites,
see  recent ly  v iewed
items, and more.THINC
stands for Toshiba Home
Interactive Network Connection.
Through the Ethernet port on
the back panel, you can link this
TV to your home network to
access MP3 and JPEG files stored
on a Windows 2000 or XP PC.

You can even give this TV an e-mail
address and send yourself pro-
gram reminders.

The 42LX196 provides six aspect-
ratio options to accommodate just
about any viewing preference,
including a native mode for display-
ing 1080i/1080p sources without
any scaling. Automatic aspect-ratio
detection, one of my favorite perks,
is on board, as well.

As for picture adjustments, the
42LX196 has three preset picture
modes, a Preference mode that you
can adjust for each input, three
color-temperature choices, and an
adjustable backlight in increments

from 0 to 100. This set, too,
includes advanced picture
controls like dynamic con-
trast, noise reduction, and
a vertical edge enhancer,
but it ups the ante by giv-
ing you individual color
management of red, green,
blue, cyan, magenta, and
yellow. I experimented with
the blue color after discov-
ering that I couldn’t get
the Video Essentials SMPTE
color-bar pattern to look
quite right using the gen-
eral color control. Take
care, though: You can do
more harm than good with
these controls if you don’t
know what you’re doing.

Even in the Warm color-
temperature mode, the display

averages a very blue 8,300 Kelvin
out of the box. After calibration,
though, it tracked closer to 6,500 K
than any TV in this roundup, so
we recommend that you have
this TV professionally calibrated.

Vizio

Vizio has done a wonderful job getting into the display
market at a low price point. Overall, their products per-
form as you would
expect—decently.
I found the edge
enhancement to
be distracting; I
thought it made
people look plas-
ticky. A black
screen was a little
uneven, especially
off axis. Still, for
the price, it’s a
good entry-level
choice.—JH

It’s funny—at first glance, this set seems more detailed
than the others despite having half the pixels. I under-
stand the need to appear bright and detailed on the Costco
floor, but please let us who don’t like edge enhancement
turn it off. For the money, it’s not too bad.—GM

The Vizio’s remote
was the only one in this
roundup to offer both
backlighting and direct
input access.

^

GV42L LCD HDTV, $1,500 > Vizio, (888) 849-4623, www.viziotv.com > Dealer Locator Code VIZ
General information

Build Quality Value Features Performance Ergonomics 9090
OVERALL RATINGVIZIO GV42L LCD HDTV 
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“Incredible speakers ... absolutely gorgeous
with sound that is even more impressive”

— Consumer Guide
Feast your eyes and ears on Mythos, a revolu-

tionary concept in super-elegant high-performance
loudspeakers. Home Entertainment’s Brent
Butterworth raved, “Nothing can outshine
Definitive’s Mythos Speakers.” Their sleek, 
aircraft-grade polished aluminum cabinets and
state-of-the-art drivers deliver superb sound 
quality for music and home theater perfection.
Clearly, Mythos Two and Three ($499 ea.) along
with Mythos Six and Seven ($349 ea.) are the
Plasma Solution™: ideal upscale on-wall and 
shelf-mountable speakers to perfectly complement
your new plasma TV. 

And the gorgeous Mythos One Tower ($899 ea.),
Mythos Four Tower ($699 ea.) and Mythos Five
Tower ($499 ea.) are radical cutting-edge styling
statements which sound absolutely magnificent,
complement everything, and literally redefine the
concept of floorstanding loudspeakers. In fact, 
the Mythos Four system has won Home Theater’s
“RAVE” award, which honors the overall top 
product that they have reviewed all year.

Definitively
Mythos

Mythos sounded like a $20,000
home theater speaker package that

only costs a fraction of the price!”

“

— Jeff Cherun, HDTV ETC.

®

11433 CRONRIDGE DR. • OWINGS MILLS, MD 21117 • 410. 363.7148
www.definitivetech.com

Also available in black finish. See our dealer list on page 128

Mail to notemart@gmail.com for any further request.



The red and blue color points are
very good; green, meanwhile, is
slightly off, but not in the typi-
cally exaggerated way that can

cause grass and other greens to
look cartoonish.

The 42LX196 has both film and
video processing modes.Through

the component video input, video-
based signals looked fairly clean in
video mode. In film mode, the
deinterlacer is slow to pick up the
3:2 sequence, so the opening sec-
onds of our Gladiator test scene had
noticeable artifacts until it locked
the sequence. You may want to
invest in a good progressive-scan
DVD player. If you plan to use
HDMI, the Gladiator sequence had
minimal artifacts when upcon-
verted to1080i through our Toshiba
HD-XA1 HD DVD player.

The 42LX196’s 699:1 contrast
ratio is better than many LCDs
we’ve tested but wasn’t as good as
the other TVs in this roundup.We
obtained that number at the TV’s
brightest backlight setting, which
produces a high black level of
0.178 foot-lamberts.The minimum
backlight setting cuts light output
substantially but offers a respect-
able black level of 0.049 ft-L.The
viewing angle is more of an issue
with this TV than with the others
in the roundup. If you move even
45 degrees off axis, the saturation
drops off, so you should give more
thought to where you place this TV.
It may be better suited to a bed-
room, where you’re less likely to
view it from many angles—well,
depending on what you do in your
bedroom, I suppose.

Resolution isn’t where it needs
to be to exploit this panel’s 1080p
nature. As you can see in the mea-
surements box, it didn’t measure

> Full-On/Full-Off Contrast Ratio—699:1; 
ANSI Contrast Ratio—625:1 

> Measured Resolution with the Leader LT-446:
480: 470 (per picture height)
720p: 620 (pph) 
1080i: 970 (pph)

> DC Restoration (poor, average, good, excellent):
Excellent

> Color Decoder (poor, average, good, excellent):
Excellent

> Measured Color Points:
Red Color Point: x=0.644, y=0.329 
Green Color Point: x=0.277, y=0.589
Blue Color Point: x=0.146, y=0.059

The left chart shows the 42LX196’s gray scale rela-
tive to its color temperature at various levels of
intensity, or brightness (20 IRE is dark gray; 100 IRE 
is bright white). The gray scale as set by the factory, 
in the Warm color-temperature mode, measures

extremely cool across the gray-scale range. After
making adjustments using the Photo Research
PR-650, the gray scale measures much better, with
just a slight coolness to the darkest images and a
slight warmness to lower midtones compared with
D6500, the accurate color temperature.

The right chart shows the gray scale (or color
temperature) relative to the color points of the dis-
play’s red, green, and blue color filters. These are
fairly close to those specified by SMPTE. Red is
very slightly oversaturated. Blue is very slightly
oversaturated and very slightly greenish-blue.
Green is rather bluish-green.

After calibration, and using a full-field 100-IRE
white (124.5 ft-L) and a full-field 0-IRE black (0.178 ft-L),
the contrast ratio was 699:1. Using a 16-box checker-
board pattern (ANSI contrast), the contrast ratio
was 625:1. The best contrast ratio was achieved
with the backlight set to 100. The best black level
was achieved with the backlight set to 0. In this
mode, the TV produced 33.56 ft-L with a 100-IRE
field and 0.049 ft-L with a 0-IRE field, for a con-
trast ratio of 685:1.—GM
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HT Labs Measures: Toshiba 42LX196 LCD HDTV

> FEATURES
Type: LCD
Screen Size (diagonal): 42 inches
Native Resolution / Aspect Ratio: 1,920 by 1,080 / 16:9
Lamp Life: N/A
Wall Mount or Stand Included?: Stand
Dimensions (H x W x D, inches): 29.875 x 41.125 x 13.875 (with stand)
Weight (pounds): 84 (with stand)
Price: $2,600

TOSHIBA 42LX196 LCD HDTV

124.50.178

> CONNECTIONS
Inputs:
Video: HDMI (2), component video (2), RGB (1), S-video (1), 

composite video (2)
Audio: Stereo analog (5)
Outputs:
Video: Composite video (1)
Audio: Optical digital (1), stereo analog (2)
Additional: CableCARD (1), RJ-45/Ethernet (1), G-link (1), RF (2) 

AT A GLANCE [H I G H L I G H T S
Toshiba 42LX196 LCD HDTV:

� THINC system provides access 
to MP3 and JPEG files

� Great color temperature after 
calibration

Step by StepStep by Step
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“Shocking levels of openness and midrange subtlety
with terrific dynamics.”

— Chris Martens, The Absolute Sound
This new generation of ProCinema systems incorporate

a host of technological breakthroughs that The Absolute
Sound magazine confirms “flat out work.” Definitive’s
ProCinema systems have always delivered extraordinary
performance and value. Now the revolutionary new
ProCinema 800 ($1095) and 1000 ($1645) systems are 
the industry’s most advanced sub/sats and build on this 
tradition by dramatically exceeding all expectations.

Engineering small satellites with response that extends
low enough to blend properly with a subwoofer is very
challenging. The new ProCinema systems have built-in 
pressure-coupled planar medite passive radiators in the
satellites and center channels. These dramatically extend
the low frequency response and deliver lower distortion
too. Other advancements include BDSS, our new patent-
pending driver technology, which results in smoother
response and greatly improved dynamic range.

“Sound quality and construction that are unsurpassed
for the money.” — Digital TV & Sound
Incorporating Definitive’s SuperCube technology, 

the new ProSub 800 and 1000 combine high-velocity
front-firing woofers, down-firing sub-bass radiators and
300-watt digital amps for rock solid bass that masters
both earthshaking sound effects and musical subtlety.

Sonically these new ProCinema systems are a true 
revelation in stunning music and movie perfection. 
Their “you are there” presence and absolutely boxless,
spacious and three-dimensional imaging will make 
performances come alive in your room and literally put
you right in the concert hall or into the movie itself.

11433 CRONRIDGE DR. • OWINGS MILLS, MD 21117 • 410. 363.7148
www.definitivetech.com 

Definitive’s new ProCinemas® deliver
sound that almost defies belief“

—Scott Wasser, Digital TV & Sound
.”

See our dealer list on page 128

Mail to notemart@gmail.com for any further request.



out to the limit with 480p,
720p, or 1080i content, and
720p came in especially
low. I don’t think it’s an acci-
dent that, in the owner’s
manual, Toshiba lists 720p as
the last “suggested” resolu-
tion for both the component
and HDMI inputs; you
should stick with 1080i for
high-definition sources.

Because high-frequency
noise can be more noticeable
on a 1080p panel, Toshiba
may have made a conscious
decision to roll off the high-
est frequencies to render a

cleaner picture. Combine this with
the fact that the TV doesn’t accept
1080p sources through HDMI, and
you aren’t getting much return
on that 1080p upgrade. However,

adding a good bit
depth helped the
42LX196 render the
smoothest black-to-
white transitions in
this roundup, and
the result is a clean,
nondigital-looking
picture.

The 42LX196
may not  be the
ideal home theater
HDTV, but it’s a
consistent performer that
does a solid job with HD
and SD sources. Its many
input options and THINC
system make it a great
choice for someone look-
ing for a versatile, big-
screen multimedia TV.

Sony KDL-46XBR2
There was a time in the not-too-
distant past when a 46-inch LCD
was a rarity, and a $3,800 asking
price a bargain. As prices continue
to plunge in this category, a $3,800
46-inch LCD finds itself occupy-
ing high-end territory. If a manufac-
turer wants to compete in this space,
they had better be prepared to
meet high-end expectations in fea-
tures, performance, and style.The
question before us now is, does
Sony’s KDL-46XBR2 do just that?

For this price, you should expect
1080p resolution, and you get it.
The Sony KDL-46XBR2 also has a
larger screen, jumping from 42 to
46 inches—which makes more of
a difference than you might think.
At least for me, the 46-inch mark
is the point at which the television
experience ends and home theater

begins…and 1080p begins to make
a meaningful difference.This TV’s
stylish aesthetic—with an angled
base, a faux-glass frame around
the outermost edges, and six color
options for the main bezel sur-
rounding the screen—will make
it the attractive centerpiece of a
home theater system.

The KDL-46XBR2 is the first
HDTV I’ve reviewed to offer three
HDMI inputs, including one on
the side panel for easy access even
after you mount the TV on a wall.
It also has one RGB and two com-
ponent video inputs, plus two RF
inputs for the internal ATSC,
NTSC, and Clear QAM tuners. I
like that Sony places the inputs on
recessed panels on the unit’s back-
side instead of its underside.When
you initiate the channel scan for
each RF input, a message tells you
it could take over 50 minutes.
Admittedly, the scan is slower than
some TVs I’ve reviewed, but it’s not
that slow (about 5 minutes) and did
successfully pick up and hold the
major HD channels in my area. A
program guide is available for tuned

Toshiba

Compared with the other displays—especially the Sony—
the main thing about the Toshiba that stood out was its
apparent lack of color accuracy. While the Sony has very

accurate color, the
Toshiba seems to
give everyone sun-
burns. Admittedly,
if the sets were not
sitting next to each
other, the problem
would not have been
as noticeable.—JH

What’s with Toshiba
and exceedingly high

color temperatures? Fine, it’s that way out of the box, but
why does Warm have to be 8,300 K? I thought the industry
had gotten over this years ago. With the extra resolution
not being as apparent, the extra $1.1k (really, $1,400 after
a required calibration is included) over the Vizio seems
better spent elsewhere. That said, it’s a lot more natural
looking and pleasing to watch than the Vizio.—GM
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The Toshiba’s
remote has amber and
white backlighting but
lacks dedicated input
buttons. It does pro-
vide access to the
THINC and Channel
Browser functions.

^

42LX196 LCD HDTV, $2,600 > Toshiba America Consumer Products, (800) 631-3811, www.tacp.toshiba.com
Dealer Locator Code TOS

General information

Build Quality Value Features Performance Ergonomics

8989
OVERALL RATINGTOSHIBA 42LX196 LCD HDTV 
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This changes  
everything.

The new TX-SR604 from Onkyo, with HDMI technology.
One cable. One incredible audio visual experience. 
High-Definition Multimedia Interface. It’s the new digital standard in consumer electronics,
because it delivers uncompressed, high-definition audio and video from a single cable. It
lets you see and hear media as it was meant to be—pristine and direct from the source.

Now, combine that technology with superior Onkyo quality and you have the new 
TX-SR604—an incredible audio visual experience that only looks and sounds expensive.

Pure HDMI audio and video. Onyko quality. You’ve got to see it and hear it. 
And at this price, you’ve got to have it. The new TX-SR604.

For more information visit us at www.onkyousa.com.

Mail to notemart@gmail.com for any further request.



and Tools, don’t take you to the
onscreen menu you might expect.
Once you’re used to the menu
structure, however, it’s fairly easy
to navigate.The TV offers the most

channels. One surprising omission
is the absence of any PIP options.

The remote control lacks back-
lighting and dedicated input access,
and certain buttons, like Menu

advanced aspect-ratio options, with
optional automatic aspect-ratio
detection, the ability to set default
and temporary choices for 4:3 mate-
rial, two overscan settings to zoom
in when needed, horizontal and ver-
tical picture adjustment, and a native
mode for 1080i/1080p sources.

Suffice it to say, if you want to
adjust a certain video parameter, this
TV probably has a control to do
so. Advanced controls include four
color-temperature settings; noise
reduction and Sony’s DRC mode;
various black-level, contrast, and
gamma settings; detail and edge
enhancers to make the picture seem
sharper; color-space and live-color
controls to make colors seem more
vivid; and white balance, which gives
you access to the global RGB con-
trols so you can tune the color tem-
perature without having to access
the service menu.We used the last
one to calibrate the TV; otherwise,
I turned most of these features off
during my review period.

Finding the best contrast ratio
was a challenge only because the
KDL-46XBR2 has so many fea-
tures that tailor the light output,
including an automatic light sensor
that adjusts the brightness in rela-
tion to your room, several Power
Saving modes that cut light output
to reduce power consumption, and
the all-important backlight con-
trol, adjustable in increments from
0 to 10. We left the light sensor off

[H I G H L I G H T S
Sony KDL-46XBR2 LCD HDTV:

� Gorgeous picture with high-
quality sources

� Excellent contrast ratio

� Six bezel colors

> Full-On/Full-Off Contrast Ratio—1,401:1;
ANSI Contrast Ratio—1,217:1 

> Measured Resolution with the Leader LT-446:
480: 480 (per picture height)
720p: 720 (pph) 
1080i: 1080 (pph)

> DC Restoration (poor, average, good, excellent):
Excellent

> Color Decoder (poor, average, good, excellent):
Excellent

> Measured Color Points:
Red Color Point: x=0.647, y=0.325 
Green Color Point: x=0.289, y=0.607
Blue Color Point: x=0.149, y=0.069

The left chart shows the KDL46XBR2’s gray scale
relative to its color temperature at various levels of
intensity, or brightness (20 IRE is dark gray; 100 IRE
is bright white). The gray scale as set by the fac-
tory, in the Warm2 color-temperature mode and
the Custom picture mode, measures a little cool
with dark images, a little warm with upper mid-
tones, and cool again with the brightest images.

After making adjustments using the Photo Research
PR-650, the gray scale measures similar, but a little
closer to D6500, the accurate color temperature,
across the entire range. 

The right chart shows the gray scale (or color
temperature) relative to the color points of the dis-
play’s red, green, and blue color filters. These are
somewhat off those specified by SMPTE. Red is
slightly oversaturated and very slightly purplish-
red. Blue is very slightly greenish-blue. Green is very
slightly oversaturated and slightly bluish-green.

After calibration, and using a full-field 100-IRE
white (127.5 ft-L) and a full-field 0-IRE black (0.091 ft-L),
the contrast ratio was 1,401:1. Using a 16-box
checkerboard pattern (ANSI contrast), the con-
trast ratio was 1,217:1. The best contrast ratio was
achieved with Power Saving set to Off and the back-
light set to 5. The brightest image was achieved
with Power Saving set to Off and the backlight set
to Max. In this mode, the TV produced 161.3 ft-L and
0.119 ft-L, which is a contrast ratio of 1,356:1. The
best black level was produced with Power Saving
set to Low and the backlight set to Min. In this mode,
the TV produced 23.46 ft-L and 0.018 ft-L, which
is a contrast ratio of 1,303:1.—GM
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HT Labs Measures: Sony KDL46XBR2 LCD HDTV

> FEATURES
Type: LCD
Screen Size (diagonal): 46 inches
Native Resolution / Aspect Ratio: 1,920 x 1080 / 16:9
Lamp Life: 60,000 hours
Wall Mount or Stand Included?: Stand
Dimensions (H x W x D, inches): 31.4 x 49.75 x 12.75 (with stand)
Weight (pounds): 90.4 (with stand)
Price: $3,800

127.50.091

> CONNECTIONS
Inputs:
Video: HDMI (3), component 

video (2), RGB (1), 
S-video (1), composite 
video (3)

Audio: Stereo analog (5), 
minijack (1)

Outputs:
Video: None
Audio: Optical digital (1), stereo 

analog (1)
Additional: Headphone jack (1),

RF (2)

SONY KDL-46XBR2 LCD HDTVAT A GLANCE

Step by StepStep by Step
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www.hometheatermag.com
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and tried a variety of backlight and
Power Saving combinations. Every
one of them yielded an outstanding
contrast ratio of over 1,100:1, with
a high of 1,401:1 at maximum back-
light, with Power Savings off. For
those of you with dedicated theater
rooms, we measured a very good
black level of 0.018 ft-L at minimum
backlight, with Power Savings low.

The first thing to jump out at me
when evaluating the Sony’s picture

performance was how un-LCD-like
this TV behaves in the typically trou-
blesome areas of viewing angle,
motion blur, and color—without
employing a new technology like

In-Plane Switching or a
flashing backlight. The
viewing angle still isn’t as
good as with plasma, but
saturation holds up quite
well when you move off
axis, especially compared
with the other LCDs
in this roundup. In the
Warm2 color-temp mode,
theTV tracks fairly close to
6,500 K across the board;
calibration isn’t necessary,
although we obtained slightly
better numbers by using it.
The color points are the best
we’ve seen from an LCD, and
bit depth is good through
HDMI and solid through
component video, with some
banding in the dark-to-light
ramp from Video Essentials.
The TV correctly deinterlaces
1080i/30 and has good over-
all detail, with only slight
rolloff in the highest frequen-
cies. The HDMI inputs do
accept 1080p.

With my HDTV and HD
DVD sources, the above
traits, combined with that
outstanding contrast ratio,
made for an incredibly rich,
attractive picture. Even when
I chose a setup that yielded
a higher black level, black
detail remained good, and the over-
all contrast ratio still brought the
picture to life in a darkened room.
With high-quality sources, I can
easily say that this is the best LCD
I’ve ever reviewed.

The only thing that holds back
the KDL-46XBR2’s performance is
its handling of standard-definition

DVD and NTSC sources.
It takes serious processing
prowess to make 480i look
good on a 1080p panel, and
neither the scaling nor the
deinterlacing is up to par,
resulting in combing, block-
ing, and general noise with
lower-quality signals, even
when I experimented with
the noise-reduction options.
If you don’t plan to invest in a
Blu-ray or HD DVD player
anytime soon, you definitely
need a good upconverting
DVD player or, better still,
a high-quality scaler that
can feed this TV a clean
signal at all times.

The KDL-46XBR2 isn’t
meant for the average con-

sumer who wants a plug-and-play
living-room TV on which to watch
a lot of standard-definition sources.
Clearly, Sony intends for this HDTV
to be the anchor of a high-end home
theater system sporting the finest
new video sources. If that describes
your system, you’ll love what this
TV has to offer.

Sony

When it plays high-def content is when this display really
shines. There’s great detail, beautiful colors, and a
respectable black level. It’s a whole different story with
lower-quality content, such as DVDs, though. Artifacts

abound, and unforgivable
ones at that. If all you’re
watching is high-def con-
tent, the Sony poses no
problem, but, for the
price, it should really do
everything.—JH

Here’s yet another exam-
ple of measurements not
telling the whole story.
On paper, this TV seems

great, with excellent color points, contrast ratio, and black
level. In fact, if you only saw it with a good HD DVD player,
you’d love it. But anything remotely lower in quality is
inexcusably bad. Who was asleep at the switch when they
chose the scaler for this set? It’s a true monitor, as in you
can’t have it do anything itself but show an image.—GM
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You can customize the
Sony’s look with inter-
changeable bezels in
six colors. Shown at
right in Arctic White
and below in Pacific
Blue and Scarlet Red.
The remote has neither
backlighting nor dedi-
cated input buttons.
Certain menu buttons
can be confusing to
use at first.

KDL-46XBR2 LCD HDTV, $3,800 > Sony Electronics, (800) 865-SONY, www.sonystyle.com
Dealer Locator Code SNY

General information

Build Quality Value Features Performance Ergonomics 9292
OVERALL RATINGSONY KDL-46XBR2 LCD HDTV 

93 87 93 95 89
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Jet set
It’s like cars – you want stunning performance
in a package that’s sensually satisfying. 

That’s why you should check out our new 
KHT3005 system. Those sexy cast
aluminum enclosures (finished in High Gloss
Black or High Gloss Silver –
your call) are packed with KEF’s
award-winning high end audio technologies,
comprehensively engineered to play louder
and truer than ever before. The new
dedicated center channel makes dialog and
action leap out of the screen as if you were

there. We’ve also created a radical new
250W powered subwoofer that delivers
seismic bass effects and is so compact and
beautiful that while you can hide it –you may
not want to!

What you get is a room filled with 
a lush, dynamic and highly detailed
3D sound from superbly made
speakers that look as confident 
as they sound. When the high life 
is this affordable, why would you
settle for less?

www.kef .com
KEF America � 10 Timber Lane � Marlboro, NJ � 07746 T: (732) 683-2356

Mail to notemart@gmail.com for any further request.
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from the

OUR RATINGS
SYSTEM
Each product is 

rated on a scale of

50 to 100 in five 

categories: build

quality, value, fea-

tures, performance,

and ergonomics. The

overall rating is an

average, with each

category receiving

the following weight:

Performance: 35%

Value: 25%

Features: 15%

Build quality: 15%

Ergonomics: 10%

We also color-code

each ratings box to

reflect a certain

price class: Sharp SD-SP10 HTIB
Welcome to the age of Audistry.

ENTRY LEVEL PG 110

HP Pavilion Media Center TV 
m7580n HTPC
Ready-made living-room multimedia.

CONVERGENCE PG 116

Our Test Gear
>Audio Precision System Two 2532

Dual Domain

>Fluke 189 multimeter

>Leader LT-446 HDTV test generator

>Leader LV5700A waveform monitor

>LG OS-9020A oscilloscope

>LinearX loudspeaker measurement
system

>Minolta LS-100 luminance meter 

>Photo Research PR-650 SpectraScan
colorimeter

>Staco variable transformer
3PN2210B (22-amp)

>TecLab TWS-1510 test benches

99 116

Visit the “How We Test” link on our
Website for a detailed explanation of
our ratings system and a list of our
reference gear.
www.hometheatermag.com

PURPLE > High end
($$$–$$$$)

BLUE > Midrange
($$–$$$)

GREEN > Entry level
($–$$)

70 78

Definitive Technology ProCinema 
1000 Speaker System and Pioneer 
Elite VSX-84TXSi A/V Receiver
Little speakers are looking up.

Samsung HL-S5679W DLP HDTV 
Reference unleashed...almost.

Elan TheaterPoint THP650LS 
Speaker System
A systematic approach to speaker design.

SPOTLIGHT SYSTEM PG 70

MIDRANGE PG 99

NAD Masters Series M15 Pre/Pro, 
M25 Amplifier, and M55 Universal 
Disc Player
They want to take you higher.

HIGH PERFORMANCE PG 78

69www.hometheatermag.com > Home Theater / January 2007
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from the

test bench

Pricewise, these Definitive
Technology ProCinema speakers
and this Pioneer Elite A/V receiver
are a perfect match. Even visual
cues unite them, with the receiver’s
shiny-black metal faceplate echo-
ing the satellite enclosures’ black-
gloss curve. In other ways, they may
seem like an odd couple (or septet,
rather).Wouldn’t that big receiver

be too much for those little speak-
ers? No, say the specs. With the
satellites rated to handle as much
as 200 watts per channel, the
receiver’s hefty rated 140 watts are
well within the acceptable range,
although the speakers’ 90-decibel
sensitivity suggests that they’ll play
fairly loudly, even with a lower-
powered amp.Therefore, it is legal
to marry these speakers to this
receiver, at least in Massachusetts,
Canada, Spain, and the Netherlands.

Enter the General
The Pioneer VSX-84TXSi receiver
struts into the room like a five-star
general decorated with medals—
although, in this case, they are
feature-signifying logos. Although
many are on the front panel, the
most concentrated aggregation of
them is on the carton, which so
impressed me that I got a blog
out of it. (Check it out for your-
self at www.hometheatermag.com.)
Some of the logos are business-as-
usual staples that you’d find even
on a budget receiver, such as Dolby
Digital EX and various members
of the competing DTS family.
The THX logo is more of a rare
bird, indicating that the receiver
meets a tough set of performance
benchmarks. (Please note, how-
ever, that the Definitive Technology
speakers I’m reviewing here are
not THX certified.)

Even rarer is the DCDi logo,
which reveals state-of-the-art video
processing delivered through a
state-of-the-art video interface.
Along with the generous allotment
of HDMI jacks on the back panel,
that should give many of you an
extra incentive to route video
sources through the receiver. Not
only does it make switching easier,
it also ensures that the signal is
already deinterlaced and cleaned
up before it hits your screen. Set

BY MARK FLEISCHMANN
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Definitive Technology ProCinema 
1000 Speaker System and 

Pioneer Elite VSX-84TXSiA/V Receiver

S P O T L I G H T  S Y S T E M $ $ – $ $ $

Little speakers are looking up.

70 Home Theater / January 2007 > www.hometheatermag.com
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your DVD player and other sources
to their interlaced outputs to take
full advantage of the receiver’s
DCDi processing.

A premium-priced surround
receiver has to earn its price tag
by keeping up with the Joneses.
If the Joneses have XM Radio, so
do you, as one of the Pioneer’s
logos confirms, along with the XM-
compatible Neural Surround, as
another logo indicates. Of course,
the Joneses have iPods, but can
they hook them up to a big system
through a 30-pin docking connec-
tor? A supplied cable does that with
Apple’s docking plug on one end
and a round multipin proprietary
plug on the other.When in use, the
iPod displays a Pioneer logo on its
screen, while the receiver’s onscreen
and front-panel displays take over.
You can use the receiver’s remote
to control the iPod. Another logo
boasts “Plays Windows Media,”
which it presumably does through
the back-panel USB input.

Moving deeper into proprietary
territory is the Advanced MCACC
(Multi-Channel Acoustic Calibration
and Control) feature, which lets
you plug a microphone into the
front panel for automatic detec-
tion of speaker size and distance.
It also includes a room-equalization
scheme designed to correct acoustic
defects. I did most of my listening
without MCACC simply because

my room already sounds good, and
I’m alert to its few flaws.

There is an interface called SR+
that enables Pioneer-brand displays
and receivers to exchange infor-
mation and work together. It pro-
vides for automatic video switching
and other benefits. Finally, here’s
something I’d never seen before:
Contrôle de Phase, as the carton

calls it, or Phase Control. Accord-
ing to Pioneer, this provides “phase
matching for an optimal sound
image at your listening position.
Phase matching is a very important
factor in achieving proper sound
reproduction. If two waveforms
are in phase, they crest and trough
together, resulting in increased
amplitude, clarity, and presence of

> Satellite Sensitivity:
89 dB from 500 Hz to 2 kHz

> Center Sensitivity:
92 dB from 500 Hz to 2 kHz

This graph shows the quasi-anechoic (employing
close-miking of all woofers) frequency response of the
ProMonitor 1000 satellite (purple trace), ProSub 1000
subwoofer (blue trace), and ProCenter 2000 center

channel (green trace). All passive loudspeakers were
measured with grilles at a distance of 1 meter with a
2.83-volt input and scaled for display purposes.

The ProMonitor 1000’s listening-window response
(a five-point average of axial and +/–15-degree horizon-
tal and vertical responses) measures +1.07/–3.53 deci-
bels from 200 hertz to 10 kilohertz. The –3-dB point
is at 150 Hz, and the –6-dB point is at 45 Hz. Imped-
ance reaches a minimum of 4.47 ohms at 302 Hz and
a phase angle of –48.59 degrees at 134 Hz.

The ProCenter 2000’s listening-window response
measures +1.71/–2.50 dB from 200 Hz to 10 kHz.
An average of axial and +/–15-degree horizontal
responses measures +1.77/–3.27 dB from 200 Hz
to 10 kHz. The –3-dB point is at 110 Hz, and the
–6-dB point is at 50 Hz. Impedance reaches a mini-
mum of 4.28 ohms at 270 Hz and a phase angle of
–41.49 degrees at 154 Hz.

The ProSub 1000’s close-miked response, nor-
malized to the level at 80 Hz, indicates that the lower
–3-dB point is at 39 Hz and the –6-dB point is at
34 Hz. The upper –3-dB point is at 120 Hz using the
LFE input.—MJP

DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PROCINEMA 1000 SPEAKER SYSTEMAT A GLANCE

HT Labs Measures: Definitive Technology 
ProCinema 1000 Speaker System 

SPEAKER: PROMONITOR 1000 PROCENTER 2000
Type: Two-way, satellite Two-way, center
Tweeter (size in inches, type): 1, fluid-cooled aluminum dome 1, fluid-cooled aluminum dome
Woofer (size in inches, type): 5.25, homopolymer cone 5.25, homopolymer cone (2)
Passive radiator (size in inches, type): 5.25, medite 5.25, medite (2)
Nominal Impedance (ohms): 4–8 4–8
Recommended Amp Power (watts): 10–200 10–250
Available Finishes: Black Gloss, White Gloss Black Gloss 
Dimensions (H x W x D, inches): 10.9 x 6.25 x 6.5 6.5 x 17 x 6.5
Weight (pounds): 7 12
Price: $199/each $349

C

> SUBWOOFER: PROSUB 1000
Connections: Line-level (mono), speaker-level
Enclosure Type: Passive radiator
Woofer (size in inches, type): 10, polymer cone 
Radiator (size in inches, type): 10, medite
Power Rating (watts): 300 RMS
Crossover Bypass: Automatic through LFE input
Available Finishes: Matte Black
Dimensions (H x W x D, inches): 14.4 x 12 x 17.9
Weight (pounds): 21
Price: $499

[H I G H L I G H T S
Definitive Technology ProCinema
1000 Speaker System:

� The svelte sats sport high-tech
plastics

� Big, open, gently voiced midranges 

� Ideal for medium and small rooms

These listings are based on the manu-
facturer’s stated specs; the HT Labs box
below indicates the gear’s performance
on our test bench.

Mail to notemart@gmail.com for any further request.



the sound signal. If a crest of a wave
meets a trough, then the sound will
be out of phase, and an unreliable
sound image will be produced.The
default setting is on, and we rec-
ommend leaving Phase Control
switched on for all sound sources.”

Also new to me was the AIR
Studios Monitor logo.AIR, located
in London, is one of the world’s
fanciest recording studios.The AIR
Website explains, “The AIR Studios
logo on a Pioneer product means
we have been involved in the design
since the prototype. It is a guaran-
tee that some of the best ears in the
world have approved the product.
There are two levels of certification:
Monitor Reference for critical appli-
cations and Monitor for less critical
applications.” In the former category

is the British Pioneer
VSX-AX10Ai. The
latter includes another
British model, the
VSX-AX4AVi, as well
as the VSX-84TXSi
under review here.
C e r t a i n  P i o n e e r
speaker s  and disc
transports are AIR
approved, as well.

Slow and Steady
For the first time in
a decade, Definitive
Technology has over-
hauled their popular
ProCinema line. Pro-
totypes wowed atten-

dees of the January 2006 Consumer
Electronics Show, although pro-
duction models didn’t follow
until July. Def Tech’s Sandy Gross
enjoys an extended development
process as much as a leisurely
dinner (to my benefit, in both
cases).The satellites come in two
sizes: small (ProMonitor 1000,
ProCenter 2000) and smaller
(ProMonitor 800, ProCenter 1000).
I received the ProMonitor 1000
and the ProCenter 2000, along
with the ProSub 1000.

The ProMonitor and ProCenter
speakers come in enclosures made
of PolyStone, a mineral-loaded ther-
moplastic designed to be stiff and
nonresonant. You’ll immediately
notice the way the cabinet curves
toward the rounded rear, where

vertical structures break up bass-
polluting standing waves. But, unless
you pop off the grille, which covers
both the front and the top of the
speaker, you might miss the baffle’s
convex curve. All of these curves
mitigate acoustic problems—both
inside and outside the enclosure—
that can muddy the sound.

Historically, Def Tech has refused
to be limited by front-driver place-
ment. Although the ProMonitor
and ProCenter don’t have the
back-panel drivers that enliven
some of the company’s large floor-
standing speakers, there is a passive
radiator on top of the monitor and
on each of the center’s sides that
matches the woofer’s 5.25-inch
size and helps to provide extended
bass. Mount the speakers any way
you like: with a threaded insert,
with the keyhole, on feet, or on
optional stands.

Surround Side of the Floyd
Buttery is the first word that comes
to mind when I try to describe the
ProMonitors and the ProCenter.
Smoothness is the prime directive.
These speakers were designed to
speak up—loudly but sweetly. Most
speakers are a little too bright.
These are not.There is no obvious
stop sign in the midrange, that tell-
tale frequency hump that screams
“Stop!” when the volume reaches a
certain level. My finger stayed on
the volume-up key, and I encoun-
tered no abrasive midrange hurdles,

94 90 94 94 97
General information

ProMonitor 1000 Satellite Speaker, $199/each; ProCenter 2000 Center-Channel Speaker, $349; ProSub 1000 Subwoofer, $499
Definitive Technology, (410) 363-7148, www.definitivetechnology.com > Dealer Locator Code DEF

Def Tech has long been a cham-
pion of midpriced sub/sat sets.
The long-awaited ProCinema
system upholds the tradition
with an updated version of Def
Tech’s characteristically warm,
seductive sound. If you’re tired
of too-up-front sound that turns
ringy and screechy, this is the
sub/sat set for you.

> Plastic enclosures,
but it’s a stiff mineral-
loaded thermoplastic

> Fluid-cooled alu-
minum dome tweeter

> Holds its own in a
category with plenty of
stiff competition

> Extended R&D; not a
quickie me-too product

> Passive radiators
atop satellites and on
sides of center

> Subwoofer has side-
mounted volume control

> Smooth, supple
midrange and painless
highs

> Giant soundstage

> Sub has strong upper
bass

> Quietly elegant and
good looking from any
angle

> Full complement of
mounting options

DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PROCINEMA 1000 SPEAKER SYSTEM OVERALL RATING
Build Quality Value Features Performance Ergonomics 9393

NUVISION NVX32HDU LCD HD MONITRfrom the test bench
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PROCINEMA 1000 SPEAKER SYSTEM
AND PIONEER ELITE VSX-84TXSi A/V RECEIVER

The main remote
controls your iPod
when it’s connected.

^

NEED A DISPLAY?
We recommend the following 

displays to mate with this 

Definitive Technology/Pioneer system:

Optoma HD70 DLP Projector, $999
Resolution: 1,280 by 720
Best video connection: HDMI
Weight: 5.6 pounds 

Panasonic
TH-42PX60U
Plasma HDTV, $2,500
Resolution: 1,024 by 768
Best video connection: HDMI
Weight: 65 pounds (without stand)

** Please remember that, if you decide 

to use a projector, you will also 

need to purchase a screen.

Mail to notemart@gmail.com for any further request.
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no abrasive midrange hurdles,
until the soundfield fully opened
up. Depending on how you’ve set
up the sub, what finally stops you
may be the bass.

There are trade-offs here.The first
one I noticed was low-level resolu-
tion.There is some, but low-level
cruising requires a little more power
than normal, especially if you need

to follow dialogue. Turn it up,
though, and the soundfield unfurls,
instruments acquire previously sub-
merged tone color, and voices take
on greater shape and definition.

What better system is there for
comparing live performances of The
Dark Side of the Moon from two DVD
sets, Live 8 and the newly re-released
Pulse? The former includes the cele-
brated Pink Floyd reunion of 2005.
Accordingly, it focuses more on
band members playing instruments
(Roger Waters seems especially
emotional), while Pulse emphasizes
the imaginative light-show visuals of
the 1994 tour (without Waters).
Both have the tidal sweep of authen-
tic live performances, while they
remain faithful to the outlines of the
best-selling studio album.

However, neither remains faith-
ful to the acoustics of the enor-
mous venues in which they were
recorded. Stadium sound, after all,
is hardly worth capturing. Instead,
skillful mixes reconstruct the
music, inventing an alternative
reality that almost certainly sounds
better than what the audience
heard. Here, the buttery Def
Techs—buoyed by plenty of clean
power from the Pioneer—are in
their element, billowing out a
soundstage as big as a prairie
sunset, animated by cool waves of
instrumental matter, streaked with
vocal color and lead guitar. The

NUVISION NVX32HDU LCD HD MONITRfrom the test bench
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PROCINEMA 1000 SPEAKER SYSTEM
AND PIONEER ELITE VSX-84TXSi A/V RECEIVER

[H I G H L I G H T S
Pioneer Elite VSX-84TXSi A/V
Receiver:

� Hefty chassis and plentiful power

� Connects almost everything and
does almost everything

� DCDi! THX! XM! iPod! MCACC!

> Five channels driven continuously into 8-ohm
loads:
0.1% distortion at 130.3 watts
1% distortion at 160.9 watts

> All channels driven continuously into 8-ohm
loads:
0.1% distortion at 122.0 watts
1% distortion at 141.2 watts

> Analog frequency response in Pure Direct
mode:
–0.24 dB at 10 Hz; –0.08 dB at 20 Hz
–0.16 dB at 20 kHz; –0.92 dB at 50 kHz

> Analog frequency response with signal 
processing:

–1.62 dB at 10 Hz; –0.49 dB at 20 Hz
–0.27 dB at 20 kHz; –11.94 dB at 50 kHz

This graph shows that the VSX-84TXSi’s left channel,
from CD input to speaker output with two channels
driving 8-ohm loads, reaches 0.1 percent distortion at
187.3 watts and 1 percent distortion at 213.8 watts. Into
4 ohms, the amplifier reaches 0.1 percent distortion at
239.4 watts and 1 percent distortion at 327.5 watts.

Response from the multichannel input to the
speaker output measures –0.23 dB at 10 Hz, –0.07 dB
at 20 Hz, –0.16 dB at 20 kHz, and –0.93 dB at 50 kHz.
THD+N from the amplifier was less than 0.007 percent
at 1 kHz when driving 2.83 volts into an 8-ohm load.
Crosstalk at 1 kHz driving 2.83 volts into an 8-ohm
load was –77.25 dB left to right and –76.48 dB right
to left. The signal-to-noise ratio with 2.83 volts dri-
ving an 8-ohm load from 10 Hz to 24 kHz with “A”
weighting was –102.75 dBrA.

From the Dolby Digital input to the loudspeaker
output, the left channel measures –0.39 dB at 20 Hz
and –0.27 dB at 20 kHz. The center channel measures
–0.09 dB at 20 Hz and –0.25 dB at 20 kHz, and the
left surround channel measures –0.08 dB at 20 Hz
and –0.18 dB at 20 kHz. From the Dolby Digital input
to the line-level output, the LFE channel is –0.02 dB
at 20 Hz when referenced to the level at 40 Hz and
reaches the upper 3-dB down point at 110 Hz and the
upper 6-dB down point at 118 Hz.—MJP

PIONEER ELITE VSX-84TXSi A/V RECEIVERAT A GLANCE

HT Labs Measures: Pioneer Elite VSX-84TXSi A/V Receiver

> FEATURES
Processing Modes: Dolby: Digital 5.1, EX, Pro Logic IIx 

DTS: DTS, ES, 96/24, Neo:6 
Other: THX Cinema, THX Select2 
Cinema, THX Music Mode, THX 
Games mode, 11 DSP modes, 
seven-channel stereo, Advanced 
Virtual Surround, PhonesSurround

THX Certification: Yes
Audio D/A Converter: 24-bit/192-kilohertz
Number of Amp Channels: 7
Power Rating (watts per channel): 140, into 8 ohms
Frequency Response: +0/–3 dB from 5 Hz to 100 kHz
Dimensions (H x W x D, inches): 7.4 x 16.6 x 18.2
Weight (pounds): 35.5
Price: $1,500

> CONNECTIONS
Inputs:
Video: HDMI (4), component video (3),

S-video (5), composite 
video (7) 

Audio: Proprietary iPod (1), i.Link 
in/out (2), XM in, USB in, 
coaxial digital (2), optical digi-
tal (5), 7.1-channel analog (1),
stereo analog (8), multizone 
stereo analog (1), phono (1)

Outputs:
Video: HDMI (1), component video (1),

S-video (2), composite 
video (2), multizone 
composite (1)

Audio: optical digital (2), stereo 
analog (3), 7.1-channel 
analog (1)

Additional:
RS-232 (1), 12-volt trigger (2),
IR jack (2 in, 1 out)

These listings are based on the man-
ufacturer’s stated specs; the HT Labs
box below indicates the gear’s per-
formance on our test bench.
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cash-register ka-chings that intro-
duce “Money” are pure quad in
Live 8 and on the Dark Side SACD—
but, in Pulse, they hit all five chan-
nels. Fans will go berserk parsing
this and other fine points of the
three surround mixes.

A weekend of vinyl-transfer duties
found me copying all three volumes
of Eric Dolphy Live in Europe (among
many other things) to CD-RW en
route to MP3 and my iPod. Nor-
mally, I find saxophones tiring.
What draws me to Dolphy is that
he alternates with equal brilliance
on flute and bass clarinet. The
Definitive/Pioneer system articu-
lated the alto sax cleanly and gently
enough for comfort, with no painful
ringing.The dancing flute emerged
soft and sensual, just as it might on
a really good recording of Debussy’s
“Prelude to the Afternoon of a
Faun,” and the bass clarinet’s low,
hollow resonance defied compari-
son. It was simply a unique sound,
which the speakers and sub deliv-
ered cohesively. By insisting on a
louder volume than I’d normally
choose for these instruments, the
Definitives lured me out of my
book and deeper into the music.
When I replayed the music through
the Pioneer’s iPod connection, I
was satisfied with the results.

Trumpet Butterflies
Inside Man stars Denzel Washington,
Clive Owen, Jodie Foster, and

Willem Dafoe. Aside from the
lively cast, this suspenser is fairly
conventional compared with other
Spike Lee Joints. (Was he using E-Z
Wider?) The one memorable sur-
round effect came when cops con-
template rushing a bank full of
robbers and hostages. The sound-
track contrasts two sets of sounds—
voices echoing in the bank and
voices miked close up in the police
trailer outside the bank. When
the police finally storm the cita-
del, only to find no one home, a
solo trumpet emits eerie butter-
fly figures that zigzag through the
soundfield. Except for the world-
beat song that kicks off the movie,
Terence Blanchard’s lovely score is
purely and timelessly orchestral—
jazz tinged but free of cheap syn-
thetic effects. In lieu of fancy sonic
barrages, the movie does its work
with sotto-voce acting and a nice
drumbeat of final plot twists.

In an attempt to broaden myself,
I rented Larry the Cable Guy: Health
Inspector. Larry’s raffish charm,
his taboo-busting panache, and
indigestion-inspired jokes and effects
drive this meditation on the univer-
sality of redneck chic.The equip-
ment delivered it all faithfully, but
let’s not go into detail.

The Matador, with Pierce Brosnan
as a goofy hit man and Greg Kinnear
as the failed yuppie who befriends
him, gave the ProSub 1000 a relent-
less workout. Low-frequency effects

were common, powerful, and often
edited brilliantly—for instance,
when a car explosion segued to
thunder surrounding a suburban
house. It eased off just long enough
for man and wife to have an inti-
mate chat, then a falling tree
crashed into the kitchen. The
ProSub 1000 was tuneful and deliv-
ered recognizable pitches through-
out its range, although the upper
bass was more prominent than the
lower bass.That might account for
the side-mounted volume dial,
which I adjusted downward 10 min-
utes into this movie.

Can’t Lose
Heavy hitters Definitive Technology
and Pioneer maintain their edges
with the ProCinema 1000 speaker
system and the VSX-84TXSi
receiver. The Elite receiver is not
only a strong surround receiver
but a cutting-edge performer with
the iPod and XM Radio, emerging
technologies that are likely to drive
the future of audio.And the speak-
ers are adept not only with music
and movies, but with music videos,
an underrated art form that should
have a more prominent presence
in A/V specialty-retailer demo
rooms. This Spotlight System is a
can’t-lose proposition.

* Audio editor Mark Fleischmann is
also the author of the annually updated
book Practical Home Theater
(www.quietriverpress.com).

NUVISION NVX32HDU LCD HD MONITRfrom the test bench
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PROCINEMA 1000 SPEAKER SYSTEM
AND PIONEER ELITE VSX-84TXSi A/V RECEIVER

95 96 99 96 94
General information

Pioneer Elite VSX-84TXSi A/V Receiver, $1,500 > Pioneer Electronics, (800) PIONEER 
www.pioneerelectronics.com > Dealer Locator Code PIO

Pioneer is one of the masters
of the A/V-receiver genre. The
Elite VSX-84TXSi has every con-
ceivable significant feature:
DCDi, THX, auto setup, and iPod
chic. But it also provides the
quantity and quality of power
needed to earn a $1,500 price
tag. It’s a delight to the ears and
a punch to the gut.

> Heavy chassis said to
stabilize power supply

> Digital and analog
components in separate
blocks

> It is well made and
stuffed with features—
definitely worth a few
shekels

> Unless you prefer
Sirius to XM, this one
does it all

> DCDi video process-
ing enhances picture
quality

> MCACC automates
setup; EQ fixes acoustic
problems

> XM Radio and iPod;
USB for other MP3 players

> Sweet mids and
highs

> Plenty of dynamic
oomph at peak moments

> Gets the most out of
surround music mixes

> Can use iPod with
onscreen or front-panel
display

> Lots of HDMIs make
it easy to plug in sources

> Remote is merely
acceptable

PIONEER ELITE VSX-84TXSI A/V RECEIVER OVERALL RATING
Build Quality Value Features Performance Ergonomics 9696

Another remote
for a second zone con-
trols such functions as
volume, input select,
and mute.

^
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www.dynaudio.comDynaudio IP 17. Professional Technology – Authentic Performance.

Why Compromise?

Luxurious living at home: Commercial grade chef’s kitchens. Designer, spa-like baths. Exotic hardwood floors. But vanilla in-wall

audio systems? There’s no reason to compromise when Dynaudio in-wall loudspeaker solutions are available. And the affordable 

IP series in-wall models are derived from the same innovations that have made Dynaudio the brand of choice for audio professionals.

The production of countless blockbuster movies and hit albums have relied on Dynaudio loudspeakers, which are widely utilized 

by many of the world’s leading musical artists and broadcast, editing and recording studios. This technology now serves as the 

foundation of the first in-wall models truly designed without any sonic compromise.

Manufactured to the industry’s highest standards in-house in Denmark, the Dynaudio IP 17 and IP 24 in-wall loudspeakers feature

exceptional installation integrity and can be painted to perfectly match any room décor. With CNC-machined MDF baffles, audiophile-

quality crossovers, and Dynaudio’s parameter-optimized drivers, one only need compare the IP models to any other available in-wall

loudspeaker to see the refinement. Or just listen and hear the authentic Dynaudio sound quality. Loud and clear.

For further information, please contact Dynaudio North America, 1144 Tower Lane, Bensenville IL 60106, Tel: 630.238.4200, 

Fax: 630.238.0112, E-mail: info@dynaudiousa.com
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The component that put NAD
on the map in the mid 1970s—the
3020 integrated stereo amplifier—
didn’t look like a giant killer. Fin-
ished in an indeterminate shade
of grayish-brown and devoid of
gee-whiz features, the 3020 never-
theless became one of the best-
selling audiophile amplifiers of all
time—and not just because it
sounded better than anything going

for two or three times its humble
MSRP. The 3020 had that special
something that made it, well, lov-
able. Over the decades, the engi-
neers squeezed a bit of the 3020’s
magic into every NAD product,
but they’ve pulled out all the stops
with the new Masters Series com-
ponents. They had to, as the ulti-
mate NADs are competing with
the likes of Anthem,Arcam, B&K,
and Rotel. They’re playing with
the big boys now.

The Masters Series M15 pre/pro,
M25 seven-channel power amp, and
M55 DVD/SACD player’s hand-
some good looks are a radical
upgrade from NAD’s usual plain-
wrapper aesthetic.The new models’
subtly sculpted steel-aluminum and
zinc chassis inspires confidence, and
their top panels’ inset perforated
metal grilles are a distinctive design
motif.The beautifully finished com-
ponents exude class.

Masters and Commander
I immediately fell for the M15’s
clean ergonomic design; it’s a lot
less intimidating than a typical sur-
round processor. Setup navigation
was straightforward, and I liked that
the M15 lets you hide unused inputs
so only the remaining inputs are
active.You won’t waste time search-
ing for your sound.The connectivity
suite includes switching capabili-
ties for two HDMI sources, say an
HD cable box and maybe a Blu-ray
player.This is great, but be aware
that the HDMI switching is for
video only—you still have to hook
up digital audio cables. If you’ve
opted for the matching Masters
Series M55 universal player, you’ll
have to wrangle six analog cables, as
well, to hear high-rez audio from
DVD-Audio and SACD discs.

You can fine-tune the sound
with the M15’s bass and treble

BY STEVE GUTTENBERG
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They want to take you higher.

NAD Masters Series M15 Pre/Pro,
M25 Amplifier,and 

M55 Universal Disc Player
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controls, and the
Center Dialog con-
trol can tweak your
cen ter  speaker ’s
t o n a l  b a l a n c e  t o
more closely match
the front left and
r i g h t  s p e a k e r s .
Anyone considering
a multiroom installa-
tion will appreciate
the M15’s AMX and
Crestron compatibil-
ity, 12-volt triggers,
a n d  n e a t  l i t t l e
second-zone remote
control.

While the M15
offers adjustable lip-
sync delay to match
sound with tardy
video displays, you
can ’t  s to re  t he
delay setting in the
M15’s memory.
Since most folks
probably won’t use
the delay, that’s not
that big of a deal. If
you do want to use
it, you’ll have to reset the delay
every time you turn on the M15.

Plays All Kinds
The M55 player spins DVDs,
CDs, DVD-Audio, and SACD
discs.While the latter two formats
haven’t broken through to the
mainstream in any significant way,
new discs are still coming out.The
soon-to-be-released Doors boxed
set will sport DVD-Audio-encoded
DualDiscs, a bunch of Moody
Blues titles are now available on
SACD, and audiophile labels like
Telarc and Chesky Records con-
tinue to release new SACDs. This
reminds me:The M55 is one of the
few universal players that doesn’t
convert SACD’s native Direct

Stream Digital signals to conven-
tional PCM digital. NAD’s purist
approach delivers the very best
sound from SACDs. It’s also
worth noting that the player has
separate bass-management paths
for DVD-Audio and SACD play-
back to maintain the utmost qual-
ity. On the video side, the M55
offers Faroudja DCDi upconver-
sion to 480p, 720p, and 1080i
resolutions over HDMI and com-
ponent outputs. All of the video
outputs are always active, ready

to send video to a second zone.
One nitpick:The M15 mutes DVD
sound for a couple of seconds
when the M55 changes chapters.

The M15 and M55’s slick-looking
remotes are fairly well laid out and
comfortable, but only the M15’s
is backlit.The M15’s provides direct
access to the center, surround,
and subwoofer volume levels, so
it’s easy to tweak the balances
when you’re changing discs.There
is also a USB connector for possi-
ble future upgrades.

> Analog frequency response in Stereo mode:
–0.36 dB at 10 Hz; –0.12 dB at 20 Hz
–0.07 dB at 20 kHz; –57.74 dB at 50 kHz

> Analog frequency response with signal 
processing:
–0.36 dB at 10 Hz; –0.12 dB at 20 Hz
–0.07 dB at 20 kHz; –58.08 dB at 50 kHz

The above chart shows the frequency response
of the left (aqua), center (green), LFE (blue), and left
surround (red) channels at the preamp outputs of the
Dolby Digital decoder. The left channel measures
–0.03 decibels at 20 hertz and –0.11 dB at 20 kilohertz.
The center channel measures –0.04 dB at 20 Hz and
–0.07 dB at 20 kHz, and the left surround channel
measures –0.03 dB at 20 Hz and –0.11 dB at 20 kHz.
The LFE channel, normalized to the level at 40 Hz, is
+0.11 dB at 20 Hz, reaches the upper –3-dB point at
96 Hz, and reaches the upper –6-dB point at 117 Hz.

Response from the multichannel input to the
main output measures –0.16 dB at 10 Hz, –0.04 dB at
20 Hz, –0.03 dB at 20 kHz, and –0.24 dB at 50 kHz.
The analog THD+N is less than 0.021% at 1 kHz with 
a 100-millivolt input and the volume control set to
+2.0. Crosstalk with a 100-mV input was –95.13 dB
left to right and –95.71 dB right to left. The signal-to-
noise ratio with a 100-mV input from 10 Hz to 24 kHz
with “A” weighting was –121.07 dBrA.—MJP

NAD M15 PRE/PROAT A GLANCE

HT Labs Measures: NAD M15 Pre/Pro

> FEATURES
Processing Modes: Dolby: Digital 5.1, EX, 

Pro Logic IIx; DTS: DTS,
ES, 96/24, Neo:6

THX Certification: Yes, Ultra2
Audio D/A Converter: 24-bit/192-kilohertz
Dimensions (H x W x D, inches): 5.24 x 17.1 x 13.98
Weight (pounds): 29.3
Price: $2,999
These listings are based on the manufacturer’s stated specs;
the HT Labs box below indicates the gear’s performance on
our test bench.

> CONNECTIONS
Inputs:
Video: HDMI (2), component video (3),

S-video (6), composite 
video (6) 

Audio: coaxial digital (4), optical 
digital (4), 7.1-channel analog (1), 
stereo analog, RCA (10)

Outputs:
Video: HDMI (1), component video (2), 

S-video (2), composite video (2)
Audio: coaxial digital (2), optical 

digital (2), stereo analog (3), 
7.1 channel preamp-RCA (1), 
second subwoofer output (1)

Additional: RS-232 (1), 12-volt triggers (4), 
IR outputs (2), IR input (1)

The M15’s backlit
remote provides direct
access to the volume
levels for the center,
surrounds, and sub-
woofer. You also get a
small remote for a sec-
ond zone.

^
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for that, because it can nearly
double the output power on a
short-term dynamic basis.

The M25 amplifier’s three large
cooling fans are thermostatically
controlled—they only run as fast
as they need to. And here’s the
really cool part: The fans shut
down during quiet passages, so
you will never hear any fan noise
from the M25. Plus, no matter how
much I cranked the sound, the fans
were always dead quiet.

I had the M25 sitting on the
floor next to my right speaker and
found the amp’s bright blue LEDs
to be somewhat distracting during
movie watching. I checked, and
there isn’t any way to turn off or
dim the eight LEDs.

Soul Asylum
The Masters Series components
produce a sound you can luxuriate

NUVISION NVX32HDU LCD HD MONITRfrom the test bench
NAD MASTERS SERIES M15 PRE/PRO, M25 AMPLIFIER, 
AND M55 UNIVERSAL DISC PLAYER

Quiet Power
The M25 is rated as a 160-watt
(times seven channels) power

amplifier, but it feels and sounds
more powerful. I reckon NAD’s
PowerDrive circuitry is responsible

> All channels driven continuously into 8-ohm
loads:
0.1% distortion at 194.3 watts
1% distortion at 230.7 watts

> Frequency response:
–0.23 dB at 10 Hz; –0.07 dB at 20 Hz
–0.19 dB at 20 kHz; –1.09 dB at 50 kHz

This graph shows that the M25’s left amplifier chan-
nel, with two channels driving 8-ohm loads, reaches
0.1% distortion at 207.7 watts and 1% distortion 
at 259.5 watts. Into 4 ohms, the amplifier reaches
0.1% distortion at 394.3 watts and 1% distortion at
484.6 watts. An input level of 98.30 millivolts was
required to produce an output of 2.83 volts into an
8-ohm load with the level controls set to maximum,
indicating an overall gain of +29.18 decibels.

THD+N from the amplifier was less than 0.002%
at 1 kHz when driving 2.83 volts into an 8-ohm load.
Crosstalk at 1 kHz driving 2.83 volts into an 8-ohm
load was –109.73 dB left to right and –104.01 dB right
to left. The signal-to-noise ratio with 2.83 volts dri-
ving an 8-ohm load from 10 Hz to 24 kHz with “A”
weighting was –112.67 dBrA.—MJP

NAD M25 AMPLIFIERAT A GLANCE

HT Labs Measures: NAD M25 Amplifier

> FEATURES
Number of Channels: 7
Power Rating 

(watts per channel): 160 into 4 or 8 ohms,
specified between 
20 Hz and 20 kHz 

Frequency Response: –3 dB from 3 Hz to 70 kHz
Dimensions

(H x W x D, inches): 7.9 x 17.2 x 18.4
Weight (pounds): 96.3
Price: $2,999

> CONNECTIONS
Inputs: RCA (7)
Outputs: Five-way binding posts (7 pair)
Additional: 12-volt trigger (1)

These listings are based on the manufacturer’s stated
specs; the HT Labs box below indicates the gear’s per-
formance on our test bench.

94 95 92 95 90
General information

M15 Pre/Pro, $2,999; M25 Amplifier, $2,999; M55 Universal Disc Player, $1,799 
NAD Electronics, (800) 263-4641, www.nadelectronics.com > Dealer Locator Code NAD

NAD’s move upmarket with the
Masters Series components
successfully builds on their tra-
ditional strengths of remark-
able value and great sound.
Plus, it adds stunning good
looks and exquisite build qual-
ity. The sound gets awfully
close to that of stratospherically
priced separates. 

> The machined alloy
chassis exude high-end
class

> The seven-channel
amp has fully discrete
amp modules

> I don’t know how
NAD did it, but their
Masters Series compo-
nents look and feel 
like much more expen-
sive gear

> The M15 features
HDMI switching

> Even with three cool-
ing fans, the M25 power
amplifier is quiet

> Don’t let the NADs’
mellow demeanor fool
you; the sound is won-
derfully transparent

> Bass is big, weighty,
and remarkably visceral

> The M15 comes with a
cute little second remote
to control the system
from another room

> No auto setup

NAD M15 PRE/PRO, M25 AMPLIFIER, AND M55 UNIVERSAL DISC PLAYER OVERALL RATING
Build Quality Value Features Performance Ergonomics 9494

[H I G H L I G H T S
� The Masters Series has NAD’s

best-ever components 

� Looks, feels, and sounds like
more expensive gear
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in.They’re so richly balanced,
I wondered if they were
maybe a little too mellow. I
spent some time comparing
the newly remastered and
expanded edition of Aretha
Franklin’s Aretha Live at Fillmore
West CD with the original
CD. The NADs dramatically
revealed the new version’s
heightened transparency, clar-
ity, and dynamic life. I sat
there swooning over the sweet
soul music, totally capti-
vated by Aretha’s grooves.The
Masters Series components
were just letting the music
come through, without adding
any false emphasis. They’re
champs at sorting out the
refinements that a superior
mastering job can provide.
Detail retrieval is top notch.

Guitarist John Abercrombie
and bassist Eddie Gomez’s
jazz Structures SACD sounded
even better.The tactile sense
of Gomez’s fingers moving
over the strings on his stand-up
bass was totally convincing, and
the first time I heard him quietly
humming and vocalizing with the
music, I couldn’t believe how real
he sounded. Abercrombie’s slow-
motion guitar notes hung suspended
in the air over the left speaker; the
treble detail was beautifully balanced

and effortless.The sound’s
three-dimensional pres-
ence was so clear that I
could a lmost  see the
musicians. If more SACDs
sounded l ike this, the
format would stand a
fighting chance.

Spike Lee’s latest, Inside
Man, doesn’t stray too far
from the well-worn bank-
heist/hostage formula, but
the DVD’s sound was any-
thing but routine.Terence
Blanchard’s pumped-up
score perfectly supports
the onscreen tension, and,
when the inevitable gun-
fire erupted, the sound
made me jump. Even
when I had it cranked to a
stupidly loud volume, the
M25 amp never strained
to keep up.And, as far as I
could tell, the PowerDrive
never shifted into over-
drive. No matter how hard
I pushed the Masters Series

components, their sound had a
remarkable sense of precision.

Best of all, NAD hasn’t forgotten
their roots.The Masters Series com-
ponents are—by high-end standards,
at least—solidly in the affordable
range. They’re the best-sounding
components that I know of for the
money, that’s for sure.

from the
test bench

> CONNECTIONS
Video: HDMI (1), component video (1), VGA

(1), S-video (1), composite video (1)

Audio: Coaxial digital (1), optical digital (1),
stereo analog (1), 7.1 channel (1)

Additional: RS-232 (1), 12-volt trigger in (1), 
IR input (1)

NAD M55 UNIVERSAL DISC PLAYERAT A GLANCE

> FEATURES
Playable formats: DVD-Audio/Video, DVD+R, 

DVD-R, CD, CD-R/-RW, SACD, 
MP3, WMA

Dimensions
(H x W x D, inches): 3.9 x 17.1 x 11.8
Weight (pounds): 19 
Price: $1,799

Steve thought the
M55’s remote was well
laid out but wished it
was backlit.

^
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Most of us share movie maker Brad Bird’s love 

for superwide CinemaScope™ movies. But until 

now they could only be viewed with useless black 

bars above and below the picture. With Runco’s 

exclusive CineWide technology the black bars 

are gone. Th e full vertical screen height is 

fi lled with the movie and every pixel of hi-def 

resolution is put to work producing absolutely 

Incredible images. Award winning CineWide 

technology is available today – only from your 

professional Runco dealer. 

CineWide
Bringing Hollywood Home™

CineWide™ Fills Your Widescreen with the Movie, not Black Bars

www.runco.com

Brad Bird
Writer/Director of 
The Incredibles, The Iron Giant

“As a fi lmmaker and fi lm lover, I love the 
immersive feeling of movies presented 
in the widescreen format known as 
“Scope”. So many of my favorite fi lms 
are made in “Scope” widescreen; 
LAWRENCE OF ARABIA, STAR WARS, 
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK, AMADEUS, 
LORD OF THE RINGS — the list is as 
epic as the fi lms themselves. When 
Runco fi rst showed me scenes from 
THE INCREDIBLES and THE IRON GIANT 
using their new CineWide™ projection 
system, I was dazzled...

Th eater installation by Aurant, Salt Lake City, UT. Runco supports ISF installers and calibrators.
© 2006 Runco International. All Rights reserved. CineWide, Runco and Bringing Hollywood Home are trademarks of Runco International.
CinemaScope is a trademark of Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. Th e Incredibles © Disney/Pixar.

Conventional Method—Useless Black Bars

CineWide Technology—No Black Bars

NOW ON DVD

The Incredibles © Disney/Pixar

Available On 20 Models
With Resolutions From

720P to 1080P
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Visit rivesaudio.com to learn about acoustical engineering 
      for the home environment. Or call 800-959-6553.

STRAVINSKY’S F IREBIRD SUITE NEVER SOUNDED SO GOOD.

Visit us in demo room #4607 in the Venetian at CES.
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Ever since I can remember, I’ve always had a passion
for music, and I’ve since become an audio enthusi-

ast. When I was 12, my next-door neighbor introduced
me to his Fisher stereo system. Then, several years later,
I befriended another neighbor who used to work at 
a local radio station and had hundreds of records and 
12-inch singles, as well as a high-end audio system.
From there, it has been a constant hobby of mine. My
desire for having a dedicated room for audio and video
started when I met someone who’d built a dedicated
home theater in his house. I bought my first home in
2002, and the work was set to begin.

KRISSY RUSHING, AVI
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
Audio Video Interiors is dedicated to
helping you navigate working with spe-
cialty A/V retailers, custom installers, interior designers,
builders, and more. We’ll show you how to produce practi-
cal, elegant, and mind-blowing rooms in your own home—
but on your budget and with the space you have available.
And we’ll go beyond the dedicated theater, showing you
how to integrate new technology into your home. 

HOW TO NAVIGATE AVI
AudioVideoInteriors.com
You will notice AudioVideoInteriors.com
logos next to certain underlined text. Go to
our Website to see more on this topic.

How It Works for You
Certain stories contain a “How It Works for You” sidebar
to help you identify how to relate the principles here to
your own theater.

AUDIO VIDEO INTERIORS
TABLE OF CONTENTS / JANUARY 2007

DIY: READER HOME THEATER

Music Lover’s Dream
How I turned my passion for audio into my 

own theater.  By James Reedy

Before

Krissy Rushing

85

94

89

SEE WHAT’S ONLINE THIS MONTH! 
www.AudioVideoInteriors.com

BACK-DOOR BANDIT
A bedroom with a door at the rear is the perfect blank slate for a DIY theater.

HOW IT WORKS FOR YOU

• Installing a theater in an above-ground room?
No problem. You can control ambient light and
sound without sacrificing an architectural detail
like a window. Simply cover the opening with
layers of material and drape a curtain in front.
Voila—instant light and sound control, as well
as a dramatic backdrop for your screen. And,
best of all, you can open the curtains to let the
light in if you choose. 

• Don’t be afraid to be creative. In the true DIY
spirit, reader James Reedy thought outside the
litter box and found an ingenious use for a com-
mon household item. He filled each of his speaker
pedestals with kitty litter for stability and sound
dampening on the cheap.
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85 DIY HOME
THEATER
How one reader turned
his passion for audio
into his own theater.
by James Reedy

89 DESIGNING
YOUR SYSTEM
Choosing the compo-
nents that will work the
best in your particular
home theater room.
by Steve Faber

94 THE ILLUSION OF
SIMPLICITY
Nothing is quite as simple
as it seems in this award-
winning home theater.
by Adrienne Maxwell
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I was fortunate enough to have a room in the house that
seemed perfect for a dedicated home theater/listening
room. The room started off as a regular 11-by-18-foot
bedroom in a newly constructed single-family home. A
nice benefit is the fact that the door is at the rear of the
room. There’s also a closet at the rear, which is perfect
for equipment and media storage. I wasn’t worried too
much about soundproofing, because the front, side,
and exterior walls are heavily insulated. There is a win-
dow at the front of the room, but I took care of that by
covering it with layers of materials to help sound from
traveling outside. This also prevents light and sound
from coming inside. From the outside, it looks like just
another window on the house. I can easily remove these
materials and panels to gain access to the window from
within the room if needed.

I installed (my first time!) a suspended ceiling with
black panels about 3 inches below the original ceiling.
This allowed for further sound absorption since the room
was very reflective to start with. To help with acoustics, I
replaced the original door to the room with an exterior-
grade French door. For an added sense of height, depth,
and style, a coworker of mine spent a few weekends help-
ing me with the installation of a crown-molding light soffit

around the perimeter of the room. I enlisted the assis-
tance of another coworker—a certified electrician—to
run two dedicated 20-amp circuits to the room from the
main panel. One handles the projector, and the other is
for the equipment rack and lighting.

My friend with the dedicated room, who I mentioned
earlier, had come up with an equipment-rack design that
I simply fell in love with. It’s made of 6-foot-tall thread
for the supports and custom-cut and painted 1-inch MDF
for the shelves. The shelves are fully adjustable. This
design helps isolate the equipment from vibrations caused
by loud volumes, bass, and so on. So, once the rack
was complete, I loaded the equipment.

Atlantic Technology designs complete home
theater speaker systems. So, after I listened to
their systems at various shows and home theaters, it
was no question that I needed to pick up the System 370
THX. Their systems offer the best bang for the buck,
and, although this one’s THX Ultra certified, it sounds
great for music. Once I got the system home, I filled each
of the pedestals with approximately 40 pounds of kitty
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BLACKOUT
The heavy curtains at the front of the theater keep light and 

sound out and give this theater a cinematic flair.
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litter for sound damping and stability. The center channel
needed a stand to sit on, so I constructed an enclosure
made of MDF and then filled it with 50 pounds of kitty lit-
ter. The enclosure is draped in black material to match the
room’s décor. This stand weighs in at about 100 pounds. I
also installed curtains and a valance around the front
of the room and around the Da-Lite 82-inch elec-
tric HDTV screen. This helps hide the screen con-
trol and housing, acoustic materials, and wiring, and
it provides a stage-like appearance. Self-built rigid fiber-
glass acoustic panels help keep the sound dialed in.

I control the room lighting via X10 programming, and
the lighting operates in conjunction with the rest of
the system. For example, when I touch the Start
Movie button on the Philips ProntoPro remote, the
soffit lighting dims, the Sony HDTV projector turns
on to the component input, the screen lowers, the sys-
tem selects the DVD input, and the DVD drawer closes and
starts playing the movie. Each channel of the THX
Ultra2–certified NAD Masters Series processor and match-
ing seven-channel amplifier has been calibrated to the
Dolby Digital reference level using an RTA. My Pioneer
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LIGHT IT UP
Custom lighting inside the gear closet (left) and in the crown molding along

the room’s perimeter (below) provides safety and style.
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DV-563A universal disc player plays practically anything
on a 5-inch disc—CD, DVD-Audio, DVD-Video, SACD,
CD-ROM with pictures, and more. Once the format

war between HD DVD and Blu-ray has died down,
a player upgrade will be in order. A DirecTV
receiver and dish handle HDTV. A JVC turntable
and a phono preamp provide a nice listening expe-

rience for records. (They’re making a comeback, you
know.) For gaming entertainment, I can connect a game
console to the system, and provisions are in place to con-
nect a PC or any other multimedia device.

For seating, I found a great deal on some standalone
leather chairs with ottomans. Three chairs are connected
together to form the rear row, and there are two inde-
pendent seats on either side just in front of the rear row.
A few poster cases (one illuminated and self-built)
round out the movie-themed décor.

I am very pleased with the result and thank a couple
of my friends for ideas used in my room. I enjoy count-
less hours of music listening and HDTV viewing. The
latest ritual at my house now is BBQ/movie nights with
friends. Although the retail price tag on this—my first
self-built dedicated listening room/theater—was just
over $28,000, I did it with careful shopping, a lot of
DIY, and long weekends for just under $16,000. 

For detailed pictures and information on my theater, check
out http://members.ispwest.com/jreedy, then click on “Home
Theater Pictures and Info.”
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Equipment List:
Atlantic Technology 370 THX speaker system
NAD Masters Series M15 preamp/processor
NAD Masters Series M25 amplifier 
Velodyne SMS-1 subwoofer-management system
DirecTV H20 HDTV receiver and Ka/Ku 5 LNB dish
JVC QL-FX5 turntable with JEC TC-760 phono preamp
Sony SLV-980HF VCR
Pioneer DV-563A DVD/SACD player
Sony Cineza VPL-HS10 HD WXGA LCD projector
Sony PSS-610 ceiling mount
Da-Lite Cosmopolitan Electrol 82-inch HDTV screen 
Philips ProntoPro TSU6000 remote and docking station
Custom-built equipment rack and isolation shelves
Custom-built media-storage shelves
Custom-built pedestal for center-channel speaker
Extron Electronics 25-foot HDMI-to-DVI projector cable
Acoustic Research six-channel analog-cable bundle for SACD 

and DVD-Audio
Acoustic Research Pro Series HDMI cable
Acoustic Research Pro Series component video cables
Nordost Spellbinder analog interconnects
Various Monster Cable interconnects
X10 lighting controls
Monster OMC speaker cables
Custom acoustic sound panels
Acoustic curtains and valance
Suspended ceiling with black panels
Media/equipment niche with dedicated 20-amp circuits
Legacy L56M 5.6-inch LCD service monitor
Panamax MAX-1000+ line conditioner

SMART COOKIE
With a little help from an electrician friend, homeowner James Reedy (below)

constructed this illuminated poster case (above).
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You’ve been saving forever, it seems, and now
you can finally get some gear for the home
theater you’ve been building. There’s a dizzying

array of different home theater components available
these days. Which of the myriad of components will
give you the best combination? How do you design your
system and choose components so that you’ll get the
system you’re looking for? Should you do it yourself or
get some professional help? 

The answers to these questions depend upon your
knowledge and comfort level. It is entirely possible to
design and install a great system yourself. Alternately,
you could hire an installer to integrate components
you’ve selected, or you could hire one to design the
system only. Either way, the keys are thoughtful design
and careful implementation.

The first step in the system-design process is to assess
your requirements. You need to ask some questions and
give yourself some honest answers. Really, it’s OK if you
like to watch Days of Our Lives and Terms of Endearment in
your home theater. If so, you’ll have a different set of per-
formance requirements than you would if you enjoy
movies like Batman Begins and Mission: Impossible III.

The most important questions to ask during the assess-
ment part of the design process are:

The Space 
1. How large is your theater? The dimensions and shape

are important, as well as the interior’s volume.
2. How many people would you like to seat? Are you

using theater seating or a couch/love-seat scenario?
3. Does your room have windows, doors with win-

dows, or other openings?
4. What type of space is available for equipment, and

can it be properly ventilated?

Use
1. What type of films do you watch most? 
2. Do you watch a wide range of different program-

ming in your theater? 
3. Will you use the system for only TV and movies, or

will you also be watching DVD concerts and music
videos, as well as simply listening to music? 

4. If you will use the room for music, what type of
music do you prefer? 
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DESIGNING & BUILDING YOUR OWN THEATER, PART IV

DESIGNING YOUR SYSTEM
Choosing components that work for you. BY STEVE FABER

GEAR GALORE
This diagram shows all of the components of a basic 

7.1-channel home theater setup. Your perfect system
might include some or all of these components—or more.

To find out what gear is right for you, keep reading.
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A common response installers and designers get when
asking this last question is, “A little bit of everything, I
guess.” While that may be true, it doesn’t help you with
the design process. An easy way to determine your favorite
types of music is to look at the presets on your radio.

Control
1. How will you control your home theater system? 
2. Do you want simple “press one button” control? 
3. Do you have an existing wholehouse control system,

or will you in the near future? 
4. Would you like a unified (smart) remote control? 

If you have a large variety of components, one of these
remotes can take the place of all of the other remotes and can
sequence multiple commands for seamless operation. 

Users
1. Will many different people use the system? 

It’s nice if everyone can use it without requiring your con-
stant attention—or a degree from MIT.

Interior
1. What is the ambient light level in the room? 
2. Are you able to control the ambient light completely

(or do you want to)? 
If you are designing a media room, such as a family or rec
room, you may not want or be able to completely control
the ambient light. In addition, for occasions like sporting
events where you’re entertaining guests, you may want to
use the system with lights on in the room. Take these types
of conditions into consideration during the design process.

Design
1. What type of aesthetics are you trying to achieve? 
2. Can your speakers or other equipment be visible, or

would you rather they be hidden in some way?

Budget
1. What is your budget? 

In many cases, you’ll have no idea what you need or have
little background on what comprises a realistic budget
for your project. That’s one occasion when it’s a good

idea to get an installer involved. They can help you deter-
mine a realistic budget to reach the design and perfor-
mance targets you’re aiming for. 

Equipment
1. Do you have any existing equipment you’d like to

incorporate into your system? 
If so, you must take it into account. You may want to use
an existing piece of gear that isn’t practical. For example,
those speakers you’ve had since college could be awfully
hard to match with a center channel.

When you’ve answered these questions, you’ll be able to
complete the assessment process. Once you’ve determined
your needs, you can start the actual design process. 

Getting Great Audio
The room itself is an often overlooked component that can
dramatically affect system performance. Incorporating
pertinent information about the room into the design
process is vital to the ultimate success of your theater or
media-room project. Your room’s shape and interior vol-
ume will impact your equipment selection. 

You’ll want to select speakers that will allow for cor-
rect speaker placement. They must also deliver the sound
pressure and dynamics you’re looking for, or you’ll risk
your friends thinking your theater’s wimpy. Placement,
especially for the front speakers, is critical for proper per-
formance. Optimally, you should place the center channel
behind the screen, but that is impossible if you’re using a
flat-panel display or a rear-projection TV. If you incorpo-
rate a two-piece projection system (a separate projector
and screen) into your system design, you can use a perfo-
rated screen to allow the sound to penetrate the screen. 

If you plan on using your home theater for music listen-
ing, keep that in mind when you choose speakers. Some
speakers tend to be better suited to high-quality music rep-
roduction than others. That being said, a high-quality speaker
should reproduce movies and great music with equal aplomb. 

When selecting speakers, look to the manufacturer for
recommended applications. Most manufacturers of quality
loudspeakers will be able to give you an idea of the room
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WHERE’S IT GONNA GO?
Designing a home theater sys-
tem can be as simple as select-

ing components and putting
them in a nice piece of A/V fur-

niture. But, for a dedicated
home theater, the sheer num-
ber of components you’ll use
might dictate the need for a
separate equipment closet

(right) or even an equipment
room (left), depending on how

complicated your system is. 
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size that a particular speaker will be able to work correctly
in, given your performance targets. This is especially true,
and important, when choosing subwoofers. Room size
impacts the subwoofer dramatically. Its output potential in
the lowest octaves is a function of its ability to move large
quantities of air. The larger the room, the greater the vol-
ume of air the subwoofer must displace for a given sound-
pressure level. If you use a subwoofer that is too small for
the job, you’ll end up with not only insufficient output lev-
els, but the subwoofer will also sound overworked and
ragged. That’s how you feel at the end of a long day, but it’s
not how you want the bass in your theater to sound. 

Because of the interaction of low-frequency sounds with
the room, bass response tends to have locations where the
bass is accentuated at certain frequencies and cancelled at
others. These accentuations and cancellations are known as
peaks and nulls. That’s why your system can sound fantastic
from one seat in the room, while, from another seat just a
few feet away, it can sound boomy, like your neighbor’s
kid’s Civic with the 15s in the trunk. Alternatively, you can
get almost no bass at certain frequencies, depending upon
your seating location. Both of these situations can, and do,
occur in the same room at the same time. 

You can usually obtain much better bass response at
all seating locations throughout the room if you use two
(or more) subwoofers. With bass energy entering the
room at two locations, the peaks will be shorter, and
the nulls will be shallower. Audio guru Dr. Floyd Toole,
VP of acoustical engineering at Harman International,
has done much research on this. 

Another benefit to using two subs is that each sub won’t
have to work as hard. In audio parlance, this is known as
increasing the headroom. This sounds like something you’d
like to do in your car. But trust me—you’ll like it even
better in your theater, and you won’t need a Sawzall to do
it. Headroom is the difference between your system’s maxi-
mum output capability before distortion sets in and the out-
put level you’re using. The greater the headroom you design
into your system, the more realistic your soundtracks and
music will sound. The lower you set the subwoofer level
control, the greater the available headroom. See the dia-
grams above for different subwoofer arrangements.

After you’ve selected your speakers, you can start shop-
ping for components. If you know beforehand what speak-
ers you’ll be using, you’ll be able to properly match your
electronics for great sound without going overboard. Some
speakers are more difficult to drive than others. The higher
demands that such speakers place on amplifiers require
amps that can keep up; otherwise, your music will sound
lifeless, and your soundtracks will lack that oomph that
really scares the you-know-what out of you. It’s a basic
rule of thumb that more expensive speakers require more
expensive amplification. In addition to the reasons men-
tioned above, better speakers tend to be more revealing.
They’ll reveal everything, good and bad. If your electron-
ics have faults, high-quality speakers will let you know.

Getting  Great Gear
When selecting electronics, you’ll be faced with a
daunting number of choices, but fear not. The first
choice is: Separates or an A/V receiver? An A/V receiver
is a surround preamp/processor, a tuner, and a five- or
seven-channel amplifier all crammed together in one
box. With separates, as the name suggests, each compo-
nent is in a separate chassis. If you’ve got the coin, go
with separates every time. The disadvantages of sepa-
rates are greater expense and greater space require-
ments. Everything else is in favor of separates.

Sportsman’s Paradise
Watching sports demands a great surround sound system and
a video system that will handle fast motion with ease. The fol-
lowing system will let you see every interception in detail and
hear the crack of the bat in crystal clarity.

Mitsubishi HC-4000U DLP Projector. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,995
Draper Onyx High-Def Grey Screen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,385
PSB Alpha Speaker System With

SubSeries 5i Subwoofer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,612
Marantz SR4001 A/V Receiver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $550
Denon DVD-1730 DVD Player . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $169
Furman PL-8 II Power Conditioner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $149
Universal Remote Control MX-900 Smart Remote . . . . . . . $395
Cables/Interconnects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7,755

WHERE DO I PUT MY SUBWOOFERS?
At low frequencies, room interactions take on a special flavor because of the way standing waves 
dominate what we hear. Dr. Floyd Toole, VP of acoustical engineering for Harman International, 

recommends the above placement options for a rectangular room with multiple subwoofers. 
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Because they’re single-purpose components, you can
better optimize separates for each unit’s specific purpose.
The amplifier can have a huge power supply designed to
keep pace with its demands. There is a separate power sup-
ply for each component, optimized for that component.
The high-power amplifier circuits are located far away
from the delicate, low-power circuits found in the preamp/
processor and the tuner, which will reduce background
noise. There’s more flexibility, too. When the next new
surround format is introduced—and you know it will
be—you can, in many cases, upgrade your surround
processor to accommodate it. That feature isn’t as common
with receivers. With separates, if you can’t get the proces-
sor upgraded, you can replace it, while retaining those
great amps you already invested in.

Conversely, if you upgrade your speakers to a huge set
of towers in the future, you can get larger amplifiers or
bridge some of the old ones and add a few new ones.
While they take up more space, using separate compo-
nents allows you to distribute the components into other
locations to get the amps closer to your speakers or
accommodate cabinet restrictions. 

Whether you decide on a receiver or separates, make
sure your components will allow you to connect all of your
sources. You’ll need enough analog and digital audio inputs
to plug everything in. Be aware that there are two com-
mon types of digital audio inputs: optical (Toslink) and
coaxial. Coaxial digital inputs use an RCA jack and look
like a composite video or analog audio connection. Some
source components have one of each; some only have one
or the other. Make sure there are enough extra inputs to
provide your system with room to grow.

Some upper-end preamp/processors don’t include video
switching. If yours doesn’t, you’ll need some way to switch
video, or you’ll end up watching only DVDs all the time.
You can use a dedicated video switcher or a video processor
with switching built in, or you can run multiple cables to
your display and let it handle the switching chores. And
throw in some conduit while you’re at it, just to be safe in
the future. If your receiver or pre/pro does have switching,
make sure it has enough, especially component video. Many
components now have HDMI switching, as well. You’ll need
that when you watch multiple 1080p sources, such as an
HD DVD player, a Blu-ray player, or a PlayStation 3.

Complete Control
When choosing a control system, discrete commands will
make your life much easier. Discrete commands give you
the ability to tell your components to go directly to a spe-
cific state, input, mode, or ratio. You can easily check this
by looking at the remote. Do you see separate on and off
buttons and separate buttons for each input? If you do,
great. If not, you’ll have some trouble getting your system
to work with a single button press from your remote. You
can find some discrete codes for things such as your DVD
player’s power commands at various places on the
Internet, but sometimes you’re just out of luck.

Picture Perfect
Determining the seating capacity of your home theater is
important, because it will determine the seating layout.
Knowing where your viewers will sit is vital to determin-
ing the screen size. The key dimension here is the distance
from the primary viewing location to the screen. You must
have this dimension in order to correctly size the screen
for your application. If the screen is too large, your eyes
won’t be able to track motion without excessive move-
ment. That eye movement, while subtle, leads to fatigue
and a loss of enjoyment as the program progresses.
Another problem with an excessively large screen for the
distance is that pixels will become visible. As the pixel
count and density on digital displays increases, however,
this is becoming less of a concern.

Use a screen that’s too small, and you may as well be
watching a movie on that old TV in your kid’s room. There
just won’t be that sense of dramatic impact that really makes
a home theater special. Details that a big screen affords
you, like subtle facial expressions, bring a whole different
level of emotion to the show. There’s nothing like seeing
that intense expression on players’ faces during Monday
Night Football to really bring the game into your home.
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At the Movies, In Your Den 
For too many people, the luxury of having an entire room they
can dedicate to their home theater is just that—a luxury. If you
live in a smaller house or a condo, the following system will
give you great performance in a multipurpose room.

Olevia 747i 47-Inch LCD HDTV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,495
Thiel Powerpoint 1.2
On-Ceiling Speakers (5). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,999

Velodyne SPL-800R Subwoofers (2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,998
Arcam AVR300 A/V Receiver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,999
Samsung BD-P100 Blu-ray Disc Player . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $999
RTI T2-C Remote With Color Touchscreen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $799
RTI RP-6/RM-433 Control Processor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $745
Cables/Interconnects. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,000
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $18,034

WHAT DO YOU LOVE?
Choosing speakers and gear is a highly personal 

experience. Are you a fan of stellar surround sound?
Our reviewers recommend the Meridian DSP3100’s

“almost scary” soundfield.
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A good rule of thumb for screen size is to use a screen
that will provide a 30-degree viewing zone, or 15 degrees off
center to each side. Another oft quoted rule is that the pri-
mary viewing location should be 1.5 to two times the screen
width from the screen. For example, a 45-by-80-inch screen
would have primary seating 12 feet away from the screen.
These are only general rules. There are many examples of
successful home theaters with screens that are a bit too large. 

Once you’ve determined the optimum screen size,
you can select a display. In most cases, if you’re able to
use the optimum-sized screen for your space, you should
use a two-piece projection system. This can be either a
front-projection or a rear-projection system. With a front-
projection system, the projector is mounted in the viewing
room, either on the floor or on the ceiling. With the advent
of small, quiet, high-performance digital projectors, ceil-
ing applications are far more common. When using a rear-
projection system, you shoot the projector at a translucent
screen from behind. This is basically a larger version of
the rear-projection big-screen TV.

Both systems have their advantages. A front-projection
system is typically less expensive and uses less space. A
two-piece rear-projection system has the advantage of
keeping the projector out of the room so that you don’t
see or hear it. In addition, because the light in the projec-
tion area behind the screen is controlled, the room’s ambi-
ent light is less of a concern. If the theater is to be part of a
multiuse room, such as a family, rec, or game room, a
two-piece rear-projection system works very well, due to
its relative insensitivity to ambient light. 

The throw distance, or the distance the projector
must sit from the screen for a given image size, varies
from projector to projector. Most digital projectors are
equipped with zoom lenses that give you a range of
image sizes from a given projection distance. Some of
the more custom-oriented projectors have different
lens options. These will accommodate a wide range of
throw distances and enable you to tailor the projector
to your specific installation.

You can set up the projection system to fire the projec-
tor directly onto the screen from behind; or, if distance is
limited, you can use one or more mirrors to optically fold
the light path and decrease the distance required. Rear-
projection screens are usually more expensive than front-
projection screens, and the addition of mirrors, which
must be of very high quality, increases the price even fur-
ther. A well-designed rear-projection system has a high
wow factor, though. From the front, it looks like a huge,
flush-mounted plasma or LCD screen. 

There are three main digital technologies in use when it
comes to projectors. Whether you choose a front- or rear-
projection system, your projector will likely use digital
light processing (DLP), liquid-crystal display (LCD), or
liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS). DLP is the leader in
terms of units sold, with LCD close behind. There are
fewer LCOS projectors, but that’s because they’re basically
marketed by only two companies, JVC and Sony. Each
company has its own flavor of LCOS—Sony has SXRD,
and JVC uses D-ILA. The different projection technologies
have their own strengths and weaknesses, but there are
many successful examples of all three technologies. 

Take care to choose a projector that is designed specif-
ically for home theater. Many projectors on the market
are business or converted business projectors. Such pro-
jectors have a completely different set of design criteria
than home theater–specific units. 

After you determine the screen size, look to the manufac-
turer, dealer, or installer to determine which projector best
matches your application. Most digital projectors, except for
those at the lowest end of the market, deliver plenty of light
output for common screen sizes. When the screen starts to
get larger, say over 52 by 92 inches, you should consider a
brighter projector. Brightness and contrast specifications can
be confusing and, in many cases, are best used only to com-
pare projectors from the same manufacturer. 

You should be able to start evaluating your require-
ments and find a combination of gear that will give you a
great theater experience. There’s no one best combina-
tion. Show six different professional designers the same
room, requirements, and budget, and you’ll most likely
get six totally different systems that would all give you
goose bumps. The goal of a successful system design is to
maximize the experience and work within the constraints
of space, aesthetics, and budget to do it. 
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When Only the Best Will Do
You’ve reached that station in life where you can pluck some
of the nicer fruit from the tree. If that’s you, then this theater’s
right up your alley. You’re not frivolous, but the pennies in
your wallet aren’t flat, either.

Vidikron Vision 90t Three-Chip DLP Projector . . . . . . . $18,995
Stewart GrayHawk Reference Screen With Masking . . . $7,850
Thiel MCS1 LCR Speakers (3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6,600
Thiel Powerpoint 1.2 Side/Rear Speakers . . . . . . . . . . . $4,800
B&K Reference 50 S2 Pre/Pro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,799
Bryston 6B SST Three-Channel Power Amp . . . . . . . . . . $2,799
Bryston 9B Four-Channel Power Amp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,795
Toshiba HD-XA2 HD DVD Player . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,000
Velodyne DD-12 Subwoofers (2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,998
Richard Gray 600 RM Pro Power Conditioner . . . . . . . . . $1,195
Crestron TPMC-8X WiFi Touchscreen Remote . . . . . . . . $3,595
Crestron MP2E Control Processor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,195
Cables/Interconnects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,500
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $62,121

Steve has over 15 years of experience in the con-
sumer electronics industry. He’s a CEDIA-certified
designer with ISF and THX certificates. During his
career, he’s been a system designer/installer/
programmer, a business-unit director for an A/V
importer, a sales rep for a CE distributor, and a
principal of a $1.5-million-plus CEDIA firm. He’s
now senior sales engineer for Digital Cinema
Design in Redmond, Washington.Steve Faber
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Don’t let this home theater’s classic design
and clean lines fool you. It may look like a
simple rectangular space that houses a high-

end audio/video system, but closer inspection reveals
that the real technological marvel is the room itself.
A tremendous amount of planning, construction, and
creativity went into the process of creating an
acoustically optimized space that can serve as both a
casual reading/viewing room and a thoroughly
immersive home theater.

When the house was still in its design phase, the
homeowner knew he wanted to incorporate a dedi-
cated theater space, a room that could serve as a
comfortable retreat. The architect suggested All
Around Technology, based in Maryland. Tim Rooney
and his team of architects, engineers, consultants,
and installers were brought in before an ounce of
concrete was poured to ensure that the desired space
was built to the correct acoustic specifications. 

The homeowner, a successful theater producer,
made only a few demands of the All Around
Technology crew. As Rooney recalls, “He wanted the
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MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE
Incorporating the homeowner’s few specific
requests into this home theater involved a

lot more artistry and ingenuity than you
might think just from the looks of things.

Meanwhile, the gear and software 
library (bottom) sit in their own closet.

THE ILLUSION
OF SIMPLICITY
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Nothing is quite as simple
as it seems in this award-

winning home theater.
BY ADRIENNE MAXWELL
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LOOK, MA! NO HANDS!
A floating-screen construction
using a steel support structure
holds the screen several inches

out from the wall. 

LEAN ON ME
The Runco VX-2 projector (left) is mounted on a custom-made steel bracket that hides wiring and power (middle). 
Here’s a close look at one of the four hardened stainless-steel mounting points for each floating-picture armature. 

A custom-made steel bracket (right) supports the Stewart four-way masking screen.

best picture he could have, and
he wanted to display his pho-
tography collection on the
walls.” Those are pretty
straightforward requests, right?
The team would discover that
meeting those requests would
prove more challenging and
ultimately more rewarding
than they imagined.

Sound Theory and Practice
Let’s  beg in with that  col-
l ec tion of black-and-white
Hollywood photos. In a nor-
mal room, you could hang them anywhere you wish,
based solely on the desired aesthetic; however, a quick
lesson in acoustics 101 teaches us that a home theater
room needs diffusion and other acoustic treatment, par-
ticularly in the wall area, where art generally hangs. “For
the homeowner, those photos really superceded every-
thing else,” Rooney explains. “If we couldn’t find a
way to put the acoustic treatment around them, he just
wanted to hang them on the drywall.” A quick glance
at the end result may lead you to believe that’s what
ultimately happened, but there’s a lot more to those
brown walls than meets the eye.

The team began to address the issue even during the
design phase. “We had to figure out how we were going to
hang the pictures before they started building the house,
because we needed to accommodate any extra wall thick-
ness,” Rooney tells us. “We had to solve all of the prob-
lems with the lighting, the seating, the screen location,
and the pictures before construction.” To aid in this
process, they brought in acoustic expert Keith Yates to
help with the room’s modeling, and RPG Diffusor
Systems’ Tony DeAngelo to select the specific acoustic
materials. “We designed the acoustic space with the
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parameter that the frequencies
the pictures reflected would
behave differently than the
other frequencies.”

The walls might look like
painted drywall, but look
again. In fact, they are
covered in stretch
Guilford 701 acoustically
transparent material that
conceals a wide assortment

of RPG acoustic panels. To tame ceiling reflections and
minimize sound leakage into the closets and the master
bathroom above, they created a second ceiling that
would accommodate acoustic treatment and provide
space to mount the light fixtures. In the meantime, Yates
designed a front-stage riser that also served as a bass trap
to tame bass output from the 7.2-channel speaker sys-
tem. Beautiful white marble floors run throughout the
home, and the team used the same marble around the
theater’s outer edges while laying carpet over absorptive
material in the center of the floor. 

As for the photos themselves, they couldn’t very well
hang on the fabric walls, so All Around Technology hired
one of the country’s preeminent builders of custom museum
displays to design and build a system of armatures to hold
the entire collection. “Our criteria was that the owner had
to be able to hang his own art on it,” says Rooney, “and the
art had to lock on it in such a way that a 3-year-old could
climb on the structure and not knock it free.” Peek behind
this grid, and you’ll see that the structure doesn’t touch the
wall except at the top and the bottom, where it’s anchored
via high-tensioned steel brackets meant to withstand even
the most industrious 3-year-old. 
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Final acoustic touches
include locating the
equipment in a separate
room and customizing a
silent, large-duct HVAC
system, in which the
vents are carved directly
into the marble floor.
The end result is a room
that is extremely quiet
without seeming acousti-
cal ly dead. “It  just
sounds right,” Rooney tells us. “We used more absorp-
tion than we usually would because of all the direct
reflections, but the room acoustics are still good for con-
versation. You get the dedicated theater experience
while still maintaining a sociable aspect.”

Simply the Best
To meet the homeowner’s second request, that he get the
best picture possible, Rooney knew they needed a video
setup that was both accurate and engrossing. He describes
the homeowner as “one of the only videophiles I’ve met
who doesn’t work in the industry. Eighty percent of what
he watches is in black and white. Because of that, he’s got-

ten quite good at seeing gray-scale anomalies.” 
They went with a Runco VX-2 three-chip DLP

projector, mating it with an 87-inch-wide Stewart
screen that uses the Director’s Choice four-way

masking system. Because the owner didn’t want to
hide the screen and front speakers behind a wall, the

team had to figure out how to hold people’s attention
on the viewing area, even in casual conditions with some
lights turned on. This began with a floating-screen con-
struction, in which a cantilever support structure, made
of steel, holds the screen several inches from the wall.
The surrounding elements—the all-black Revel
Ultima speakers and B12 subwoofers, the black riser,
the dark wall fabric, and the Lutron HomeWorks
lighting system—contribute to the illusion that the
video image is floating in darkness, even when the lights
above the seating area are illuminated. This gives the
homeowner the flexibility to enjoy a high-quality image
under multiple lighting conditions.

For Rooney, the masking system is the crucial final
step in the video system’s overall impact. “People need
to be educated as to why masking systems are impor-
tant. The second the mask moves into place, the front
of the room disappears. The experience goes from,
‘I’m a movie on a screen,’ to, ‘I’m art. I’m a window
into an alternate time and place.’” Luckily, this home-
owner needed little convincing. “It wasn’t a hard sell,
because all of these old movies he watches are in
strange formats, like 1.66:1. He wanted to be able to

control the masking system to tai-
lor it to the specific movie he’s
watching.” The team programmed
presets for standard aspect ratios
into the Crestron control system
but gave the homeowner direct
access to the four-way masking
controls so he can tweak to his
heart’s content.

The sources delivering that
floating image include a Denon
universal disc player, a VHS
player, and three HD systems: HD
cable, HD DISH Network, and HD
DirecTV. Even with all of that high-
definition content at his disposal,
this lover of black-and-white films
spends most of his time watching
AMC, TCM, and old classics on
DVD. It’s only fitting. As his walls
pay homage to the actors and
actresses of a bygone era, his home
theater system celebrates their
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LOOK UP
This All Around Technology ceiling-construction detail 

shows the location of the RPG acoustic panels.

PICTURE-PERFECT SOUND
The surround-speaker placement (left) uses the pictures 

and the windows to increase the soundfield. The HVAC duct
(above) is detailed into the marble floor.
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achievements, proving that a high-quality video
system isn’t just for high-end sources. It should
bring any source to life.

Yes, it all seemed so simple. A film buff
wants a comfortable retreat where he can read,
relax, and watch his favorite movies. What he
got was a model of technical design that earned
All  Around Technology a  2006 CEDIA
Electronic Lifestyles Award. In the end, Rooney
attributes the project’s success to the complete
team effort. “Getting the acoustics package to
harmonize with the architectural and design
motifs for the room is always the biggest chal-
lenge. You have to make sure that the people
responsible for making decisions about design,
architecture, and building believe that room
acoustics are important. That was the case here,
and it turned out great.” 

Minimum Gear Requirements:
A three-chip DLP projector, an appropriately sized screen
with adjustable masking, high-SPL loudspeakers with
adequate amplification, at least two subwoofers, digital
equalization, and a great remote.

Tim Rooney’s Installation Checklist: 
10 Steps to a High-Performance Theater
1) An informed and engaged customer
2) A builder, architect, and designer that buy into the

process
3) Total darkness in the room
4) Acoustic isolation to adjoining spaces
5) A dedicated, low-noise HVAC system
6) Great lighting with scene control
7) Acoustic analysis and treatment in the room
8) Lots of dedicated, low-noise power
9) A simple user interface
10) Final calibration of the room acoustics, audio, video,

HVAC, and lighting

IT’S ALL IN THE
DETAILS

The floor plan
(right) shows the

service-panel
detail. The red

line denotes the
fabric wall surface

(bottom right).
This section detail
shows the front-
wall elements.
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M I D R A N G E $ $ – $ $ $

from the

test bench

A little less than a year ago, a
predecessor to this TV competed in
one of our Face Offs with five other
RPTVs. It didn’t do well. Despite
the fact that it posted some of the
best measurements of the group
(including the most accurate color
points and the best contrast ratio),
it came in fourth place out of six
sets. The reason was a video pro-
cessing “enhancement” called DNIe,
which two-thirds of the reviewers
flat-out hated. It couldn’t be dis-
abled. Just the fact that the same
processing on this HL-S5679W is
defeatable would make it worth a
review. (In fact, you can’t enable

DNIe at all in some modes.) As it
turns out, this isn’t even the most
interesting feature on this RPTV—
not by a long shot.

Look Ma, No Bulbs!
This is the first projection televi-
sion since the extinction of the
CRT RPTV that doesn’t use a UHP
(ultrahigh pressure) lamp to light up
its screen. Instead, the HL-S5679W
has three tiny LEDs (light-emitting
diodes), all on one chip. I talked
about these in detail in the July 2006
issue’s GearWorks. In short, they
are tiny, powerful light emitters.
They run far cooler than UHPs and
are infinitely less fragile.These two
things allow for nearly instant on and
off, so you won’t have to put up with

the cool-down time that projection-
TV owners have patiently (or not so
patiently) dealt with for the past few
years. Also—and perhaps more
importantly—these LEDs are rated
to last the life of the TV, so you’ll
never have to replace them. Over
the lifetime of a TV, this could save
you thousands of dollars.There’s no
need for a color wheel, but, because
the colors are still sequential, there’s
still the possibility of rainbows. It’s
possible, but, because of the rate at
which the TV flashes the colors, it’s
very unlikely that anyone will see
them. Expect to see more TVs with
this technology in the future.

Color Me Impressed
More than any other aspect of this
TV’s performance, what impressed
me the most was the accuracy of the
color points. Of the products we’ve
reviewed, only the near-reference
Yamaha DPX-1300 front projector
has color points this close to per-
fect.The Yamaha is a $12,500 front
projector, and, despite its accuracy,
even it’s not as close to the SMPTE
spec as this RPTV. Out of the box,
the green and blue color points are
pretty much spot on.The red color
point is just a little oversaturated.
This makes for a pleasing image in
its own right, but, if you calibrate
it, it can get even better.

Calibration, by a certified ISF
technician, will improve just about
every display’s accuracy.With this
TV, a skilled tech with the right
equipment can make it about as

BY GEOFFREY MORRISON
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Reference unleashed…almost.

Samsung HL-S5679W DLP HDTV
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accurate as any display we’ve ever
reviewed. The process could be
easier, but the results are fantastic.
With just a bit of work, I was able to
dial in the primary (red, green, and
blue) and secondary (cyan, yellow,

and magenta) color points to within
the measurement tolerance of our
PhotoResearch PR-650.That’s accu-
rate. Even more impressive, this
level of calibration isn’t specific to
this TV. In fact, it’s available in most

Samsung RPTVs, something that
will make next month’s RPTV Face
Off even more interesting. (In case
you missed it, that was a plug for you
to buy our February issue.)

But color accuracy and a neat
way to light up the screen aren’t the
only aspects of a TV’s performance.

Hands On
Aesthetically, the HL-S5679W is a
step forward compared with previ-
ous Samsung designs. The gloss-
black finish is simple and elegant.As
with previous Samsung TVs, this one
makes a noise when you turn it on
or off that sounds like leftover sound
effects from Tron. It’s…distinctive.

Seeming to know how hard their
remote is to use in any amount of
light, Samsung provides braille for
the power, volume, and channel
buttons. I think this is a rather odd
addition for something that is pre-
dominantly a visual device, but,
then again, they put it on drive-up
ATMs, so why not? If you can’t read
by touch, you’ll still be able to
feel your way around the remote’s
major function buttons.You’ll need
full house lights to read the sec-
ondary functions, as the gray-on-
black lettering is hard to read, and
the tiny buttons are hard to discern.

The menus seem to take a page
out of the Sony design book—as
in, they’re colorful, require far too
many button pushes to get any-
where, and are a little slow. For
example, to change the contrast,
there are seven button pushes to
even get to the control. In an effort
to make TVs easier to use, every TV
manufacturer seems to make the
basic things harder. Can someone
convince Apple to offer seminars on
how to design product ergonomics? 

The HDMI inputs accept 1080p,
as does the PC RGB input.The PC
input can be pixel-for-pixel from the

NUVISION NVX32HDU LCD HD MONITRfrom the test bench SAMSUNG HL-S5679W DLP HDTV

> Full-On/Full-Off Contrast Ratio—1,189:1; 
ANSI Contrast Ratio—226:1 

> Measured Resolution with the Leader LT-446:
480: 480 (per picture height)
720p: 720 (pph) 
1080i: 1080 (pph)

> DC Restoration (poor, average, good, excellent):
Excellent

> Color Decoder (poor, average, good, excellent):
Good

> Measured Color Points (Before Calibration):
Red Color Point: x=0.651, y=0.327 
Green Color Point: x=0.300, y=0.599
Blue Color Point: x=0.149, y=0.059

> Measured Color Points (After Calibration):
Red Color Point: x=0.640, y=0.330 
Green Color Point: x=0.300, y=0.600
Blue Color Point: x=0.150, y=0.060

The left chart shows the HL-S5679W’s gray scale
relative to its color temperature at various levels of
intensity, or brightness (20 IRE is dark gray; 100 IRE
is bright white). The gray scale as set by the factory,
in the Warm2 color-temperature mode and the
Movie picture mode, measures cool with the darkest
images and warm across the rest of the gray scale.
After making adjustments using the Photo Research
PR-650, the gray scale measures much closer to
D6500, the accurate color temperature, across most
of the range. The darkest images were still cool.

The right chart shows the gray scale (or color
temperature) relative to the color points of the dis-
play’s red, green, and blue LEDs. These are very
close to those specified by SMPTE. Red is slightly
oversaturated. After color-point calibration, the color
points measured at exactly the SMPTE spec. This is
the first digital display to do so. 

After calibration, and using a full-field 100-IRE
white (107 foot-lamberts) and a full-field 0-IRE black
(0.090 ft-L), the contrast ratio was 1,189:1. Using a
16-box checkerboard pattern (ANSI contrast), the
contrast ratio was 226:1.—GM
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SAMSUNG HL-S5679W DLP HDTV

1070.090

> CONNECTIONS

Inputs:
Video: HDMI (2), RGB D-Sub 15-pin (1), 

component video (2), S-video 
(2, shared), composite video 
(2, shared) 

Audio: Analog stereo (5), stereo mini-
plug (1)

Outputs:
Video: Composite video (1)
Audio: Optical (1), analog stereo (1)

Additional: RF (2), RS-232 (1), CableCARD (1),
FireWire (2), G-Link (1)

100 Home Theater / January 2007 >
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AT A GLANCE

> FEATURES
Type: DLP
Screen Size (diagonal): 56 inches
Native Resolution: 1080p
Lamp Life: N/A
Dimensions

(H x W x D, inches): 37.86 x 52.36 x 15.3
Weight (pounds): 84.77
Price: $4,199
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source. If your calibrator knows
what he’s doing, he can adjust the
regular inputs to be the same in
the service menu (as in no over-
scan). No matter what I tried, the
HDMI input would not sync to
the Toshiba HD-XA1 HD DVD
player—but it would to Samsung’s
own Blu-ray player. Sketchy.

Detail
Another thing the HL-S5679W has
in spades is detail. On the 16 Blocks
HD DVD, Bruce Willis’ individual
hairs and wrinkles are all visible
enough to count. It is perhaps not
quite as sharp as a front projector or
a direct-view 1080p display, but, for
an RPTV, it’s better than most. The
scaler does an excellent job pulling
out every bit of detail possible from
480i sources. In the close-up of the
professor in chapter 2 of The Fifth
Element, his beard has a lot of detail
without looking overly enhanced.
There is a little noise in the image,
but not a lot.The Digital NR doesn’t
seem to get rid of the noise, but it
does seem to soften the image very
slightly. Some of the noise comes
from the screen (as it does in all
RPTVs), but there is less than with
other RPTVs I’ve seen. Consider-
ing the gain that the screen appears
to provide, it could be worse.

Also, like all RPTVs, there is a
drop in brightness if you move
even slightly off axis. Move even
just a few inches up or down, and
you’ll see a noticeable decrease in
light output.The same is true if you

move side to side, but to a lesser
extent. Make sure you have the
center of the screen at eye level
when you’re on your couch.

The HL-S5679W picks up the
3:2 sequence very quickly on all
480i sources, both synthetic (Silicon
Optix’s HQV Benchmark) and real
(Gladiator).With a prerelease copy
of the HD HQV Benchmark, and
using the Toshiba HD-XA1, the
HL-S5679W correctly deinterlaced
1080i/30 material. It didn’t, how-
ever, correctly deinterlace 24-frame
1080i material.Then again, neither
do roughly 80 percent of the TVs on
the market today.With actual HD
material, this wasn’t noticeable.

Not So Shiny
Unfortunately, the two aspects of
the HL-S5679W’s performance that
aren’t great are its black level and
its contrast ratio. Neither is partic-
ularly impressive.The black level is
0.091 foot-lamberts, which is sig-
nificantly higher than all of the
RPTVs from last year’s Face Off.
In fact, it’s higher than most of the
displays of any kind we’ve reviewed
recently. The contrast ratio of
1,189:1 isn’t terrible (it’s similar to
most flat panels), but, compared
with the 7,622:1 of the last Samsung
RPTV we measured, it’s a long way
off. Some TVs have an auto iris that
tracks the video signal and opens
and closes as needed.This can arti-
ficially increase the contrast-ratio
numbers, but it does help somewhat
with the apparent contrast ratio.

Even so, a staged iris that could
lower the black level and light
output in steps would be a welcome
addition. I have to figure that the
only reason Samsung didn’t include
one on this model was cost.Already,
the HL-S5679W is more expensive
than other TVs of its size.

LEDs Lead the Way
This TV’s performance is hindered
only by its black level and contrast
ratio—ironically, the very things
that seem paramount to every TV
manufacturer. Its color accuracy is
unmatched, and the image it creates
is very pleasing and relaxing to
the eye.The detail and lack of noise
are also commendable. Other TV
manufacturers should take note; just
as consumers once sought color-
temperature adjustments, I hope
that adjustable color points will be
the new fine-tuning people seek.
After all, once you get a taste of
what an HD image is supposed to
look like, it’s hard to go back to
those oversaturated and rather car-
toonish colors of certain other dis-
plays. (Cough, Sony, cough.) 

89 90 91 91 84
General information

HL-S5679W DLP HDTV, $4,199 > Samsung Electronics America, (800) SAMSUNG 
www.samsung.com > Dealer Locator Code SAM

Perfect color accuracy, low
noise, and excellent process-
ing and scaling—what’s not
to like? Oh, yeah—a poor
black level and contrast ratio.
The world’s first LED RPTV
has a lot going for it, but it
badly needs an iris.

> The menus are a
little slow

> Feels sturdy for a big
piece of plastic

> About $700 more
than other 56-inchers…

> …but think of the
money you’ll save in
bulbs

> Full suite of inputs

> There is no bulb to
replace, ever

> Perfect color points
after calibration

> Has a less-than-
impressive black level
and contrast ratio

> The menus are 
cumbersome

> Remote needs day-
light to be read

SAMSUNG HL-S5679W DLP HDTV OVERALL RATING
Build Quality Value Features Performance Ergonomics 9090

NUVISION NVX32HDU LCD HD MONITRfrom the test bench SAMSUNG HL-S5679W DLP HDTV

[H I G H L I G H T S
� Excellent color accuracy before

and after calibration

� No lamp to replace

� Terrific detail with both HD and 
SD material and little noise

The HL-S5679W’s
remote lacks backlight-
ing, and its lettering is
hard to read even in lit
rooms. Strangely, the
major functions include
braille lettering.

^
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As consumer electronics tech-
nologies continue to morph into
ever more complex forms, conver-
gence is key. Elan Home Systems
was founded in 1989 in Lexington,
Kentucky, and convergence is their

raison d’être. In the past, they
have brought together wholehouse
automation and touchpanel control
of music, phones, lighting, inter-
coms, and TV functions. More
recently, they acquired a high-
end home theater electronics com-
pany, Sunfire. Four years ago, Elan

jumped into the speaker business
with a line of highly regarded in-
walls.This brings us to Elan’s new
line of converging speakers, the
aptly named TheaterPoint series.

In, On, and Off the Wall
The THP525LS (which I used for
the surrounds and the center) and
the THP650LS (which I used for
the fronts) are full-sized bookshelf
speakers measuring 19-plus inches
tall.Their flawless gloss-black finish
will look snazzy next to a sleek
plasma display. If you want to take
a stealthier approach, go for
the TheaterPoint in-walls—the
THP525W and the THP650W
($300 and $465 each).The line also
includes the THP650SS on-wall
dipole speaker ($500 each), the
THP650D in-wall dipole ($400
each), and the THP800C, an 8-inch
three-way, in-ceiling speaker ($460
each).TheaterPoint speakers are all
timbre-matched, so you can mix
and match freestanding, ceiling-
mount, in-wall, and on-wall
designs. My landlord doesn’t take
too kindly to my knocking holes in
my apartment’s walls or ceiling, so
I went with the freestanding THP
models and the THP1200SW cube
subwoofer ($725). Instead of the
typical five-year plan, Elan covers
the THPs with a lifetime warranty.

All of the THPs feature a pivoting
tweeter, which isn’t exactly a new
idea, but Elan has designed their

BY STEVE GUTTENBERG 
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A systematic approach to speaker design.

Elan TheaterPoint THP650LS 
Speaker System
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domes to precisely converge on the
sweet spot with the help of a laser
pointer that Elan includes with each
speaker. (I’ll get back to the laser
stuff later on.) The tweeters them-
selves are unique. I’ve reviewed
a gazillion speakers with Kevlar
midrange drivers and woofers, but
the THPs are the first to sport woven
Kevlar tweeters. It’s a remarkably
strong material. And, since the
speakers all use Kevlar woofers,
the same material produces their
entire frequency spectrum. That
may not be sonically important, but
it looks cool.

The 5.25-inch and 6.5-inch
woofers feature cast-aluminum
frames and there are stationary,
bullet-shaped phase plugs in the
centers of the woofers (instead of
the more common pointy dust
caps). The cast-aluminum phase
plug serves as a heat sink for the
woofer’s copper voice coil, keeping
the voice coil nice and cool when
you’re cranking Metallica or a Star
Wars DVD.The phase plug also func-
tions as a diffuser, smoothing out the
woofer’s frequency response.

The THP1200W subwoofer has
a 12-inch diaphragm that is made
of—you guessed it—Kevlar, but
it’s employed in a special three-layer
Kevlar/honeycomb-aluminum/
Kevlar sandwich. Elan doesn’t just
claim that the woofer is many times
stronger than a single-layer Kevlar,
metal, or paper cone—their tech
guys told me an average-weight
adult could stand on the apex of the
cone, and it wouldn’t collapse.Yet
it’s no heavier than a standard cone
design. Truth be told, there are
pulp-based (paper) cones that can
pass this test, but the point is that
the sub’s cone is built tough. The
satellites and subwoofer have
sealed-box (nonported) designs.
A 300-watt digital amplifier

supplies the motivation for that
super-stiff-coned woofer.

Each TheaterPoint speaker is
fitted with two switches for altering
frequency response.The EQ switch
offers some mild tonal compensa-
tion for a bright- or dead-sounding

room. Set it to B (bright) to enliven
the sound when you use the THP in
a room with thick drapes, carpet-
ing, and an overstuffed sofa. For a
room with exposed hard floors and
bare walls, use the W (warm) set-
ting to warm up the sound.The N

> L/R Sensitivity:
86 dB from 500 Hz to 2 kHz

> Satellite Sensitivity:
85.5 dB from 500 Hz to 2 kHz

This graph shows the quasi-anechoic (employing
close-miking of all woofers) frequency response
of the THP650LS left and right speakers (purple
trace), the THP1200SW subwoofer (blue trace), and
the THP525LS satellites (green trace). All passive

loudspeakers were measured with grilles at a distance
of 1 meter with a 2.83-volt input and scaled for display
purposes. EQ switches were set to nominal positions.

The THP650LS’s listening-window response (a five-
point average of axial and +/–15-degree horizontal
and vertical responses) measures +6.47/–5.02 deci-
bels from 200 hertz to 10 kilohertz. The –3-dB point
is at 74 Hz, and the –6-dB point is at 59 Hz. Imped-
ance reaches a minimum of 5.80 ohms at 152 Hz and
a phase angle of –26.70 degrees at 93 Hz.

The THP525LS’s listening-window response mea-
sures +5.84/–6.46 dB from 200 Hz to 10 kHz. An aver-
age of axial and +/–15-degree horizontal responses
in horizontal mode measures +5.52/–6.04 dB from
200 Hz to 10 kHz. The –3-dB point is at 77 Hz, and
the –6-dB point is at 63 Hz. Impedance reaches a
minimum of 5.42 ohms at 1.6 kHz and a phase angle
of –34.00 degrees at 96 Hz.

The THP1200SW’s close-miked response, nor-
malized to the level at 80 Hz, indicates that the
lower –3-dB point is at 40 Hz and the –6-dB point is
at 34 Hz. The upper –3-dB point is at 103 Hz using
the LFE input.—MJP

C

ELAN THEATERPOINT THP650LS SPEAKER SYSTEMAT A GLANCE

These listings are based on the manufacturer’s stated specs; the HT Labs box
below indicates the gear’s performance on our test bench.

HT Labs Measures: Elan TheaterPoint THP-650LS
Speaker System

SPEAKER: THP650LS THP525LS
Type: Two-way bookshelf Two-way bookshelf
Tweeter (size in inches, type): 1, Kevlar dome 1, Kevlar dome
Woofer (size, type): 6.5, Kevlar cone (2) 5.25, Kevlar cone (2)
Nominal Impedance (ohms): 6 6
Recommended Amp Power: 110 watts RMS 80 watts, RMS
Available Finishes: Piano-Black Gloss Piano-Black Gloss
Dimensions (H x W x D, inches): 19.5 x 7.75 x 12.5 19.25 x 6.8 x 8.5 
Weight (pounds): 28 24
Price: $620/each $470/each

> SUBWOOFER: THP1200SW
Connections: Stereo speaker-level in and out, 

stereo line-level in and out, LFE input
Enclosure Type: Sealed
Woofer (size in inches, type): 12, three-layer composite cone
Power Rating (watts): 300
Crossover Bypass: No
Available Finishes: Piano-Black Gloss
Dimensions (H x W x D, inches): 15.75 x 15.75 x 17
Weight (pounds): 56.8
Price: $725
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(neutral) option is for an average
room.There’s a +/0 bass-limiting
switch, but you’ll probably stick
with the + setting. According to
Elan, the 0 setting is reserved for
use with ancient, pre–Dolby Digital
A/V or two-channel receivers, and
only then when you’re using the
THPs with a subwoofer.

Point and Shoot 
The speakers definitely sounded
best with their grilles in place and
when their cabinets were parallel
to the wall behind them (no toe-
in).The tweeters are mounted on
pivots that you can aim toward the
sweet spot.That’s where the laser
pointer comes into the picture: Fit
it to the tweeter’s triangular grille,
and you know exactly where the
tweeter is aimed. The pointing
procedure is simple enough, and
it took me less than 10 minutes
to laser-direct all five speakers to
the sweet spot. I used my Pioneer
DV-45A DVD player, Sunfire
Theater Grand III surround
processor, and Ayre V-6xe power
amp throughout the review.

There was something about the
THP system that inspired me to
listen to a lot of new music, and
that’s always a good sign. First up
was Josh Radin’s We Were Here CD.
Radin developed a huge following
on iTunes before Columbia Records

offered him a deal, and I can see why
they signed him.The THP array put
Radin’s sweetly melodic folk tunes
in the best light, and his hushed
vocals have an emotional urgency
that makes me think of Jeff Buckley’s
father,Tim. Neko Case’s countrified
folk CD, Fox Confessor Brings the Flood,
raised my blood pressure in a hurry.
Case’s acrobatic vocal workouts all
but threatened to leap out of the
speakers. And, when I played old
favorites like Gerry Mulligan Meets
Ben Webster, the saxophones
sounded big and juicy, and Leroy
Vinnegar’s stand-up bass has plenty
of oomph—the lowest notes have
the sort of satisfying gravitas you
feel through your toes.

If I had to find fault with the
speakers, it would be that they didn’t
“disappear” as sound sources, like
some higher-end speakers do, so
their portrayal of soundstage depth
felt a tad reined in.Yes, those speak-
ers are almost always pricier than the
THPs, and I’m also sure that the
Elan speakers’ close-up immediacy
will be a plus for some listeners.

But can they do blockbuster home
theater? To find out, I popped in
the Underworld: Evolution DVD and
fell in love with vampiress Kate
Beckinsale. I was so enthralled that
I watched the entire film without
taking a single note. I found the goth
gorefest’s blood-curdling ambience

unsettling, thanks to the THPs’
vivid portrayal of growling dogs
and the endless thunder and rain.

To ward off withdrawal from The
Sopranos, I rented a bunch of the
series’ boxed sets.The THP525LS
that I used for the center speaker
decoded formerly unheard nuance
in Tony’s heavy breathing when
he’s slouched in his home theater,
resting a bowl of Cheerios on his
belly—or when T barks orders to
Silvio and Paulie Walnuts.The THPs
reveled in that sort of detail.

So, Elan Home Systems’ foray
into speaker design is not only a
rousing success, the TheaterPoints
converge on the sweet spot in the
market by offering flexible solu-
tions, adaptable to the widest pos-
sible range of home theaters. For
once, you can design your theater,
mixing in-wall, in-ceiling, and free-
standing speakers, to ensure domes-
tic tranquility without forfeiting
sonic satisfaction. That’s conver-
gence of the audiophile kind.

94 93 93 92 92
General information

THP650LS Bookshelf Speaker, $620/each; THP525LS Bookshelf Speaker, $470/each; THP1200SW Subwoofer, $725
Elan Home Systems, (859) 269-7760, www.elanhomesystems.com > Dealer Locator Code ELA

Elan has somehow endowed
this remarkable system
with unique technology but
managed to keep the prices
under control. High-end
speaker systems are rarely
this affordable. 

> Laser-guided, high-
frequency aiming

> Speakers include a
lifetime warranty

> Flawless piano-black
finishes

> Speakers feature a
three-position EQ switch

> Kevlar tweeters

> Matching Kevlar
midrange designs

> Potent subwoofer

> Engaging sound qual-
ity for CDs and DVDs

> Speakers can be
mounted horizontally 
or vertically

> Available as on-wall,
in-wall, and in-ceiling
versions

ELAN THEATERPOINT THP650LS SPEAKER SYSTEM OVERALL RATING
Build Quality Value Features Performance Ergonomics 9393

[H I G H L I G H T S
� Zap! Laser-aimed tweeters

� Elan’s TheaterPoint line has timbre-
matched in-wall, in-ceiling, and
freestanding models

NUVISION NVX32HDU LCD HD MONITRfrom the test bench ELAN THEATERPOINT THP650LS SPEAKER SYSTEM
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My office—cubicle, actually—
is in Manhattan, so I get it: Despite
your love of movies and music,
some readers either don’t want or
just can’t deal with a full array of
five loudspeakers plus a subwoofer.
Rather than settle for simple stereo
(and I mean no disrespect to John

Atkinson and his Stereophile crew
down the hall), some overachieving
sub/sat systems add often propri-
etary processing techniques to sim-
ulate sprawling surround sound.
But what if newly released signal-
processing algorithms offered so
much control over the listening
experience that they could turn
a budget home-theater-in-a-box
into a sound lab of sorts, allowing

you to experiment with a previ-
ously impossible milieu of realis-
tic audio illusions?

Let the Audistry Begin
Sharp’s easily affordable SD-SP10
home theater audio solution is the
first consumer electronics product
that offers the Audistry suite of
new sonic features. The Audistry
moniker comes from the Australian
company that spent three years
developing the technologies before
Dolby acquired them. Essentially
answering the “What’s next?” ques-
tion, the goal of Audistry is to make
audio more personal—that is,
more specific to the individual lis-
tener. Two people might like the
same band, but one might prefer
the rocking bass, while the other
might prefer the vocals. The vari-
ous settings allow the user to easily
tailor the details of the music or
movie to suit his or her distinct,
personal tastes. Audistry’s Natural
Bass strives to give smaller speak-
ers the impact of larger ones.The
Intelligent Volume Control serves
as an automatic expander and
limiter, and the Mono to Stereo

BY CHRIS CHIARELLA C
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Welcome to the age of Audistry.

Sharp SD-SP10 HTIB

90 94 91 91 90
General information

SD-SP10 HTIB, $350
Sharp Electronics, (800) BE-SHARP, www.sharpusa.com > Dealer Locator Code SHA

This is an auspicious debut
for Audistry; it’s all the more
impressive for its feats with
just two boxes at its disposal.
Offering lots of choices for not
many dollars, the SD-SP10 is
recommended for anyone with
multiple A/V sources looking
for an alternative to full 5.1.

> Sturdy MDF sub-
woofer housing enables
clean, steady bass

> Tight fit and finish on
the aluminum-encased,
does-it-all main speaker/
amp unit

> Performs tricks that
no other audio system
can do quite the same
way—at any price

> Generous audio con-
nectivity rivals that of
some dedicated home
theater receivers

> A vast array of avail-
able audio formats that
are both familiar and
brand-spanking new 

> Loads of analog/
digital inputs, all control-
lable via a comprehen-
sive universal remote

> In every case I tried,
the Audistry technolo-
gies created a superior
audio experience

> Sounds effortless
unless you crank it too
hard; virtual effects
are convincing

> Easy to set up; easy
to understand and use

> Inputs and effects
can be modified with 
a simple button push;
more viewable info
would be welcome

SHARP SD-SP10 HTIB OVERALL RATING
Build Quality Value Features Performance Ergonomics 9292
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Creator does exactly what the
name implies. Further, you can
combine these tweaks to cus-
tomize tunes and soundtracks to
best fit your taste.

With the SD-SP10, Sharp com-
bines the Audistry package with
their high-resolution 1-Bit audio
technology. This technology sam-
ples audio signals 28 times faster
than a CD for more accurate repro-
duction of complex material. Also
on board are the Dolby Virtual
Speaker enhancement and Dolby

Pro Logic II processing, as well as
Dolby Digital and DTS decoding.
These are all located inside the sin-
gle main speaker’s housing, along
with the three-channel power amp-
lifier. The squat, hefty, fan-cooled
main unit can sit above or below
your display, and it sports a pair of
flip-out feet, should you wish to
further direct the sound. Bare-wire
cable connects it to the tall, narrow,
front-ported/side-firing subwoofer.
The sub has a stand for added
steadiness, and it’s removable.

The Audistry technology is
remarkably simple to use. It drops
the technical obstacles that might
scare away the timid and provides
results you can really hear—and
will likely enjoy. The remote offers
four neatly clustered direct-access
keys to turn on or off the individ-
ual Audistry effects.You’ll quickly
recognize the tiny green lights
behind the metal mesh grille on
the face of the speaker as confir-
mation that each effect is active. I
can’t help but think that, someday,
a midlevel or high-end Audistry-
enabled product might offer some
specific LED or LCD readout of the
system status, either on the face of
the subwoofer or the main speaker
or perhaps on the remote.

You can feed the raw digital
signal from a DVD player directly
to the SD-SP10 via multiple digital
inputs. Here, the signal will meet
with true Dolby Digital or DTS pro-
cessing and then go out to the two
woofer/tweeter combos and the
sub. However, since Audistry report-
edly works wonders with lesser-
quality audio, I found the potential
sonic stylings from the analog
inputs to be far more intriguing.

Super-Size My Mono to
Stereo, and Hold the Bass
You can completely enable or dis-
able each effect, or you can adjust
the soundfield’s width and over-
all space using the Sound Space
Expander, the most dramatic of
the Audistry features. It renders

[H I G H L I G H T S
� Complete 2.1 audio solution: 

speakers, amp, and processor

� Wonderful Audistry enhancement,
plus Dolby Digital and DTS

� Simple hookup and operation

NUVISION NVX32HDU LCD HD MONITRfrom the test bench SHARP SD-SP10 HTIB

This graph shows the quasi-anechoic (employing
close-miking of all woofers) frequency response
of the left channel (purple trace) and the subwoofer

(blue trace). The main loudspeaker was measured
at a distance of 1 meter, with the grille on, in Standard
mode and scaled for display purposes. Please note
that the closed, proprietary nature of this product
precluded many of our usual tests.

The left channel’s listening-window response (a
five-point average of axial and +/–15-degree horizontal
and vertical responses) measures +4.69/–3.34 deci-
bels from 200 hertz to 10 kilohertz. An average of axial
and (+/–15-degree) horizontal responses measures
+4.87/–3.21 dB from 200 Hz to 10 kHz. The –3-dB
point is at 186 Hz, and the –6-dB point is at 160 Hz.

The subwoofer’s close-miked response, normal-
ized to the level at 80 Hz, indicates that the lower –3-dB
point is at 50 Hz and the –6-dB point is at 45 Hz. The
upper –3-dB point is at 127 Hz.—MJP

C

SHARP SD-SP10 HTIBAT A GLANCE

HT Labs Measures: Sharp SD-SP10 HTIB

> SUBWOOFER: CONNECTIONS: 
Inputs: Bare-wire speaker cable
Outputs: N/A
Enclosure Type: Passive, vented
Woofer (size in inches, type): 6.5, paper cone
Nominal Impedance (ohms): 3
Recommended Amp Power (watts): 70
Crossover Bypass: No
Available Finishes: Silver
Dimensions (H x W x D, inches): 16.5 x 4.5 x 17.1
Weight (pounds): 12.6

> FEATURES
Processing

Modes: Dolby Digital, Dolby
Pro Logic II, Dolby
Virtual Speaker, DTS

Other: Sound Space
Expander, Natural
Bass, Intelligent
Volume Control,
Mono to Stereo
Creator

> MAIN SPEAKER CONNECTIONS
Inputs: Digital optical (2), digital coaxial (1), analog

stereo (3)
Outputs: Sub pre-out (1), bare-wire speaker terminal (1)
Type: Two-way, monitor
Tweeter (size in inches, type): 2 (2), paper cone
Midrange (size in inches, type): N/A
Woofer (size in inches, type): 2.6 (2), paper cone
Nominal Impedance (ohms): 4
Power Rating (watts): 140 total: 35 x 2 (sats), 70 (sub)
Available Finishes: Silver
Dimensions (H x W x D, inches): 4.1 x 17 x 10.8
Weight (pounds): 11

These listings are based
on the manufacturer’s
stated specs; the HT Labs
box below indicates the
gear’s performance on
our test bench.
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the impression of three additional—
virtual—speakers: a very stable center
channel, plus two surrounds.This trick,
like all of the rest of Audistry’s reper-
toire, is nonintrusive and doesn’t com-
promise the vocals or the perceived
headroom in any way.There’s no appar-
ent change in EQ levels or tonal bal-
ance, and the volume remains nearly
unchanged. The implementation is
seamless.You can switch it on and off
while a song is playing, and the transi-
tion, while audible, is not jar-
ring.After a few minutes with
movie and music clips—each
with various configurations of
the Audistry enhancement—
I preferred these versions
to the unmodified originals.
That’s precisely what Dolby is
striving for. Could it be that
they want us to use this
technology all the time, and
then, once we’re hooked, the
price will go up? Or am I just
being paranoid? Audistry also
offers technology to enhance
the headphone experience,
although the SD-SP10 does
not support headphones.

Not every imaginable com-
bination of effects is possible,
however. If you turn on the
Sound Space Expander, for
example, the SD-SP10 deac-
tivates Virtual Speaker and
Pro Logic II.There are many
other permutations, though.
There are five one-touch
Sound Mode presets—Late,
Standard,Announcer Sound,
Cinema, and Sports. These
modes automatically config-
ure Dolby Virtual Speaker
and the four Audistry functions to
predetermined positions. With big-
budget Hollywood movie sound-
tracks, the SD-SP10 can definitely
play loudly. Its unique audio presen-
tation ably f i l ls  a medium-sized

home theater from front to back and
side to side. The most striking thing,
however, is the before-and-after differ-
ence in low-bit-rate MP3 music files.
The SD-SP10 gives the illusion of
replacing the dynamic range and the
separation of instruments not heard
since the files began their lives as full
CD tracks.There’s a satisfying fullness
and clarity that they might not have
even had way back then.Working with
older music, or the soundtrack to

almost any Woody Allen
film, the Mono to Stereo
Creator organically brings
one-channel music into
the future—or at least into
the present—without ever
being conspicuous.

Directional 5.1 effects
such as those featured in
The Patriot were not truly
discrete. But this new ren-
dition created its own cred-
ible phasing of the whizzing
gunshots, and nuances such
as tweeting birds in the dis-
tance were practically there
on the sofa beside me. My
only real criticism of the
system’s performance is
minor. When you crank up
the sub and speakers during
big, complex action scenes
on killer discs like Master and
Commander, there is a faint
hollowness, particularly in
the sub. In fact, I wouldn’t
ask the supplied subwoofer
to do too much heavy lifting.
Fortunately, though, Sharp
supplies a sub pre-out jack,
should you wish to upgrade
your low-end perfor-

mance. Still, in more common use—
at 80-percent volume or less—and
with so many ways to fine-tune the
sound, the Audistry-enabled Sharp
SD-SP10 is a very capable, extremely
versatile audio option.

from the test bench SHARP SD-SP10 HTIB
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The comprehensive
universal remote features
direct-access keys for the
Audistry effects.
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We’re down with entertain-
ment PCs here at Home Theater. For
those of you who are ready to share
the joy, there are basically two ways
to join the party. For the hands-on
approach, we’ve written about spe-
cific best-of-the-best audio and
video cards and other devices that
you can plug into your own custom-
built box. But, for some readers,
personal success has brought with it
the notion of luxury. Companies

like HP are only too happy to
remove the guesswork from the
equation and pre-assemble a
bundle for you, which you can
purchase with one phone call or
just a few clicks online. Their
Pavilion Media Center TV m7580n
HTPC is just such a system.

HP has dubbed the m7580n “TV”
for the ease with which it tunes and
records television. It works in con-
junction with Windows XP Media
Center Edition, which incorpo-
rates its own free, comprehensive

programming guide.The m7580n
offers all of the key features of a
standalone DVR deck, as well as the
benefits of a tricked-out computer.
It burns recorded programs to
DVD via the DVD+RW/CD-RW
drive or converts them to file
formats compatible with vari-
ous portable devices. It’s also a
respectable gaming rig, with an
NVIDIA GeForce 7300 LE card.
This midlevel card incorporates a
lot of NVIDIA’s latest technolo-
gies. It’s fine for many games, but
it’s not exactly a screamer. The
GeForce 7300 LE also handles all
of the MPEG encoding and decod-
ing.The PC comes preloaded with
an interesting assortment of enter-
tainment, productivity, and creativ-
ity software. Plus, this is a fairly
robust PC—it’s even compatible
with the new Windows Vista oper-
ating system—so you can add a
whole world of new software.You
can also insert additional RAM
sticks, swap in newer and higher-
end audio/video cards, and add
more disk drive space. The possi-
bilities are vast.

BY CHRIS CHIARELLA
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Ready-made living-room multimedia.

HP Pavilion Media Center 
TV m7580n HTPC

The AMD Athlon
64 X2 4400+ dual-core
processor does a good
job of eliminating typ-
ical computer hiccups
that could seriously
detract from your enter-
tainment experience.

^
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Prime Time
Working with the Windows Media
Center interface, the m7580n tells
you how to set up your system to
work both in your home network
and in your home theater. I’m still
pretty frustrated by WinMCE’s
range of available calibration tools,
but, hopefully, the next generation
will be a little more A/V friendly.
HP includes an IR blaster, and
you just supply the TV signal—
cable, antenna, or even satellite.
A USB-connecting emitter is at
the end of a generous length of
cord that you can place wherever
your satellite receiver happens to
be. I’m ordinarily not a fan of IR
blasters, but, in this case, it offers
a great way to bring the dish crowd
into the fold. HP also includes a
comprehensive CE-style remote
control, a cordless keyboard, and
a cordless optical mouse.They all
performed commendably and had
no issues with either battery life
or range from the small IR
receiver, which is located at the
end of its own USB cable. The
multimedia keyboard offers an
array of quick-access controls for
all manner of entertainment.
Most notable is a pair of eject
keys for two separate optical
drives. (The m7580n only comes
standard with one drive.)

I discovered my biggest disap-
pointment when I patched the PC
into my TV.The m7580n has VGA,
composite video, and S-video out-
puts. So, for most folks, quality
will max out at the S-video level,
which is less than ideal in the
entertainment realm. S-video is
actually passable for NTSC cable/
satellite content and Internet video,
but it doesn’t adequately deliver
DVD in its proper glory. It also
renders smaller PC text (like that
on Web pages) extremely difficult

to read. Even so, HP doesn’t
include an S-video cable. (There’s
no Ethernet cable, either.) There
are several audio-hookup options:
coaxial digital, 5.1 analog output
via a trio of two-channel minijacks

(desktop surround style), and a
mini headphone jack. Surprisingly,
there are no red-and-white RCA-
type analog stereo outputs, so
you’ll also need to pick up a mini-
to-RCA-stereo adapter cable.

HP PAVILION MEDIA CENTER TV M7580N HTPCAT A GLANCE
> CONNECTIONS
Inputs:
Video: Composite video (2), S-video (2), coaxial cable (1)
Audio: Analog stereo (2)
Outputs:
Video: Composite video (1), S-video (1), VGA (1)
Audio: Digital coaxial (1), 5.1 analog (1), analog stereo 

(mini) (1), headphone minijack (1)
Additional: USB 2.0 (6), FireWire (2), microphone in (2), FM 

antenna (1), PS/2 keyboard/mouse, integrated 
10/100Base-T network interface, 56K fax modem

Protect Your Family

Much like flies on the windshield as you drive off the showroom lot, 
a new computer can attract all manner of predators. Fortunately,
D-Link manages to squeeze multiple levels of network protection
into a box that looks small—even compared
with my twins. It offers parental control, a fire-
wall, and hardware- and software-based defense
against viruses, spyware, spam, and pop-ups—
on up to four PCs. Instead of running several dif-
ferent programs on each protected computer,
Securespot smartly installs a single application
that interacts with the always-on-duty Securespot
device. The hardware configuration is a snap—
just drop it in between your broadband modem
and router, and add AC power. Then, just follow
with a quick-start installation wizard. The Web-
based setup also allows for user modification
and monitoring via the Web.

> Securespot DSD-150, $100
> D-Link, (800) 326-1688, www.dlink.com

> FEATURES
Processor speed: 2.2 gigahertz
Operating System: Windows XP Media Center 

Edition 2005
Hard-Drive Capacity: 320 gigabytes (7,200 rpm, Serial ATA)
Disc-Write/-Rewrite Formats: DVD, DVD-R/-RW, DVD+R/+RW, CD, 

CD-R/-RW
Card-Reader Formats: Secure Digital, Multimedia Card, 

Memory Stick, Memory Stick Pro, 
SmartMedia, xD-Picture

Dimensions (H x W x D, inches): 15.2 x 7.6 x 16.5
Weight (pounds): 27
Price: $1,050
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m7580n’s varied feats.
Although it’s rated at a
fairly modest 2.2 giga-
hertz, the evolutions of
the distinct processor
and platform over the
years make it difficult
to compare this AMD
processor to a similarly
spec’d chip from Intel. It
does, nonetheless, offer
some unique benefits for
the entertainment-PC
crowd. Among these is
the AMD Cool’n’Quiet
system-level technol-
ogy that allows an idling
PC to be ready at a
moment’s notice. The
rest of the time, it runs
within safe heat parame-
ters with only mildly
audible fan noise. Com-
bining its own BIOS
with Microsoft’s Away

Mode driver, the AMD-powered
m7580n powers up quickly from
hibernate mode after stretches of
nonuse. AMD’s HyperTransport
technology, meanwhile, removes
I/O bottlenecks, increases system
bandwidth, and reduces those
glitches, freezes, and crashes that
can ruin the user experience.The
integrated DDR memory con-
troller establishes a direct connec-
tion between the main memory
and the CPU, which increases
system speed.This makes the most

of the m7580n’s 2,048 megabytes
of DDR2 SDRAM, which means
quicker loading and increased per-
formance, particularly if you’re
running a graphics-intensive appli-
cation. AMD’s Enhanced Virus
Protection is provided, as well.

In addition to all of this, you get
the AMD LIVE! Entertainment
Suite, which includes a collection
of free software downloads, plus
entertainment-centric applica-
tions and a lot of nifty little tweaks
that can make the HTPC odyssey
a lot quicker and less stressful. It
also shows off what the processor
can do, but I guess there’s nothing
wrong with that. AMD LIVE!
Compress is perhaps the best exam-
ple. It works with WinMCE to
transcode audio and video into
smaller files, a task that can slow
some processors to a virtual
crawl. I can attribute much of
what impressed me about my time
with the m7580n to the CPU: It
was quick, capable, and ultimately
dependable.

NUVISION NVX32HDU LCD HD MONITRfrom the test bench HP PAVILION MEDIA CENTER TV M7580N HTPC

All of these ports
are located on the rear
of the tower, while
many more ports are
conveniently situated on
the face, starting with
the card-reader slots.
There are two vertical
doors, one of which
protects the empty bay
for optional Personal
Media Drives, HP’s
swappable standalone
hard disk drives. The
other door conceals a
generous collection of
a u d i o / v i d e o / d a t a
inputs. In this regard,
the m7580n is meant
to play media. It can
take ten or more steps
to configure some of
the audio and video set-
t ings, though. Even
worse, the manual is not
specific to the m7580n. Rather,
it’s a generic guide to a whole
range of products, and it’s ulti-
mately up to the user to figure out
what’s appropriate for this partic-
ular computer and what isn’t.This
is not a WinMCE issue; instead,
you’ll have to delve into the device
menus and submenus.

AMD Within
An AMD Athlon 64 X2 4400+
dual-core processor is at the heart
of the AMD LIVE!–branded

[H I G H L I G H T S
� An entertainment-centric PC from

HP with lots of clever tweaks

� Powered by a versatile AMD dual-
core processor 

� User interface and S-video ceiling
are a tad frustrating

88 84 85 86 90
General information

Pavilion Media Center TV m7580n HTPC, $1,050 > HP, (800) 752-0900, www.hp.com
Advanced Micro Devices, (408) 749-3060, www.amd.com

Who is this rig ultimately for?
Despite the great convenience,
you can’t be a total newbie to
properly set up and use the
Media Center TV m7580n. But
wouldn’t the PC-savvy want to
design their own entertain-
ment machine with compo-
nent video and/or DVI output?

> A substantial assem-
bly of digital innards sur-
rounded by a sleek,
sturdy case

> Power supply is first-
rate; accessories look
like they could with-
stand some abuse

> Much of the substan-
tial price tag clearly rep-
resents the connectivity
innovations

> In a discount world, I
expected more high-end
panache at this level

> TV tuner/DVR, multi-
ple audio/video inputs
and outputs at multiple
locations

> Offers Internet access,
home networking, plus
creativity and productiv-
ity tools

> A little slow to boot,
quicker on return from
standby, and mildly
audible

> DVR quality fine; DVD
less impressive: Drive
bay winks green during
disc playback

> All aspects of the
hardware are a joy to
handle, but software
interface, when read-
able, left much to be
desired

HP PAVILION MEDIA CENTER TV m7580n HTPC OVERALL RATING
Build Quality Value Features Performance Ergonomics

8686
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The remote per-
formed more than suf-
ficiently and had no
issues, even at long
distances from the
small IR receiver.
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HOME ENTERTAINMENT SHOW 2007
THE ULTIMATE IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY

MAY 11-13, 2007     GRAND HYATT HOTEL     NEW YORK, NY
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Where Custom Install Professionals, Manufacturers, and the High-End Enthusiasts Meet
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SUNDAY, MAY 13 10AM – 5PM
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With the recent glut of talking-animal CG-animated films, it’s always refreshing
to see something else speaking. Pixar’s latest, Cars, replaces anthropomorphized
animals with vehicles and has a grand time doing it, putting a fresh spin on the
genre and creating something beautiful in the process.

Cars is about Lightning McQueen (voiced by Owen Wilson), a young hot-shot
race car who, on his way to the Piston Cup, gets sidetracked in the small town
of Radiator Springs, a run-down town off Route 66 populated by eccentric local
cars. Lightning needs to leave town and make the race, but his community ser-
vice, enacted by Doc Hudson (Paul Newman), prevents him from doing so. Also

making life difficult is his budding romance with local attorney Sally
(Bonnie Hunt) and his growing fondness for the locals around him,
voiced by a cast that matches actor with respective car perfectly. Will
Lightning make the race and learn his lesson? Watch it and see.

As with all Pixar movies, the images are a treat for the eyes, and
the sound design is a feast for the ears. The film is presented in
2.39:1 anamorphic, and nary a pixel is wasted. You can and should
freeze-frame and take in the sweeping landscapes and vistas through-
out the film, which are full of luscious detail. Or you can watch the
racing scenes, which are about 150 times more exciting than real
NASCAR racing. The Dolby Digital 5.1 and Dolby Stereo sound

mixes (both with a THX optimizer) are glorious to behold, with sharp sound,
subtle effects, and flawless voice work. It’s another shining jewel for Pixar
after the apex that is The Incredibles’ sound design, which I consider flawless.

A brand-new short, featuring Mater the tow truck (Larry the Cable Guy), is
one of the many features on this disc. Also included are the award-winning short
One Man Band, a few deleted scenes in storyboard form, the animated epilogue,
and a nice documentary about the inspiration behind the film. While more would
be appreciated, the presentation and the film are all that is needed. 

Cars is simply a joy to behold. In addition to look-
ing and sounding perfect, the film is enormously
entertaining and worth watching repeatedly. It’s a
credit to Pixar that all of their films meet these levels,
from the technical to the emotional. Hands down,
this is the best DVD I’ve seen and heard all year.

movies and music reviewed

DECEMBER DVDS ANNOUNCED AFTER LAST
MONTH’S DEADLINE:

December 5th:
Bulletproof Monk (Blu-ray, MGM/UA)
Derailed (HD DVD, Weinstein)
Flight of the Phoenix (Blu-ray, 20th Century Fox)
From Hell (Blu-ray, 20th Century Fox)
How to Eat Fried Worms (New Line)
The Matador (HD DVD, Weinstein)
Miami Vice (Universal)
Rising Sun (Blu-ray, 20th Century Fox)
Rocky Collector’s Edition (Blu-ray, MGM/UA)
Scary Movie 4 (HD DVD, Weinstein)

December 12th:
Bugsy Extended Cut (Sony Pictures)
The Doors 15th Anniversary Edition (Lionsgate)
Field of Dreams (HD DVD, Universal)
The Hulk (HD DVD, Universal)
Mozart and the Whale (Sony Pictures)
Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby 

(DVD, Blu-ray, Sony Pictures)
World Trade Center (DVD, HD DVD, Blu-ray, Paramount)

December 19th:
Casino (HD DVD, Universal)
The Celestine Prophecy (Sony Pictures)
Dreamland (Sony Pictures)
Gene Simmons Family Jewels: The Complete 

Season 1 (A&E)
Invincible (Disney)
Lady in the Water (DVD, HD DVD, Warner Brothers)
The Scorpion King (HD DVD, Universal)
Step Up (Touchstone)

December 26th:
The Breakfast Club (HD DVD, Universal)
The Deer Hunter (HD DVD, Universal)
Jackass Number Two (Paramount)
The Last Kiss (Paramount)
Transporter 2 (Blu-ray, 20th Century Fox)

JANUARY DVDS ANNOUNCED BY PRESS TIME:

January 2nd:
Balzac (Lionsgate)
The Darkroom (Anchor Bay)
Glory (Sony Pictures)
Martin: The Complete First Season (HBO)
Snakes on a Plane (New Line)

January 9th:
Amazing Planet (National Geographic)
Blood and Sand (20th Century Fox)
Broken Bridges (Paramount)
Cadence (Lionsgate)
Extras: The Complete First Season (HBO)
Sparkle (Warner Brothers)
A Wedding (20th Century Fox)

January 16th:
Hard Scrambled (New Visions Fellowship)
Mouchette: The Criterion Collection (Criterion)

January 23rd:
Angel Face (Warner Brothers)
Monsters and Madmen: The Criterion Collection 

(Criterion)
Robert Mitchum: The Signature Collection 

(Warner Brothers)
Walker, Texas Ranger: The Second Season (Paramount)
The Yakuza (Warner Brothers)

January 30th:
The Arrangement (Warner Brothers)
Band of Angels (Warner Brothers)
Dallas: The Complete Sixth Season (Warner Brothers)
Do Not Disturb (20th Century Fox)
Madame Curie (Warner Brothers)

CRITIC’S COUCH
ON THE SHELF

With Cars, Pixar proves once again that they can’t

make a bad product. By Michael Prince

Pixar Perfect
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CRITIC’S COUCH

Super Hero
Christopher Reeve flies again.

by Chris Chiarella

Perhaps never before in the history of home video

has a studio crafted months of releases upon a

single theme, as Warner has in 2006, “the year

Superman returns.” No doubt tying into that new

feature film, all manner of Super movies and TV

shows have been issued on DVD, some for the

first time—new seasons of Smallville, the classic

Adventures of Superman, Lois & Clark, Superboy,

The Animated Series, and even the cartoon adven-

tures of the Dog of Steel, Krypto. But we can never

give enough credit to Christopher Reeve and his

dual role as the impossibly awkward Clark Kent and

a gentlemanly savior in a red cape. Reeve’s elec-

tric screen presence was born of classical acting

training, an understanding of how to fly under his

own power—from his experience as a glider pilot—

and a willingness to bulk up his lean frame under

the tutelage of Darth Vader himself, trainer David Prowse. The later

of Reeve’s four franchise films were not an ideal stage for his inspired

thespian stylings, but his characterization was a high-water mark

for the timeless hero, as celebrated in Warner’s new boxed set, The

Christopher Reeve Superman Collection.

The cornerstone of the collection is a new Superman: The Movie

Four-Disc Special Edition that combines content from the 2001 DVD-18,

now spread across two platters, with some significant additions. The

theatrical cut of the film is here for the first time, remastered to flaunt

much of the same vibrant reds and blues as the 2001 extended cut, a

look familiar to anyone who has seen recent showings on HBO and

elsewhere. This version includes the original 1978 sound mix, and

the four discs are rounded out with nine Fleischer Studios cartoons in

ReferenceCORNER

glorious Technicolor, the outstanding “Making of Superman: The

Movie” as seen on ABC in 1980, and the unexpected, George

Reeves–starring Superman and the Mole-Men.

Much recent buzz has centered upon the first sequel, now out in

two very different forms. A Two-Disc Special Edition surrounds the

theatrical cut of Superman II with bonus features, from its own TV

making-of to the final eight Famous Studios cartoons, to a rather silly

50th anniversary special, to an audio commentary from producer Pierre

Spengler and executive producer Ilya Salkind. Salkind in particular,

while not a master orator, provides a fascinating alternative outlook

on the multi-year saga, and it’s worth listening to across the first film

(theatrical), II, and III. The video appears unchanged from the old single-

disc release, but there’s now a 5.1 audio option, taken from the original

six-track, with plenty of surround-channel involvement and none of the

flagrant flash and boom common to today’s movies and DVDs. A true

event, Superman II: The Richard Donner Cut presents a new creation

from the Superman director who missed his chance to complete his

vision—until now. This shorter, tighter, more serious

tale was finished for video from the best available

bits and pieces. The look of the 2.35:1 anamorphic

image is wildly uneven, and the audio has a more

modern, not always appropriate edge. Marlon

Brando is back in full force as super-dad Jor-El, as

part of a “dream edition” the fans have been

demanding for decades. (For more, check out our

Donner interview in HT Talks To on page 38.)

The disappointing Superman III and the outright

painful Superman IV: The Quest for Peace are also

included in new Deluxe Editions. The anamorphic

video and Dolby 2.0 are the same as ever, but III

benefits from the aforementioned commentary,

while IV takes on a whole new perspective thanks

to the blunt musings of frank screenwriter Mark

Rosenthal. It’s a must-listen for anyone who’s curi-

ous about the dark side of Hollywood. Eleven pan-and-scan deleted and

alternate scenes (20 minutes’ worth) and another making-of adorn III,

and the half-hour-plus of anamorphic deleted/extended scenes from IV

are insightful—but also quite awful. There’s no behind-the-scenes

footage here, perhaps because no one cared anymore.

Beyond the eight-disc Reeve set, Warner is also offering the

Superman Ultimate Collector’s Edition, with everything above plus

the two-disc Superman Returns and three additional discs of extras

(yes, 14 platters total), with fun custom packaging and tchotchkes

inside a metal box. And, for the high-def crowd, HD DVD and Blu-ray

versions of Superman Returns, Superman II: The Richard Donner Cut,

and the extended cut of Superman: The Movie are in stores day and

date with the DVDs. There’s something for everyone, in commemo-

ration of a character with universal appeal.
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YOUR HOME, YOUR DREAM

Unfortunately, it’s not just about the dream, it’s about the appropriate 

design, proper equipment selection, and qualifi ed installation.

It is possibly the largest investment in your dream home so you wouldn’t trust it to just any wire puller. A CEDIA Certifi ed member has 

met vigorous industry standards and has been formally educated and specially trained. All necessary investments on behalf of you, the 

customer. In addition, as a CEDIA member, this company has agreed to the CEDIA Code of Ethics, perhaps the most highly regarded 

standard in the Electronic Lifestyles® industry.

After all, you wouldn’t trust your personal investments to an amateur so why would you use anyone that is not a CEDIA Certifi ed designer 

or installer? For more information on fi nding a CEDIA Certifi ed professional in your area, visit the CEDIA Web site at www.cedia.org.

Learn more about creating your dream home system at www.cedia.org.

Worldwide, CEDIA members make it 
easy to create Electronic Lifestyles®:

• Home Theater

• Home Networking

• Multi-Room Audio

• Multi-Room Video

• Lighting Control

• Home Automation

• User-Friendly Controls

... and so much more.
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CRITIC’S COUCH
DVD: Art School Confidential
—Sony Pictures

Talented teenage artist Jerome (Max
Minghella, son of Oscar-winning director
Anthony) enrolls in a small New York City
art college, and his world opens up in this
bitingly original, funny, and scathing film
from director Terry Zwigoff (Ghost World,
Bad Santa). Set against the backdrop of a
campus murderer who’s tallying up vic-
tims at a quick rate, Jerome becomes
increasingly confused and angry at his
overcritical classmates and his own insecu-
rities. Worse yet, Jerome finds himself
in a love triangle with fellow artist Jonah
(Matt Keeslar) and the stunning model

Audrey (Sophia
Myles). This desper-
ation and self-doubt
lead him to consider
extreme measures
to win the affec-
tion and admira-
tion of all. 

The 1.85:1
anamorphic pic-
ture emphasizes

the students’ works superbly, and the
Dolby Digital 5.1 sound is crystal clear.
The paintings themselves are great
pieces of prop and production design,
as each student we get to know has his
or her own style. The script by Daniel
Clowes (a former art student himself)
is razor sharp, acerbic, and dryly hilari-
ous, and it sets a unique tone through-
out. The extras aren’t much to speak
of, with an OK making-of that explains
the creation of the artwork and some
bloopers and deleted scenes. 

The performances are outstanding all
around. Jim Broadbent as an aging alum-
nus with some eye-opening advice and
John Malkovich as a droll professor are
the real standouts. In the vein of Heathers,
this film slashes art-school stereotypes
and pretentiousness to shreds and is black
comedy at its caustic best.—Tony DeCarlo

DVD: Thank You for Smoking
—20th Century Fox

Aaron Eckhart owns the screen as tobacco
lobbyist Nick Naylor in Jason Reitman’s
Thank You for Smoking, an acerbic and
wickedly funny view of spin control in the
modern age. A star-studded cast fills out
this comedy, but it’s Eckhart who com-
mands your attention as Naylor tries to
soften the image of tobacco in this health-
conscious day and age. Whether convinc-
ing Hollywood to embrace smoking again,
raising his young son, or going up against
the U.S. Senate, Eckhart keeps the film
together in a delicious performance. 

The 2.40:1 anamorphic transfer pro-
vides a crisp image, and it’s nice to see
a director who actually uses the entire
frame as much as possible. The Dolby
Digital 5.1 soundtrack is used to good
effect, as well. But what the visual and
sound aspects are really great for is
showcasing Aaron Eckhart.

The bonus features are abundant on
this disc. The better of the two com-

mentaries fea-
tures Reitman,
Eckhart, and
actor David
Koechner and is
quite amusing.
There are a few
miniature docu-
mentaries of mild
interest, your typi-
cal behind-the-
scenes materials,
a display of the art-

work used in the film (which was my per-
sonal favorite), and other promotional
materials and trailers. It’s fully loaded
and mostly entertaining.

Even though the movie falters at times,
it’s still a fine film and features a mighty-
fine performance, as I may have men-
tioned. Thank You for Smoking is definitely
worthy of your home theater system.
—Michael Prince

DVD: A Prairie Home Companion
—New Line

As with most Robert Altman films, A
Prairie Home Companion isn’t easy to sum-
marize. It’s an oddly ethereal little film
that’s about nothing in particular and yet
explores the cosmic everythings of life,
love, and death. Written by Garrison
Keillor, the man behind the real Prairie
Home Companion radio show, the story
chronicles the final performance of a
radio show much like PHC, as its cast
and crew struggle to say goodbye.

The film was reportedly shot with
HD cameras, but their impact is muted by
various lighting and camera choices that

give the 2.35:1
anamorphic pic-
ture a slightly
soft, rich, old-
timey look
befitting of the
subject matter.
Music is an
essential char-
acter, and the
Dolby Digital
5.1 soundtrack
does a nice job

balancing dialogue aplenty with the folksy
score performed by the PHC house band.

Music is also an important part of the
extras package, which includes isolated
5.1-channel versions of the 16 music
segments, as well as a preview of the CD
soundtrack. A 50-minute making-of, split
into six parts, dissects the original radio
program, the screenplay, the director, the
cast, and the music, while the commen-
tary track by Altman and star Kevin Kline
often focuses more on Altman’s general
methodology than on the film itself. 

Like the show it depicts, A Prairie Home
Companion is a glorious anachronism on
the modern entertainment landscape,
with characters and dialogue that are
simply enchanting.—Adrienne Maxwell
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HD DVD: Corpse Bride—Warner Brothers

Tim Burton spins a tale of love and mar-
riage in the worlds of the barely living
and the hardly
dead. Using
stop-motion
animation,
Burton cre-
ates a world
that is visually
stunning and
unlike any-
thing else out
there (except
for his other
creations). The voice acting, from the
likes of Johnny Depp, Helena Bonham
Carter, and Tracey Ullman, is excellent. 

Speaking of excellent, the 1.85:1
image is amazing. Shot using digital SLR
cameras, the picture quality is pristine
and, of course, free of grain. The amount
of detail is fantastic, and its revealing
nature makes the sets and puppets all the
more impressive. The subdued color of
the living world and the warm, vibrant
colors of the dead are reproduced won-
derfully. It’s truly reference quality. 

Audio, in the form of Dolby Digital
Plus 5.1 EX, is of equal quality. Danny
Elfman’s score sounds great, and there’s
lots of use of the surrounds. 

There are eight short featurettes on
topics ranging from the music, the ani-
mation, the overall look of the film, the
voice acting, and so on. They are fairly
short in length, though. There is also a
music-only track, which is a nice addi-
tion, given the quality of the score. 

If you’re looking for a reference disc
for your HD DVD collection, look here.
It’s a great movie, to boot.
—Geoffrey Morrison

HD DVD: Batman Begins
—Warner Brothers

It was with some trepidation that I watched
this movie. After all, Joel Schumacher and
Akiva Goldsman did their incompetent best
to ruin the franchise for anyone who can
sound out the word h-a-c-k-s. I shouldn’t
have worried. Christopher Nolan knows his
stuff and made a movie that is the equal to if
not (dare I say it) better than Tim Burton’s
classic. (Weird, didn’t I just review a Tim
Burton movie a few inches from here?)
Unlike Brian Singer’s passable rebirth/
continuation of the Superman franchise,
Nolan starts fresh and does as the title says,
showing the beginnings of Batman. 

The 2.40:1 image quality is excellent.
There is essentially no grain, and, for most
shots, there is detail galore. Occasionally,
a few shots are a little softer, but not very
noticeably. Colors
are purposefully
subtle, and skintones
are spot on. There
are two 5.1 choices,
the required Dolby
Digital Plus and also
Dolby TrueHD. The
mixes are full, with
lots of bass for the
explosions. Voices
come across a little chesty at times but
overall are clear and intelligible. 

There is a running video commentary
with the director, the writer, Christian Bale
(Bruce Wayne), and others, and there are
three very short featurettes on the writing,
the computer-generated Batman, and the
stunts. Then there are eight longer fea-
turettes on just about every aspect of the
production. There is also a short parody
from the MTV Music Awards. It’s an excel-
lent HD DVD overall.—Geoffrey Morrison

DVD: The Da Vinci Code 2-Disc
Widescreen Special Edition
—Sony Pictures

Many a time have I listened to friends
lament that a movie isn’t as good as the
book on which it’s based. I just smile and
nod, thinking smugly to myself that, if
these poor people would just stop reading,
they’d be much happier moviegoers. Then
one of these friends gave me the novel The
Da Vinci Code as a gift. I knew full well that
Dan Brown’s insanely popular religious-
themed murder mystery would some-
day become a film, yet I foolishly read it
anyhow. And now here I am, forced to
utter the same five words I once so smugly
dismissed: “Eh, the book was better.” 

The novel has a lot of plot—and even
more exposition to ensure that said plot
makes sense. While the film’s talented
cast does a fine job, director Ron Howard
and screenwriter Akiva Goldsman aren’t
entirely successful in weaving the book’s
many plot elements in a theatrically com-
pelling way. In the end, the film feels long,
and the big reveal feels rather small.

This 2-Disc
Widescreen Special
Edition DVD includes
the film on one disc
and the bonus content
on another. Thanks to
beautiful locales and
excellent lighting,
the attractive 2.40:1
anamorphic picture

offers plenty of detail, colors, and blacks
to challenge your TV. Dialogue is the cen-
terpiece of the Dolby Digital 5.1 sound-
track, although the rest of the stage comes
to life during musical sequences. Disc
two offers 11 featurettes, which present 
a complete behind-the-scenes look at the
production but don’t dare explore the
film’s controversial elements. They, like
the movie itself, play it too safe to be thor-
oughly compelling.—Adrienne Maxwell

Because of the substantial increase in resolution for both video and sound, HD DVD and Blu-ray ratings in those categories 
can only be compared to each other, not to standard DVDs.
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Before you run out to buy some new, exciting product you’ve seen
featured within the pages of HT, find a quality dealer near you in our
Dealer Locator. The three-letter codes to the right can also be found
under each dealer’s name, denoting which product lines they carry. If
you don’t enjoy your experience at any of the following dealers, we
want to be the first to know. This list is designed to serve you, so tell
us if there’s something we can do to improve it. 

Dealer Locator
Faroudja Laboratories FAR
Final Sound LLC FIN
Focal-JMlab JML
Focus Enhancements FOC
Fosgate Audionics FOS
Fujitsu General America FUJ
Gateway GAT
Gekko/NCT Audio Products GKO
Genelec GLC
Gershman Acoustics GER
Gold Line GLD
GPX GPX
GrandTec GTC
Hafler HAF
Harman/Kardon HAR
Hitachi Home Electronics HIT
HP HPK
HSU Research HSU
Hughes Network Systems HNS
Humax HUM
Image Entertainment IMA
Induction Dynamics IND
Infinity Systems IFY
InFocus INF
Innovative Audio INV
Integra ITG
IntelliNet Controls ITL
Intrigue Technologies / Harmony HMY
Isco-Optic ISC
James Loudspeaker JMS
Jamo JAM
JBL Consumer Products JBL
JVC JVC
KEF KEF
Kenwood KWD
Kimber Kable KIM
Kinergetics Research KIN
Klipsch KLI
Krell Industries KRE
Legacy Audio LEG
Leon Speakers LEO
Lexicon LEX
LG Electronics LGE
Linn Products LNN
Lite-On LIT
Loewe Opta, Inc. LOE
Lutron Lighting LUT
Madrigal MAD
Magnepan MAG
Marantz America MAR
Mark Levinson MRK
MartinLogan MLN
Maxent MAX
MB Quart MBQ
McIntosh MCI
Meridian MER
MiCon Audio MIC
Miller & Kreisel Sound M&K
Mirage Loudspeakers MRG
Mission MIS
Mitsubishi Digital Electronics MSU
Monitor Audio MNT
Monster Cable MON
Mordaunt-Short MOR
Morel Co. Ltd. MRL
MovieBeam MOV
Myryad/Artech Electronics MYY
NAD Electronics of America NAD
Nakamichi America NAK
NEC NEC
Nikada NIK
Niles Audio NIL
niro1.com NIR
Nola by Accent Speaker Technology NOL
Now Hear This NHT
NuVision NUV

Acoustic Energy / Audiophile Systems AEN
Acoustic Innovations AIN
Acoustic Research ACR
Adcom ADC
Aerial Acoustics AER
AIWA Sound AIW
Amplifier Technologies ATI
AMX AMX
Antex ANX
Anthem ANT
Anthony Gallo Acoustics ANY
Aperion Audio APE
Apex Digital APX
Apple APL
Arcam/Audiophile Systems ARC
Artison ART
Athena Technologies ATH
Atlantic Technology ATL
Audioaccess AAS
Audio Authority AUD
AudioControl ACT
Audio Design Associates ADA
Audioengine AEG
Audio Power Industries API
AudioRamp ADR
Audio Spécialiste ASP
Audio Video Multimedia Solutions AVM
Ayre Acoustics AYR
B&K Components B&K
B&W Loudspeakers B&W
BDI BDI
Bel Canto BEL
BenQ BEN
BG BGR
Binaura BIN
Boltz BOL
Bose BOS
Boston Acoustics BST
Boxlight BOX
Bryston BRY
Butler Audio BUT
Cabasse North America CBE
Cambridge SoundWorks CAB
Canton CAN
Cary Audio CYA
Cerwin-Vega CWV
Channel Master CHA
ChannelPlus CLP
Channel Vision CVN
Chief Manufacturing CHF
Cinepro CIN
Classé Audio CLS
Communications Specialties COM
Control4 CON
Creative Labs CRL
Crestron Electronics CRE
Crystal Acoustics CRY
Dali Loudspeakers DLI
Da-Lite Screen DAL
D-Box Technology DBX
Definitive Technology DEF
Denon Electronics DEN
Diamond Case Designs DCD
DreamVision DMV
DVDO DVO
Dwin Electronics DWI
Dynaudio DYN
Earthquake Sound EAR
EchoStar/DISH Network ESR
Edge Audio EDG
ELAN Home Systems ELA
Energy Speaker Systems ENY
Epos EPO
Epson EPS
Era ERA
Extron EXT

One for All ONE
Onkyo USA ONL
Optoma OPT
Orb Audio ORB
Outlaw Audio OUT
Panamax PNX
Panasonic Consumer Electronics PAN
Paradigm PDM
Parasound Products PAR
Phase Technology PHA
Piega/Sanibel Sound PIE
Philips Consumer Electronics PHL
Pinnacle Speakers PIN
Pinnacle Systems PNN
Pioneer Electronics PIO
PLUS Corporation PLU
PMC PMC
Polk Audio POL
Primare Systems PMA
Princeton Graphics PRI
Proceed PCD
ProScan PRS
Proton PRO
PS Audio PSA
PSB Speakers of America PSB
RadioShack RSK
RBH Sound RBH
RCA RCA
Replay REP
Revel REV
Revox RVX
Richard Gray’s Power Company RGP
Rockustics ROC
Rotel ROT
RTI RTI
Runco International RUN
Russound RSD
Salamander Designs SLD
Sampo SPO
Samsung Electronics America SAM
Sanus Systems SAS
Sencore SEN
Sensio SSI
Sharp Electronics SHA
Sherbourn SHB
Sherwood SHR
Signet Loudspeakers SIG
Silicon Image SIL
Silicon Optix SLO
SIM2 Sèleco USA SEL
Simaudio SIM
SLS Loudspeakers SLS
Snell Acoustics SNE
Snell & Wilcox S&W
Sonance SON
SONICblue SNC
Sonic Frontiers/Anthem SFT
Sonus Faber SNF
Sony Electronics SNY
Sound Advance Systems SAE
Soundations SOU
Sound Dynamics SDS
SpeakerCraft SPE
Stereostone STS
Stewart Filmscreen STW
Straight Wire STR
Sumiko Audio SUM
Sunfire SUN
System Audio SYS
TacT Audio TAC
TAG McLaren TAG
Tannoy North America TNY
Tascam TAS
TDK USA TDK
Technics TEC
Terk Technologies TER
Theater Automation Wow! TAW
Theta Digital THE
Thiel Audio THI
Thomson THM
Tivoli TIV
Toshiba America Consumer Products TOS
Totem Acoustic TOT
Triad Speakers TRI
Tributaries TRB
Universal Remote Control UNV
Vizio VIZ
Vandersteen VDR
Vantas VAN
Velodyne Acoustics VEL
Vidikron VID
Vienna Acoustics VIE
ViewSonic VWS
Visual Systems Research VSR
Westinghouse WES
Wharfedale WHF
Wireworld WWR
Xantech XTH
Yamaha Electronics YAM
Zenith Electronics ZEN
ZVOX Audio, LLC ZVX
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D E A L E R  L O C A T O R

STEREO
UNLIMITED
Don’t analyze... be
mesmerized!
We’ll show you! Est. 1981
1545 Locust St. Walnut
Creek, CA 94596
925/932-5835
www.stereounlimited.com
ALO, AMC, Audio Research, ARC,
B&G, Draper, DWI, FIN, FOS,
Jolida, FUJ, JVC, MAG, Opera,
PAN, SLD, SUM

CALIFORNIA
(southern) 

CALIFORNIA
(northern) 

DELAWARE

Blink Later Home
Cinema Store
Newark, Delaware 19702
877-blinklater
www.blinklater.com
ATH, BENQ, BST, BOX, DAL, DEN, JBL,

NEC, OPT, PAN, SNY, UNV

Sound Factor*
34 years of excellence in
audio and home theater.

17265 Ventura Blvd.
Encino, CA 91316
(818) 501-3548

Also Located at:
2 S. Rosemead Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91107
(626) 577-4945
2936 Wilshire Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90403
(310) 264-5457

AUQ, B&W, BEL, CON, DEN, 
DYN, EPS, FUJ, GRA, KRE, LEX,
LIN, LOV, MAR, MCC, MON, NAD,
NIL, NHT, PIO, ROT, SHA, STW,
SUN, TAR, THL, VEL

Audio Video
Innovations
Boca Raton, FL 33431
audio-video-innovations.com
561-338-7280
Custom theaters & more
Let AVI turn your vision
into a reality

Stram Electronics’
Home Theater
Gallery
Tampa's most beautiful
showroom - Established
1988.  Professional Quality
Easy Living® Automation
Systems with by appointment
services.  Tampa's largest
AMX and Vantage Lighting
Control dealers.

3300 S. Dale Mabry HWY.
Tampa, FL 33629
813-831-8551
www.HomeTheaterGallery.com 
AIN, AMX, ANY, ART, ADA, BDI,
CAN, CHF, DEN, DVO, EXT, FAR,
FUJ, INF, JBL, LGE, MAR, MER,
NIL, PAR, ROC, RUN, SAM, SON,
SAE, STW, TRI, UNV, VEL, WWR,
XTH, ZEN

FLORIDACALIFORNIA
(southern) 

Sunny’s Home
Theater
Covina, CA 91724
(626) 966-6259
www.sunnycomp.com/
theater.php
ARC, B&K, CEC, DMV, JML, LGE,

MLN, MSU, RGP, T + A, YBA

Audio Command 
System, Inc. *#
The finest custom installation 
worldwide for more than 25
years.
6590 W. Rogers Circle
Boca Raton, FL 33487
phone: (561) 997-0550
fax: (561) 997-0552
www.audiocommand.com
AIN, ADC, AMX, ACT, B&W, BST, 
BRY, CAN, CLP, COM, CRE, DAL, 
DWI, ESR, EXT, FAR, FUJ, JLC, HIT, 
IFY, ITG, JMF, JBL, 997-5800 RE, 
LEX, LOE, LUT, MAR, MR997-5800 
MCI, MON, NEC, NIL, PNX, PAR,
PIN, PIO, REV, ROC, ROT, RUN,
SAM, SHA, SEL, SNE, SON, SNY,
SAE, STW, SUN, TER, ROS, VEL,
YAM

Creative Media 
Designs #
Winner of CEDIA’s 
Best Home Theater Award.
Theater design, lighting
control, home automation,
communications.

4160 NW 1st Avenue #15
Boca Raton, FL 33431
(561) 392-1153  (800) 237-9161

www.creativemediadesigns.com

AAS, ATL, CAN, CRE, DEN, DI-

RECTV, EXCIENT, FUJ, LG, LUT,

MAR, MID, ATL, MSU, NIL, PNX,

PAN, PAR,ROC, SHA, VUTEC

Home Theater
Innovations/Bob’s TV.
Hwy. 441 Ocala/Villages area
Over 15 years experience
Custom Designed Home Theater
Home Automation/Home Audio
(352) 245-2183 www.bobstv.tv
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* Indicates Certified Home THX Dealer

# Indicates CEDIA Dealer 

D E A L E R  L O C A T O R

Sights-N-
Sounds
4032 Sunrise Hwy
Seaford, NY 11783
(516) 679-9700
Sights-N-Sounds
784  West Jericho Tpke.
Huntington, NY 11743
(631) 673-2000
www.hometheater.biz
info@hometheater.biz

TEXAS

Advanced Home 
Theater Systems 
*#
The affordable source for DTS, 
Dolby Digital and THX Home 
Theater systems.

3209 Premier, Ste. 112
Plano, TX 75075
(972) 516-1849
www.advancedhometheater.com

AER, ATI, ATL, ACT, B&K, BOL, BOX, 
CYA, CLP, CRE, DAL, DEN, DWI, 
EAR, EXT, FAR, HAR, HNS, ITL,
JAM, JVC, KIM, LUT, MNT, MON, NIL,
PNX, PAN, PAR, PHL, PIO, PSA,
RCA, RGP, ROC, RUN, RSD, SAM,
SHA, SNE, SNY, SPE, STW, THI,
TOS, TRB, VEL, XTH, ZEN

CANADA

Audio-Store Ca
Inc.#
Home-Cinema Specialists
and Home Automation Control
4 Lakeshore Rd. W.
Oakville, Ontario L6K 1C5
(905) 815-9320
www.audio-store.ca
ADC, ATL, DVO, INF, CON, M&K, MNT,
NEC, MSU, RSD, SEL, OPT, SUN, PAR,
B&K, GLC, ERA, PAN, STS, ONL

NEW YORK

MASSACHUSETTS

New England Home
Theater, LLC
Littleton Common
23 Stevens Street
Littleton, MA 01460
Tel: (978) 952-8555
Fax: (978) 952-8455
scot@newenglandhometheater.net
http://www.newenglandhometheater
.com
ARC, ART, ATL, AUQ, CHF, DEN, DWI,

EAR, EPS, FIN, FUJ, INF, LGE, M&K,

MNT, NAD, PAR, PSB, RGP, RSD, SLD,

SAS, SEN, UNV, WRF

Audio Command 
System, Inc. *#
The finest custom installation 
worldwide for more than 
25 years.

694 Main St.
Westbury, NY 11590
Phone: (516) 997-5800
Fax: (516) 997-2195
www.audiocommand.com

AIN, ADC, AMX, ACT, B&W, BST, 
BRY, CAN, CLP, COM, CRE, DAL, 
DWI, ESR, EXT, FAR, FUJ, JLC,
HIT, IFY, ITG, JMF, JBL, 997-5800
RE, LEX, LOE, LUT, MAR, MR997-
5800 MCI, MON, NEC, NIL, PNX,
PAR, PIN, PIO, REV, ROC, ROT,
RUN, SAM, SHA, SEL, SNE, SON,
SNY, SAE, STW, SUN, TER, ROS,
VEL, YAM

Audio Video
Experience
Providing over 20 years 
experience in personalized
music & theater systems 
for discriminating clientele.
CEDIA-certified.

15 Island Bay Avenue
Middle Island, NY 11953
(631) 205-1410
KELVINATE@AOL.COM
www.audiovideoexperience.com

ATL, DEN, JAM, MNT, NIL, PHL, ROT,
SEL, SHB, SNY, STS, SUN, WWR

Audio Craft *#
www.audiocraft.com
Cleveland, OH 44145
(216) 431-7300
Fairlawn, OH 44333
(330) 867-7771
Mayfield Hts., OH 44124
(440) 449-6040
Westlake, OH 44145
(440) 871-7200
ANT, BDI, BOS, CAB, CHF, CRE, DAL,

DEL, FUJ, HIT, LGE, MCI, MON, PDM,

PHA, PIO, REP, SAS, SHA, SHB, SNY,

SPE, STW, TIV, YAM

OHIO

WASHINGTON

Arrausing Sights
& Sounds, LLC#
Issaquah, WA 98027
(425) 313-1145
www.arrausing.com
DAL, DEN, DWI, ELA, ENY, FUJ,
HNS, KLI, MAR, PNX, PAN,
PHL,RUN, SON, SAE, SAM, STW,
TOS,TRI, TRB, ZEN

LOUISIANA

Audio Resource #
The finest home entertainment 
shopping experience in
New Orleans and the Gulf 
South.  Professional system
design, in-home installation
and the best equipment in
every price range.

3133 Edenborn Ave.
Metairie, LA 70002
(504) 885-6988
www.audioresource.com

ASC, B&K, B&W, Billy Bags,
CLS, CRE, FUJ, KIN, KRE, MLN,
MER, Middle Atlantic, Musical
Fidelity, NIL, PIO, RGP, ROT,
RUN, SLD, SAM, SON, STW,
Transparent Cable, TRB, VTL

To advertise in the 

Dealer Locator

Call: Helene Stoner at 

505-474-4156

Fax: 505-473-1641

E-mail: Helene.Stoner@

primedia.com

or

hmstoner@msn.com

AK- Alaska A/V: Juneau• Magnolia: Anchorage.
AL- Audio Insight: Huntsville• Cohen’s Electronics: Montgomery• Fidler HiFi: Mobile• Hooper’s:
Birmingham• Kincaid TV: Tuscaloosa.
AR- Custom Audio Video: Little Rock• Solutions Home Entertainment: Hot Springs.
AZ- Audio Plus: Prescott• Jerry’s Audio Video: Phoenix, Scottsdale• Magnolia: Chandler,
Glendale, Phoenix, Scottsdale, Tucson• The Specialists: Tucson• Ultimate Electronics: Glendale,
Phoenix Metro Area, Scottsdale.
CA- Access to Music: San Rafael• Accurate A/V: S. Lake Tahoe• Ahead Stereo: Los Angeles•
Audio Concepts: Long Beach, San Gabriel• Audio Video City: San Luis Obispo, Santa Maria•
Boots Camera: Fresno• Century TV: Garden Grove• Convoy Big Screens: Escondido, 
San Marcos• Creative Stereo: Santa Barbara•David Rutledge Audio: Rancho Mirage•
DFM Home Audio Video: Ukiah• Discount Sales: Ontario• Magnolia: Costa Mesa, Dublin, 
Elk Grove, Folsom, Irvine, Los Angeles, Marin City, Milpitas, Mission Viejo, Modesto, Murrieta,
Palm Desert, Pasadena, Pleasant Hill, San Carlos, San Diego, San Jose, San Francisco, 
Santa Clarita, Simi Valley, Thousand Oaks, Torrance, Tustin, Union City, Westminster, Yorba Linda•
Magnolia A/V: Colma, Costa Mesa, Emeryville, Palo Alto, Roseville, Sacramento, San Francisco,
San Ramon, Santa Clara, Santa Monica, Santa Rosa, Torrance, Woodland Hills• Pacific Coast A/V:
Corona Del Mar• Paradyme Sound & Vision: Roseville, Sacramento• Performance Audio:
San Francisco• Reel Time Sight & Sound: Dana Point• Systems Design: Redondo Beach• 
Visual Sound: La Habra.
CO- Advantage Sight & Sound: Montrose• Audio & Video Integrations: Colorado Springs• 
Axxis Audio: Durango• Central Electronics: Steamboat Springs• Magnolia: Aurora, Broomfield,
Lakewood, Littleton, Lone Tree• Pro Home Systems: Grand Junction• Summit Electronics: Frisco•
The A/V Specialists: Littleton• Ultimate Electronics: Boulder, Colorado Springs, Denver &
Suburbs, Ft. Collins.
CT- Audio Etc: Orange• Carstons Stereo/Video: Danbury• Magnolia: Danbury, Manchester•
Planet TV: Stamford• Roberts Audio Video: New London• Stereo Shop: Hartford•
Westfair TV: Fairfield.
DC & Washington Suburbs- Myer-Emco.
DE - Hi Fi House: Wilmington.
FL- Absolute Sound: Winter Park• Audio Center: Deerfield Beach• Audio Connection:
Ft. Myers• A/V in Paradise: Key West• Bill’s A/V Innovations: Vero Beach• Bob’s TV: Ocala area•
Hoyt Stereo: Jacksonville• Magnolia: Fort Lauderdale, Miami, Plantation• Palm Audio: Destin•
Seagull Electronics: Juno Beach• Solutions Enterprises: Bonita Springs (Naples)• 
Sound Components: Coral Gables• Sound Ideas: Gainesville• Sound Insights: Jenson Beach•
Sounds & Cinema: West Palm Beach• Stereotypes: Daytona Beach• Tropical Video: Rockledge•
Village Satellite: Islamorada• Wee-do Home Theater: Pensacola.
GA- Audio Warehouse: Savannah, Statesboro• Evolution Home Theater: Atlanta• FusionPoint:
Macon• Magnolia: Alpharetta, Atlanta, Buford, Kennesaw• Merit TV: Columbus• 
Stereo Connections: Valdosta• Stereo Shop: Martinez.
HI- Elite Electronics: Honolulu• Magnolia: Honolulu.
IA- Audio Vision: Sioux City• Nielsens: Spencer• Sound World: Mason City.
IL- Abt Electronics: Glenview• Barrett’s Home Theater: Algonquin, Naperville• Good Vibes:
Champaign• Magnolia: Aurora, Chicago, Deerfield, Downers Grove, Kildeer, Niles• Sherman’s:
Normal, Peoria, Peru• The Shoppe: Bradley• Sound Forum: Lake in the Hills• Sound Living:
Chicago• State Line Satellite: Rockford• Sundown A/V: Springfield• Ultimate Electronics:
Fairview Heights.
IN- Classic Stereo: Ft. Wayne• Kings Great Buys: Evansville• Magnolia: Indianapolis, Noblesville•
Ovation Audio: Ft. Wayne, Indianapolis.
KS- Accent Sound: Overland Park• Advance Audio: Wichita• Audio Junction: Manhattan• 
Kansas Audio Video: Topeka.
KY- Blue Grass Audio: Bowling Green• Entertainment Solutions: Crestview Hills• 
King’s Great Buys: Owensboro• Magnolia: Lexington• Ovation Home Cinema & Sound:
Lexington.
LA- Acadiana Security Plus: Broussard• Alterman Audio: Baton Rouge, Mandeville, Metairie•
Home Theater Concepts: Slidell• Mike’s Audio: Baton Rouge• 
Wright's Sound Gallery: Shreveport.
MA- Cameras Inc.: Arlington (Boston)• Home Smart Home: North Attleboro• Magnolia:
Braintree, Danvers, Dedham, Framingham, Hyannis, North Attleboro, Seekonk, Watertown•
Nantucket Sound: Hyannis• Percy’s: Worcester• Pittsfield Radio: Pittsfield• 
The High Fidelity House: Shrewsbury.
MD- Gramophone: Baltimore, Columbia• Magnolia: Annapolis, Columbia, Gaithersburg,
Timonium• Myer-Emco: Bowie, Frederick, Gaithersburg, Rockville• Soundscape: Baltimore. 
ME- New England HiFi: Scarborough.
MI-Contemporary Audio: East Lansing•Court St. Listening Room:Saginaw•Paragon Sound:
Ann Arbor• Paulson’s: Farmington Hills• Pecar's:Troy(Detroit)• Today’s Audio: Flint.
MN- Audio Designs: Winona• Dostal Electronics: Hutchinson• Magnolia: Eden Prairie, 
Maple Grove, Minnetonka, Oakdale, Richfield• Serious Home Theater: Rochester• 
Ultimate Electronics: Minneapolis & Suburbs.
MO- The Entertainer: Jefferson City• Independence A/V: Independence• Q-Audio & Video:
Cape Girardeau• Ultimate Electronics: Ballwin, Fenton, Independence, St. Peters.
MS- Audio Advantage: Columbus• Ideal Acoustics: Starkville• McLelland TV: Hattiesburg•
Something Southern: Oxford.
MT- Burtons: Kalispell, Missoula •Rocky Mt. Hi Fi: Great Falls.
NC- Anderson Audio: Morehead• Audio Designs: Raleigh• Audio Unlimited: Jonesville• 
Audio Visions: Wilmington• Comtec: Asheville• Elite A/V: Lewisville• Freeman’s Stereo Video:
Charlotte• Intelligent Electronics: Raleigh• Sound Systems: Charlotte.
ND- Custom Cinema & Sound: Horace (Fargo).
NE- Custom Electronics: Omaha.
NH- Magnolia: Nashua, Salem• State Street Disc.: Portsmouth.
NJ- 6th Avenue Electronics: East Brunswick, Jersey City, Livingston, Paramus, Springfield, 
West Long Branch, West Paterson, Woodbridge• Audio Video Intelligent Systems: Parsippany•
Audio Visual Design: Franklin Lakes• Camera and TV Stop: Medford• Hi Def: Freehold, Wall•
Magnolia: East Hanover, Manalapan, Paramus, Princeton, West Patterson• Monmouth Stereo:
Shrewsbury. 
NM- Ultimate Electronics: Albuquerque.
NV- Magnolia: Carson City, Las Vegas, Reno• Ultimate Electronics: Las Vegas. 
NY- Arlington Audio: Poughkeepsie• Audio Breakthroughs: Manhasset• Audio Den:
Lake Grove• Clark Music: Syracuse• Hi Way HiFi: Ithaca• JSG Audio Video: Binghamton•
Magnolia: Huntington Station, Riverhead, Setauket, West Nyack, Westbury• Media Room:
Bedford Hills• Park Ave. Audio: Manhattan• Rowe Photo: Rochester• Speaker Shop: Amherst•
Stereo Exchange: Manhattan. 
OH- Absolute Theater: Powell• Audio Arts: Youngstown• Audio Craft: Cleveland, Mayfield Hts.,
Westlake• Audio Etc.: Dayton• Belden Audio: Canton• Classic Stereo: Lima•
Cutting Edge Home Theaters: Sylania• Magnolia: Findlay• Ohio Valley Audio: Cincinnati• 
Ovation Audio: Cincinnati• Stereovisions: Columbus• Threshold Audio: Newark• 
Unique Home System: Cincinnati.
OK- Magnolia: Tulsa• Tumble Inn: Muskogee• Ultimate Electronics: Oklahoma City, Tulsa.
OR- Kelly's Home Ctr.: Salem• Magnolia A/V: Beaverton (Portland), Clackamas.
PA- Audio Junction: Pittsburgh• Audio Lab: Fairless Hills• Audio & Video Expressions:
South Hampton• Creative Audio Video: Selinsgrove• Ed’s TV: Hatfield• Hi Fi House: Broomall,
Jenkintown• Listening Post: Pittsburgh• Palmer Audio: Allentown• Park Audio & Video: Altoona•
Pat’s Stereo: Greensburg• Stereo Barn: Wyomissing (Reading)• Stereo Shoppe: Williamsport•
Stereoland: Natrona Heights• Studio One: Erie• Wee Bee Audio Video: Lancaster.
RI- Magnolia: Warwick• Stereo Discount Ctr.: Providence.
SC- Audio Warehouse: Beaufort, Bluffton• Cruisin Sounds: Seneca• 
Custom Theater & Audio: Murrells Inlet• Fusion Systems: Greenville• Upstairs Audio: Columbia•
Whole House Audio & Video: Aiken.
SD- Sound Pro: Rapid City.
TN- College HiFi: Chattanooga• Hi Fi Buys: Nashville• Modern Music: Memphis• Sound Room:
Johnson City• The Video Station: Memphis.
TX- Audio Video: College Station• Bjorn’s: San Antonio• Bunkley’s Sound Systems: Abilene•
Don’s TV: Tyler• D-Tronics: McAllen• Home Entertainment Inc.: The Woodlands•  
Home Theater Concepts: Roanoke• Home Theater Store: Arlington, Austin, Dallas, Friendswood,
Houston, Southlake• Krystal Clear: Dallas• Magnolia: Farmers Branch, Fort Worth, Frisco,
Grapevine, Plano• Marvin Electronics: Ft. Worth• Matt Panter Home Theater: Waco• 
Mesa Home Systems: Austin• Metex: Laredo• Mike Massey, Inc.: Odessa• 
RNS Sound & Vision: Harlingen, McAllen• Sound Perfection: Frisco• Soundquest: El Paso.
UT- Alpine Communications: Alpine• Crazy Bob’s: St. George• The Theater Experience: Sandy.
VA- Audio Connection: Virginia Beach• Audio Video by Design: Williamsburg• Audiotronics:
Roanoke• Home Media Stores: Richmond• Magnolia: Fairfax, Leesburg, Reston, Springfield,
Sterling, Vienna, Woodbridge• Myer-Emco: Arlington, Fairfax, Falls Church, Sterling, 
Tyson’s Corner.
VT- Toner’s Satellite: Milton.
WA- Bunch-Finnegan TV: Kennewick• Horizone A/V: Anacortes• Magnolia A/V:
Seattle & Suburbs, Silverdale, Tacoma• Pacific Home Command: Wenatchee.
WI- AMS: Madison• Audio Video Pros: Onalaska• Barthel TV: Saukville•Flanner’s A/V:
Milwaukee• Hi-Fi Heaven: Green Bay• Suess Electronics: Appleton• Sound World: Wausau•
Team Electronics: Manitowoc.
WV- Mack & Daves: Huntington.
WY- Electronic Design Assoc.: Jackson.
Puerto Rico- Precision Audio: San Juan.
Canada- Adrenalin Audio: Edmonton, Alb.• Advance Electronics: Winnipeg• 
Audio Video Innovations: Dartmouth, N.S.• Bay Bloor Radio: Toronto• Canadian Sound: Oakville,
Ont.• Environment Electronique: Westmount, Que.• Furniture Factory Outlets: Thunder Bay, Ont.•
Genier’s: Vernon, B.C.• K&W Audio: Calgary• Kebecson: Montreal• La Boutique Electronique:
Montreal• Lipton’s Elect.: Newmarket, Ont.• Sarkatoon’s Audio Express: Sarkatoon, S.K.• 
Stereo Plus: Ottawa, Ont.• StereoLand: Windsor, Ont.• The Sound Room: Vancouver, B.C.• 
Unifi: Waterloo, Ont.
Mexico- Contact Productos Exitosos S.A.: Mexico City.

www.definitivetech.com
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127 . . . . Home Theater Interiors
Phone (800) 494-4020
www.HTInteriors.com

127 . . . . HSU
Phone (800) 554-0150
www.hsuresearch.com

51 . . . . . K2
Phone (866) K2-MOUNT
www.k2mounts.com

67 . . . . . Kef
Phone (732) 683-2356
www.kef.com

21 . . . . . Klipsch Audio Technologies
Phone (800) KLIPSCH 
www.klipsch.com

68 . . . . . Lexicon
Phone (781) 280-0300 
www.lexicon.com

C4 . . . . . LG Electronics
www.LGusa.com/PlasmaDVR

27 . . . . . Mitsubishi
www.mitusbishi-tv.com

43 . . . . . Monitor Audio
Phone (905) 428-2800 
www.monitoraudio.com

39 . . . . . NAD Electronics
Phone (800) 263-4641
www.NADelectronics.com

63 . . . . . Onkyo
Phone (201) 785-2600 
www.onkyousa.com

65 . . . . . Outlaw Audio
Phone (866) OUTLAWS
www.outlawaudio.com

9 . . . . . . Panasonic
www.panasonic.com

47 . . . . . Paradigm
Phone (905) 632-0180
www.paradigm.ca

42, 52 . . Park Avenue
Phone (212) 685-8101
www.parkavenueaudio.com

11, 49 . . Pioneer
www.pioneerpurevision.com

53 . . . . . Polk Audio
Phone (410) 764-5275
www.polkaudio.com

31 . . . . . Projector People
Phone (877) 845-0042
www.projectorpeople.com

101 . . . . PSB Speakers
Phone (888) 772-0000
www.psbspeakers.com

103 . . . . Pure Acoustics
www.pure-acoustics.com

84 . . . . . Rives Audio
Phone (800) 959-6553
www.rivesaudio.com
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82 . . . . . RUNCO
www.runco.com

104 . . . . Sage Ryder
www.BigScreenCenter.com/HT

20 . . . . . Salamander
Phone (800) 350-6859 

57 . . . . . Sanus Systems
Phone (800) 359-5520 
www.sanus.com

13 . . . . . Sharp 
Phone (877)388-SHARP
www.sharpusa.com/hometheater

15 . . . . . Signal Path
www.signalpathint.com

19,45 . . Sony Electronics
www.sony.com/HDTV

14 . . . . . Soundations
Phone (201) 943-2404
www.soundations.com

98 . . . . . Stewart Filmscreen
www.stewartfilmscreen.com

6-7 . . . . Toshiba
www.toshibahddvd.com

113 . . . . Totem Acoustic
Phone (514) 259-1062 
www.totemacoustic.com

40 . . . . . Triad
Phone (800) 666-6316
www.triadspeakers.com

111. . . . . Vidikron
Phone (888) 4-VIDIKRON
www.vidikron.com

81 . . . . . TV One Media Solutions
www.tvone.com

35 . . . . . ZVOX Audio
Phone (866) FOR-ZVOX
www.zvoxaudio.com
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C3 . . . . . Audio Plus Services
Phone (800) 663-9352
www.audioplusservices.com

37 . . . . . Audiophile Systems
www.audiophilesystems.com

34 . . . . . BDI
Phone (800) 428-2881
www.bdiusa.com

16 . . . . . Boltz
Phone (877) 804-7650
www.boltz.com

32, 33, . Bose
114 Phone (800) ASK-BOSE, ext 5011

www.bose.com

123 . . . . CEDIA
www.cedia.org

119 . . . . CES
www.CESweb.org

115. . . . . CinemaShop.com
Phone (866) 243-1001
www.cinemashop.com

23 . . . . . Crutchfield
Phone (800) 555-8347
www.crutchfield.com

36 . . . . . Crystal Acoustics
Phone (301) 317-6326
www.crystal-acoustics.com

41 . . . . . CSA Audio Design
Phone (973) 744-0600
www.csaaudiodesign.com

4-5, 59,. Definitive Technology, LLP
61, 128 Phone (410) 363-7148

www.definitivetech.com

12 . . . . . Diamond Case Designs
Phone (800) 616-5354
www.diamondcase.com

106 . . . . Digital Lifestyle Outfitters
www.DLO.com

C2-3 . . . DirecTV
www.directv.com

108 . . . . Dolby Laboratories
www.dolby.com

77 . . . . . Dynaudio
Phone (630) 238-4200
www.dynaudiousa.com

128 . . . . Enhanced Home Theater
Phone (800) 409-9216
www.EnhancedHT.com

73 . . . . . Ethereal Cable
Phone (866) 839-9187 
www.etherealhometheater.com

75 . . . . . Gallo Anthony Acoustics
www.avspeakers.com

17 . . . . . Hewlett Packard
Phone (877) BUY-ONHP
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CURTAIN CALL

Sports fans can be a pretty nutty bunch. Pushed by their
obsession, some will even shave their heads and paint
them blue, don an absurd overstuffed turkey costume,
and scream for three hours straight. And that’s before
the game even starts. The behavior of sports fans is
often indistinguishable from that of the most dangerous
escaped lunatics, the difference being that, when cap-
tured, escaped lunatics are returned for treatment,
whereas sports fans are allowed to drive home in their
Chevy Tahoes while still wearing their turkey costumes.
No one even thinks to pull them over, handcuff them,
and administer powerful psychotropic drugs and years 
of intense Adlerian therapy.

While I have never applied a body paint of any kind,
when postseason baseball rolls around, I am gripped by 
a low-level obsession and will do my best to watch every
game. This is made more difficult by the fact that I don’t
have TV in my home—no cable, satellite, or off-the-air

feeds. I’m strictly a DVD man. (I figure,
if a TV show is worth my time, it’ll

come to DVD, and I’ll
watch it a year after
the fact—kind of like
a very, very delayed
TiVo.) Since it is very
impractical to wait 
for baseball games to
come to DVD, I am
forced to engage in a
yearly ritual of tuning
in off-the-air HDTV
channels. It isn’t easy,
and the fact that I am
still alive is simple,
blind luck.

Like most things
that nearly kill you, 
it seemed straightfor-
ward. Simply hook an
old Voom HD tuner
to the TV, and, since
I’m relatively close to
the towers, attach a

small indoor antenna to the tuner. And voilà—free
HDTV! Well, one channel of it, anyway. And, while it
was digital TV, it wasn’t actually HD but rather an old
rerun of The Fall Guy stretched to fill my widescreen 
TV. Yes, the first try yielded exactly one completely
wrong, baseball-free channel.

It was time to get serious. I punched through the screen,
strung some coaxial out the window, and fished for a
signal outside where it’s stronger. I got two more channels,
neither being the one I needed. It was getting closer to
game time now, so I had to step things up. A quick trip to
RadioShack to purchase a larger outdoor UHF antenna, and
I was back in action. (Back in action, that is, after a delight-
ful return trip to RadioShack because the kindhearted and
well-meaning clerk put the wrong balun adapter in my bag,
the detestable scoundrel.) Aha! Now the channels rolled in,
literally a dozen of them. Spanish-language channels, three
PBS stations, a local one featuring a large bearded man with
a lisp frying a trout. Still no baseball. A visit to the Internet
confirmed that I had tuned in every available channel in my
area save the very one that I needed.

Since it was probably too much to ask my neighbor
to temporarily remove his three-story house (“Come on,
Bob, it’s only for a couple of weeks in October, sheesh.”),
I needed to get the antenna above it. I grabbed a ladder
and scaled it with the intention of placing the antenna on
the roof. Unfortunately, the base of the ladder was not as
firmly set as I might have wished (I blame the RadioShack
guy), and it shifted, pitching me off several not-very-
harrowing feet—but into a thorn bush. Why any sane
human being would plant a bush with stiff 2-inch thorns
right next to the most likely spot to scale a ladder for place-
ment of a UHF antenna, I’ll never understand.

Obviously, I survived. And, after a half-hour’s help from
my wife (“There! No, now it’s gone…there. No, move it
back!”), I was finally able to tune in the game. Obsessed?
Please, it’s not like I paint my head blue or anything. 

* Michael J. Nelson is the former host and head writer of
Mystery Science Theater 3000 and the author of three books,
most recently the novel DeathRat! (HarperCollins). He has
contributed commentary tracks for Fox’s re-release of Reefer
Madness, as well as the classics Night of the Living Dead
and Carnival of Souls.

by Michael j. Nelson

Aerial View
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In a world where mass-production yields uninspiring choices, Focal’s new Chorus 800 V Series offers an 
exciting, elegant, high-value solution. Building on 25-years of acclaimed engineering, and using proprietary 
materials, Focal’s new Chorus 800 V Series combines dramatic, elegant styling with pride of ownership and 
delightful musicality. Affordable luxury – Focal’s New Chorus 800 V – Anything but mass-produced. Further 
information at www.focal-fr.com

C h o r u s  8 0 0  V :  a f f o r d a b l e  l u x u r y
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LG - THE WORLD’S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF FLAT PANELS.

LG - THE WORLD’S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF FLAT PANELS.

LG - THE WORLD’S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF FLAT PANELS.

©2006 LG Electronics USA, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, NJ. LG Design and Life’s Good are trademarks of LG Electronics, Inc. *Based on plasma and LCD module production Q1 2006.

www.LGusa.com

As the world’s largest manufacturer of flat panels*, more people feel, see

and experience more in front of an LG Plasma or LCD flat panel than any

other. LG’s award-winning flat panels come in lots of different sizes and

styles. Many equipped with innovations like built-in DVR, which allows you

to record, pause and rewind live TV. To see more reasons why more of the

world watches an LG flat panel than any other, go to www.lgusa.com.

Experienced as...Entertaining as...Innovative as LG

LG - THE WORLD’S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF FLAT PANELS.
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